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Have YOU Joined
the Well -paid Ranks

of the

TRAINED MEN?
MANY THOUSANDS MORE ARE URGENTLY

NEEDED. PREPARE YOURSELF FOR A

BETTER POSITION AND BETTER PAY

Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
1.0 S. Home Study Courses. So also can you. We
offer you the benefit of our 52 years' matchless ex-

perience as the creative pioneers of
postal instruction. Since our establish-
ment in 1891, more than 1,000,000
British men and women have enrolled
for 1.C.S. Courses.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.

Accountancy
Advertising "
Aeronautical Engineering
Aero Engine Fisting
Aero Fitting and Rigging
Aeroplane Designing -

Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boilermaking
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Contracting
Business Training
Business Management
Cabinet Making
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Colliery Overman
Colliery Management
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering
Cost Accountancy

- Diesel Engineering

Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Engineer in Charge
Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Fitting and Turning
Forgeman
Foundry Work
Garage Management
Gas -Power Engineering
Ground Engineer
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Insurance
Joinery
Journalism
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Electrician
Mine Fireman
Mine Surveying
Mining Engineering

Antl most of the Technical, Professional, and
Special terms for members of H.M.

Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanic
Moulding
Pattern making
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Servicing
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary Engineering
Secretarial Work
Sheet -Metal Work
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Telegraph Engineering
Telephone Engineering
Tem plating
Textile Designing
Textile Manufacturing
Toolmaking
Turner
Welding
Woodworking
Works Engineering
Works Management

Matric Exams.
Forces.

If you need technical training, our advice on any matter concernipg
your work and your career is yours for the asking-free and without
obligation. Let us send you full information regarding the subject in which you
are specially interested. DON'T DELAY. Make " ACTION " your watchword.

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write -to us TO -DAY.

.......Use this Coupon  
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.

Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway-, London, W.C.2.
Use penny stamp on unsealed envelope)

Please send me particulars of your courier in

Name Age

fieldrets ICS

WORKING HARDER THAN EVER
To -day all our activities are being devoted to the supren-e
effort of victory. And Bassett-Lowke are proud of the
part they are able to play in helping to hasten the day when
you, a free man in a free country, can walk into any one of
their branches and choose the best of everything in the
model -making world, made by craftsmen who love the r
work.
Our London and Manchester branches are still open. We
invite you to call on them. Our War -time staff will to
pleased to give assistance and advice on any model matters.

War -time stock list (L 12), price 4d,, post free.
" Building a Vin. gauge Flying Scotsman," fully

illustrated, price I -, post free.

BASSETT- LOWKE, Ltd.
NORTHAMPTON

LONDON : 112, High Holborn, W.C.I.
MANCHESTER : 28, Corporation Street.

S. TYZACK & SON -LTD.
INCORPORATING GEO. ADAMS
" LONDON'S FINEST TOOL SHOPS"

ZITO "
Super Quality Sliding
Talk tockt Dieholder

No. I M.T. shank, Sony barrel.
precision MINI). For 134610.
0.D. dies. Price p.6. For lin.
O.D. dies. 12/6. With No. 2

M.T. shank. 14 9.
DELIVERY FROM STOCK

We also stock Self Releasing
Die Holders. Will produce
threads to correct length without
variation. Full details on request,

THE " zyro " FOUL WAY
Turret Toolpost

Spring locking action, hardened
screws. malleable body. Base
4In. dia.. height from base hi
toolrest Sin.. size of turret 3in.

square. Price complete XV-.
DELIVERY EX STOCK

ELECTRIC GRINDERS AND
POLISHERS

(Double -ended)

motor3
Complete with Wheel; and

Polishing Spindle.
Full details on request

DELIVEHY FROM STOCK

S. TYZACK & SON LTD.,
341-345, OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.1

rclepholc CLE 1004-5-S
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INERVICIE for owners of

PHILIDME
CYCLE -DYNAMO LIGHTIWG SETS

The great reliability, under all conditions, of Philidyne
lighting sets has been proved by thousands of cyclists
during the war. On those rare occasion's, however,

'when a Philidyne set fails to function perfectly, our
Service Department at CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD,
CROYDON, SURREY, - is there to put it right.

for light at walking speed
Philidyne  Sets are scarce - but they are worth' hunting. for.!

109

PHILIPS LAMPS LTD, CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2

IA
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Preparing for Tomorrow
In the more competitive days of peace, technical training will be a vital
necessity to the Engineer who wishes to safeguard his- position and make
advancement. "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " will show you how
to secure this all-important technical training quickly and easily in your
spare time. This 112 -page book is full of valuable information and
explains the simplest way of preparing for recognised Examinations.
Among the courses described are :.

A.M.I.Mech.E.
Inst. of Production Engineers
Mechanical Engineering
Draughtsmanship
Tracing
Works Management
Jig and Tool Design

-Maintenance Engineering
Diesels
Inspection
Metallurgy
A.M.I.A.E.
Repair Certificates
Automobile Engineering
Garage Management
High Speed Diesels

A.M.I.C.E.
A M.I.Struct.E.
Civil Engineering
Structural Design
Reinforced Concrete
Sanitary Engineering
Municipal Engineering

A.R.I.B.A
L.!.O.B.
Building Construction
Clerk of Works
Specifications, Quantities and

Estimates
Surveying and Levelling
Heating and Air Conditioning

Over 200 other courses-Special training for

A.M.I.E.E.
City and Guilds
Electrical Engineering
Installations
Electricity Supply
Telephony

A.F.R.Ae.S.
Air Ministry Licences
Aeronautical Engineering
Aero Engines
R.A.F. Maths.
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
Wireless
Radio Servicing
Television
Talking Picture Engineering

London Matriculation

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE

" NO PASS NO FEE
If you are earning less than £m a week you cannot afford to miss reading
" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " ; it tells you everything you want to know to
make your peace -time future secure, and describes many chances you are now missing. In
your own interest we advise you to write for your copy of this enlightening guide to well -
paid posts NOW-FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TEMOLOGY
410A, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17-18-19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
(including postage)

Inland - - - 10s. 6d. per annum.
Abr0id - 10s. per annum.
Cana - - 10s per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.
Tower House, Southampton Street Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.Q. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles
published in " Practical Mechanics it specially
reserved throughout the countries signatory to the
Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reprodu.ctions
or imitations of any of these  are therefore

expressly forbidden.
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to the kaper shortage " The Cyclist," "Practical Motorist," arri "Home Movi,-.3" are
= temporarily incorporated.

Editor : F. J. CAMM
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BY THE EDITOR

Wanted-A Square Deal for Inventors
IWAS interested to receive a copy of a

pamphlet entitled Wow Inventors Can
Aid the War Effort," from the U.S.

Department of Commerce. I read this
pamphlet with great interest, for, as readers
know, I have always held that inventors in
this country have been badly treated by
Government Departments as well as vested
interests. I am not, of course, referring to
those stupid " inventors " who imagine they
are inventors because they bend a nail in. a
new way to act as a coat -hook. I am refer- '
ring to inveptors with scientific knowledge,
education and practical training who are able
to puceive, ' without harassing manufac-
turers (and editors!), whether their ideas are
practicable. Invention, of course, does not
necessarily mean the creation of some
mechanism or, principle ; it also means
discovery.

I was interested in this pamphlet for two
reasons. It indicates that the inventor has
a far better time in America, even during
the war, than do inventors in this country.
Inventors in Germany were for many years
before the war subsidised by the German
.Government. In America there is the
National ' Inventors' Council, which .is a
central Governmental Clearing House to
'which can be submitted inventions and
suggestions that might prove valuable to the
war effort. It was created in August, 1940;
by the Secretary of Commerce with the full
concurrence of the President. The Council
membership comprises outstanding American
inventors, scientists and industrialists having
wide experience in the .development and
utilisation of invention, and the ,high profes--
sional standing of these men, all 'of whom
serve without compensation, inspires
confidence in the ability of the Council to

s do the job for which it was created. The
1 primary function& of , this Council is to
encourage the American public to' submit
inventions or inventive ideas of value in the
war effort, and promptly to evaluate these
inventions by a system of technical corn-
-mimes so that useful ideas may be promptly
placed in the hands of the proper military
or naval bureaux. A central file of suggested
inventions is kept, as it is considered to be
of continuing value.; if not in war, then in
peace. It is noted that. in 16 months of
operation the Council received over 90,000
communications, of which about 55,000
contained inventions and ideas. A surpris-
ingly ldrge percentage of these have
possessed sufficient merit to warrant serious
consideration. A number already have been

accepted for use by the American Army,
Navy, Air Force and other Government
Departments.

Stimulating Inventive Effort
THE Council is desirous of stimulating

inventive effort on the part of the
nation's inventors, scientists, engineers, tech-
nicians and mechanics. Experience has
shown that useful suggestions are generally
made by men having technical training as
well as practical experience in one or more
of 'the various branches of science and
engineering. It is recognised that valuable
ideas may spring from any. other source, and
therefore careful attention is given to every
suggestion submitted. -Each of these is
acknowledged, classified and referred to one
or 'more staff engineers for careful examina-
tion and evaluation. Those appearing
meritorious are ,hen referred to the appro-
priate technical committee chairman for his
consideration and report, and when he
reports favourably it is referred to ',the
Council as a whole. If the Council affirms
the'chairman'srman's opinion, the invention is then
forwarded to the various Services for their
consideration and ultimate adoption if they
find it acceptable. In the latter case the
Service Department deals directly with the
inventor in making the necessary arrange-
ments for the use of the invention. The
Council does nor' consider the question of
compensation, or contracts between inven-
tors, and the Army or Navy. This is
negotiated by the appropriate Service or
authority. The kind -of inventions which
may be found useful are improventents in
devices or methods now in use 4nd new
devices or ideas not now known or used,
but which may be found useful. Those
most 'likely to be found acceptable are those
based on a knowledge of the particular field.
in which they lie plus some knowledge of
the military requirements surrounding their
use ; and those based on entirely new but
sound conceptions which -may be so promis-
ing that military requirements and strategy
can be planned to utilise them. New ideas,
however revolutionary, are always welcome,
but inventors should guard against the
common fault of thinking that merely
because their invehtion is different, it 'must
be better than another device already in use
for the same purpose. Military require-'
ments sometimes preclude the* use of
devices which may give satisfactory
laboratory performance.

Most of the items_ of military equipment

have been devised and developed by
-civilians, and in some cases by those who
have had no experience in military affairs.
Well-known examples include the aeroplane,
the machine-gun, smokeless powder and
rifled cannons. Many ideas have been
brought to a state of important usefulness
through, the assistance of the well-equipped
engineering bureaux of the Army and Navy.

Hundreds of industrial companies, labora-
tories, engineering firms and inventors are
engaged in the task of developing, new
products arid 'processes for commercial and
industrial use, but many fail to realise the
application that these inventions may have
to the needs of- the armed Services. The
military, naval and other establishments of
the United States Government have such

, extended ramifications', that almost any new
industrial idea' is likely to be of some interest
to them. The Navy yards and arsenals do

' work which demands the greatest precision
and most modern. methods.

For this reason it is suggested that heads
of research and development departments of
industrial companies, trade associations,
engineering firms, or private laboratories
review each new industrial discovery from
the standpoint of its application to military,
naval or other Governmental needs. This,
of course, does not apply to work that -is
being currently done for the military
Services, but only to that which would not
automatically come to the attention of these
branches. Disclosures of such discoveries or
inventions should be sent to the National
Inventors' Council. They will be given
careful consideration for their applicability
to the national emergency. The system of
committees and liaison officers established
by the. Council enables this exploratory or
evaluation work to be accomplished with
thoroughness and dispatch.

There is ' little encouragement in. this
country for inventors:. The Government has
power to- commandeer any invention with-
out compensation to the inventor, although
as a Tact, when the war is over, the inventor
can apply for compensation. If he - does
make out a case this is usually- granted, but,
owing to the large number of applications
received for compensation, it often takes
years for the application to be heard.

If it is necessary to encourage inventors
in war, which is purely destructive, is it
not even 'more desirable to encourage them
in peace ? We are, longer at peace than
we are at war, and the needs of peace are
greater than war.
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Small Wind-power Plants
Simple Methods of Eilding Small Wind -power Plants from Scrap

Material with the Minimum of Tools

By W. H. SUTHERLAND

WINDCHARGERS are divided into
W two main classes - geared and

directly driven. Geared units are
so difficult to build without unusual facilities,
Fnd depend to such an extent on the odds
and ends of *machinery available that no
attempt will b.-. made to describe their

Fig. 1.-Diagrams explaining the removal of
'third brush from car generators. Dotted lines

show new connections.

construction. On the other hand, a
' directly -driven dynamo must begin to charge
-below 50o r.p.m. to make use of light winds,
so the choice of dynamo is fairly limited:

'Choosing a Dynamo
Dynamos off old cars generally have a

low charging speed, but are usually built
for 6 -volt working. A modern 12 -volt
dynamb does not cut -in before 9oo r.p.m.,
but may be slow enough when used On a
6 -volt wind charger. There are several
advantages in using a 12 -volt dynamo on a
b -volt circuit. Such a unit will be charging
at currents up to 4 amps in winds that
would not cause the same dynamo to cut -in
on a 12 -volt circuit, and as summer months
bring weeks of these light, steady winds,
the advantage is obvious. The heating effect

uR,

in the field -coils is only one quarter as
great as it would be at 12 volts, so there
is practically no danger of the dynamo
burning out. Also, since the magnets get,
at most, half of their correct magnetic flux,
the current will reach a maximum value at
about 15 to 20 amps, and even twice the

propeller speed will not cause much
increase. This protects both armature
and battery cells. Lastly, it is much
cheaper to build a 6 -volt outfit.

In choosing a dynamo there are certain
points to watch that give a rough idea of
its value for windcharging. Generally a
slow dynamo has a large diameter case
rather than a long one. The armature is
wound with wire of about 18 S.W.G. for
slow charging, while faster ones have a

.S.W.G. winding. There seems to be
little difference in cutting in speed
between 2 -pole or 4 -pole construction.
To test a dynamo, wind a yard or

two -of string around the axle and give
it a strong, steady pull. A sudden jerk
should be felt as the dynamo gathers speed,
and after dtat it should only be possible
to rotate It comparatively slowly with the
string. After trying several different
dynamos it is easy to judge which ones are

General viewview of the, large model to be described in the next article. Full details for building
'and winding the dynamo will be given. A Lucas A 900 C or A 80o C dynamo is needed.

(Above) Two views of the 6 -volt windchaver
described in .the text. Built with a Lucas
C 45 A type 12.5 dynamo, cutting in about
450 r.p.m. The top illustration shows the
windcharger suitably mounted several, hundred

yards from the house.

slow. A fast dynamo will continue to
gather speed until the string is nearly off
before beginning to generate.

For comparison purposes, remember that
the maximum speed' possible when turning
a dynamo by hand is about 30o r.p.m.
Commercial windcharger dynamos will
charge at this speed, but no ordinary car
dynamo would register more than one volt
at 30o r.p.m. The dynamo should light a
12 -volt 24 -watt bulb easily when turned by
string in this manner. See that it has good
ball -bearings at each end, and that the
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backward pressure of the wind on the
propeller will not displace the bearings. The
commutator should show no sign -of a groove
where the' brushes press. The axle must
project far enough from the case, and have
sufficient screw -thread to allow for secure
fixing of the propeller.

Overhauling the Dynamo
Dismantle the dynamo and remove any

oil or carbon dust. If the mica insulation
in the commutator grooves is level with the
copper surface, cut it down with a pointed
tool. For windcharger work, the third, or
" regulation " brush is removed to lower the
cutting -in weed and to reduce wear. This
brush is connected directly to one end of
the field -coils, and is movable and usually
smaller than the other two. Trace the field -
coil connections in series through the two
or four coils, and find where the end remote
from the regulation brush is connected. In
a two -pole machine it is usually earthed to
the case, but with four -pole construction
it will be joined to the main positive brush.
j,,eave it where it is. Remove the other end
of the coils from the regulation brush and
connect it so that the coils are across the
two main brushes. The third brush -holder
can then be removed altogether. Fig. a.
makes this procedure clear, the dotted line
showing the new. connection in each ease.
Test the dynamo again with string.

[sin. lengths of flat iron bar. Pieces of farm -
cart wheel -bands are suitable, and any
blacksmith will bend them to the required
shape. The bars are clamped around the
pipe as shown in Fig. 2, using two in. bolts.
They should be flat against ' each other on
the long side, but have a clearance of lin.
on the short side, to allow for tightening.
The long side should be long enough for
the particular dynamo used. The dynamo is
fixed to the turntable by a pair of rings,
shown in Fig. 3. These are made from
any light strips of iron, about tin. wide and
lin. thick. The turntable for the small
windcharger shown was made with a solid
iron bar- instead of the inside pipe. It is
attached to the flat cross -bar carrying the
dynamo ,by means of a large nut and split -
pm. It was part of an iron bed, and had
about 'lin. of one end threaded. The tube
carrying the tail fin can be attached by
small bolts to the short end of the cross -arm.
It should consist either of light, circular
tubing, or right-angle iron, to prevent
vibrations being set up in it. Four feet is
a suitable length for a small turntable.

The Tail Fin
The tail fin is made of any -strong, light

material, and is about aft. square. A bigger
fin will put unnecessary strain on the
dynamo axle when changing direction due to
the gyroscopic effect of the propeller. When

Fig. 3.-Showing methods of attaching dynamo to turntable described, and to a .flat bar, as
in the model illustrated.

It is useful to know that the direction of
rotation of the dynamo is reversed by inter-
changing the ends of the field -coils, since
it may be necessary to do this when chang-
ing from chain gearing to cog -wheel gearing.
A dynamo which has been idle for long
often fails to work because the trace of
magnetism necessary to start the field cur-
rent is absent from the pole -pieces. To
remedy this, connect it with correct polarity
to a car -battery and allow it to spin as a
motor for several minutes. Finally, give the
complete dynamo two or three coats of good
enamel, after making sure that all screw -
holes or other openings are closed to moisture.

Turntable
The turntable is the part of t,he outfit most

likely to cause trouble. The writer has
found that complicated fittings, for example,
ball -bearings, should be avoided, and that
no timber should ever be used in the con-
struction. The final details depend entirely
on the material available, and general con-
structional hints are all that can be given, in
an article like this. A convenient form of
turntable consists of two lengths of iron
pipe, about 3ft. long and t 1- to tins. in
diameter. They need not be a very accurate
fit, since a little rocking will cause no
damage. The outside pipe is blocked by a
wooden plug at the bottom to form an oil
reservoir, and can be fixed easily to a
v.00den pole, as shown in the illustration
(Fig. 2). The inside pipe 'is blocked simi-
larly at the top to prevent the entry of rain.

To secure ths dynamo to the inside pipe,
a cross -arm is needed. This can be made by
putting semi -circular depressions in two

mounted, the turntable is filled with heavy
lubricating oil. Every constructor will find
methods of his own for' building a simple
turntable, but the points given can form
the basis for individual design. No mention
has been made of slip -rings to carry the
current from the turntable. During a year's
continuous running with the windcharger
illustrated, the author had only once to
unwind the direct connections going to the
dynamo. Heavy rubber -covered leads were
used, sufficiently long to loop easily around

the turntable pipe should the wind change
direction by a complete revolution.

Propeller Design
In spite of the general opinion, a pro -

4' -- 2. 2

4i- Space tor
. Tightening'

Wooden Pmg to
....../Keep Out Rain

2'

Fig. 2.-Method of making a simple turntable.

peller is quite easy to make, and so long
as the -fundamental principles are adhered
to, wide variations of slope and dimensions ,
are possible. I shall give details of two
typical types, a very fast one for the small
windcharger described, and a more powerful
one, not so fast, for rewound or . geared
dynamos. After one or two attempts, the
constructor will get the knack of propeller
making, and will be able to introduce altera-
tions. The first essential is a sound board of
uniform thickness, with the grain running
along the length. Douglas fir is the best
timber, but well -seasoned ash is a good
substitute.

For very high speed running, 5ft. bins. is
a good length, but a 6ft. propeller
is a better all-round source of power, and
can easily be cut back a few inches if
necessary. Both propellers described rotate
clockwise. For the fast one, a board 6ft. x
4ins. x in. is needed, but the slower type
needs a board 6ft. x 4lins. x tin. Find
the centre and drill a fin. hole for testing
the balance' by hanging the propeller on a
nail in the side of. -the bench. The propeller
should return to the horizontal froin any
other position, and it is essential that this
test be done, and any deviation corrected
after -each separate operation in making the
propeller. It is not sufficient to balance
the finished propeller by removing some
timber at random from the heavier side.
Mark the board as shown in Fig. 4, and
saw off, the shaded portions, cleaning the
saw cuts with the plane. Along either
trailing edge, mark off from the table the
distances shown, measured from the back
surface of the board, and join them with
a pencil line. To form the driving slope,
the front of the propeller must now be
planed down so that a flat, smooth surface
connects the o iginal edge C D of the board
to the' pencil line all the way along each
blade. The space G F C can best be
" scoope " out with a spokeshave, but a

6

M F

Trading Edge

H

Front

C Leading Edge

rE

Copper Foll

Distances Used
in Table

Fig. 4.-Propeller details. Note.-The curve of the leading edge remains the same at each section.
Fasi type. x =3in., y l= fin. Slower type. Y =4iin.,

Removed Before
Shaping Back
to Lighten Tips

L.E

i
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small plane will also do. The flatness of
the new surface is tested with the edge of a
ruler, and should be fairly true all the
way along. The cross-section, of the board
at various points is shown in Fig. 4. This
completes the driving slopesof the propeller,
and it only remains to shape the back for
the lowest possible air -friction. The dotted
lines on the treks -section diagrams show the
final shape of the back surface, which

 is planed into a smooth curve with a
" blunt " leading edge and decreasing rapidly
away to a point along the trailing edge,
the maximum thickness of timber being
about one-third of the width of the blade
from the leading edge at all points. In order

lines can now be worked on to the back of
the blades. Cut the tips of the blades to
the shape indicated, and the propeller is
ready to be sandpapered. This should be
continued, from coarse paper to fine, until
the whole propeller has a glass -like surface.
Particular attention should be given to the
tips of the blade, where the speed is greatest.
If a suitable piece of light copper or lead
foil is at hand, the leading edge should be
protected for the last 12ins. of its length.
The foil must be bent to fit the shape of
the blade perfectly, extending back about
A,in. on the blade, and fixed by about six
small wire staples, passed through tiny holes
drilled  through the foil and timber, and
BOARD DIMENSIONS,

seldom need to be shut off to avoid over-
charging, but a light rope can be left hang-

'ing from the tail to tie the machine per-
pendicularly to  the wind direction, or to
unwind the dynamo connections if theY
should ever become wound around the turn-
table. It is absolutely necessary that the
whole installation be wired with the
heaviest possible wire, and on 6 -volt
circuits there is no need to have covered
wires, either outside or inside, provided
there is no danger of opposite polarity wires
touching. This makes possible the use of
7/22 bare aerial wire, which can be
obtained cheaply.

A small unit of the kind described above

Distance from centre of board ... ! 2 i 3 1 4 ' 11 1 5 1 6 1 7 8 1 9 1 10 1- 11 12 13 1 14 ! 15 1 16 17 i 18

Distance from.back surface on T.E. 1*.75 i .75 1 .751 .25 1 .10 1 ..06 1 .06 I .06 r---.IF,1 .22 1 .24 : .26 -1 .28 1 .30 1 ..31. 1 .32 .34 i .38

Distance from centre of board ... 1 19 1 20 21 [ 22 1 23 1_24 1.._ 25 ,. 28 - ; 27 28 1 29 30 1 31 1 32 1 33 34 135 36

Distance from back surface on T.E. 1.39 1.40 .41 i .41 I .41 1 A2 i A2 ; 44 .M .55 I .57 1 .58 1 .59 1 .80 1 - .60 .61 1 .62 1 .62

BOARD DIMENSIONS 60 1

Distance from centre of board ...:1 2 3 4 41 1 5 6 7 8 1 9 , 1

--- "

10 . 1 11 I 12 1- 1.3 , 14 I 15 1 16 t 17 18

Distance from back surface on T.E. 1 1 1 1 .60 1 .50 .20 .10 .10 1 .12 1 .13 M6 1 .2 1 .2 I .2 1 :22 1 .23 .25 .27
Distance from centre of board ... 1 19 1 23 1 21 1 22 i 23 21 ; 25 26 1 27 1 28 1 29 30 1 31 1 32 i 33 1 34 35 . M

Distance from back surface on T.E. : .35 1 .4 1 . 42 .43 . .45 1 .19 . -.50 . .52 1 .54 .60 1 .65 1 .70 1 .71 1 .73 1 .76 1 .76 1 .76 1 .78

to reduce the weight of the outside portions
of the propellers and to maintain the correct
proportion between thickness and width,
some timber has to be removed from the
back before shaping to the streamline section
described. -Lay the propeller with back
uppermost and put two or three blocks of
timber underneath the front face to act as
supports, since the driving slopes will not
lie flat on the bench. Plane the board,
keeping a_ flat surface, until it changes from
its original thickness at the centre to about
half of its thickness at the end of each
blade. This will compromise between
strength and lightness so that exact details
are best decided individually.

The streamline curve illustrated by dotted

clenched on alternate sides. This protection
is almost a necessity, since the timber comes
to pieces along the leading edge after
several months working. Give the propeller
at least two coats of good outside varnish.
If the first coat is not properly hard before
the second is added centrifugal force will
drive the varnish into ridges underneath the
lay& formed by the second coat. A week
should be enough to dry each coat. Attach
the propeller to the dynamo by whatever
system is most suitable to the particular
type .used. Generally, a *in. plate, held on
the dynamo axle by the' nut that secures
the pulley wheel, and attached to the pro-
peller by two tin. bolts spaced by about
4ins. is quite sufficient. Small windchargers

is only suitable for supplying a few lights
in good wind areas, but on account of its
simplicity and strong construction, it is
practically trouble -free in use. The dynamo
will not begin to charge, until there is a
Strong wind blowing, with the propeller
almost invisible. At thi3 point,, let me
remark that a windcharger propeller is'
never rotating as fast as it appears to be
rotating when viewed from a distance. Next
month the author will describe in detail
the complete construction of a larger unit,
using a re -wound Lucas A 90o C dynamo.
Full winding instructions will be given for
this particular type, which is - very suitable.

(To be continued.)

How Many EnAines?
The Possibilities of Multi-engined Aircraft.

NOT so very long ago a single -seater
machine with more than one motor
was quite unheard of, and for multi-

engined aircraft the tri-motored layout held
the field. Those readers who recall the
famous Fokker monoplanes, and their
brilliant record in all parts of the world, may
stop to wonder why the three -motor layout,
one engine in the nose and one slung under
each wing, has been abandoned in favour of
two or four motor installations, generally
mounted on the wings. The only notable
surviving tri-motor machines at the present
time are the Junkers Ju. 52B, and certain
Italian machines, all now admittedly obsolete
of obsolescent.

Single Engines
In the early days it was purely a question

of the power which could be derived from one
engine. Two such engines were not quite
enough and so three was the logical choice,
although it was soon realised that the centre
engirtc, mounted in the nose- of the machine,
was less efficient than the other two due to the
presence of a fuselage behind it. What
actually happens is that the velocity of the
slipstream from an airscrew is greater than
that of the airspeed of the machine. Thug
all components exposed to the slipstream have
increased drag (drag being proportional to the

By NEMO

square of the velocity of air flowing over the
component) and greater drag means less
efficiency. From this general description it
would appear that the pusher layout with
the pusher airscrew, now truly to be termed
a propeller, at the - rear of the fuselage or
engine nacelles, would be the most efficient
layout, but this will be dealt with in more
detail later.

Systems of Mounting
Realising the inherent inefficiency of the

orthodox tri-motor layout many designers
adopted different systems of mounting the
engine. The most obvious solution, still
keeping to the tractor arrangement (i.e., with
the airscrew in front) was to raise - all the
engines clear of obstructions suitably mounted
on struts. Examples of this are seen in the
Short Calcutta and Saro Windover, to name
but two. The engines are then set in line
abreast with only the tail unit under the
influence of the slipstream. This, obviously,
was not the ideal solution, the struts themselves
contributing a large amount of excess drag.
The next step was to Taise the wing above the
fuselage and set the engines in line in the
wing, as in the Supennarine Air Yacht of
1932 or, a more modern example, the

Dornier Do. 24. Both of theie machines are
flying -boats, and thus this form of engine
mounting not only grouped the engines in an
efficient manner, but also raised the aftscrews
clear of spray. Spray thrown back on to
revolving airscrews is harmful, pitting or
otherwise damaging the blades and shortening
their useful life.

A . third' class of tri-motor designs is
deserving of mention, if only on account of
its quite unorthodox appearance. In this the
two outboard engines are mounted under or
between the wings in the normal manner, but
the third engine, instead of being mounted
in the'nose is mounted above, or on the upper
wing. In this country we hadi the Airspeed
Ferry, which did much useful work with certain
air circuses, and in America the Ford 24-A.

However, the tri-motor layout has nearly
died out and apart from the notorious
Junkers ju. 52, which is reckoned " easy -
meat " to the modern fighter, the Italians are
about the only country which has persisted
in such designs. Indeed the Savoia Marchetti
S.M. 82 Canguru, a normal tri-motor,
low -wing monoplane, holds a number of
weight -carrying and distance records, out
standing amongst which is a flight of 8,037.97
miles in 56i hours in a closed circuit in 1939.
But in general the tri-motor layout has almost
disappeared.
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:With the greater power output available
from single engines it has been found that
two engines of, say, 900 h.p. each gave a
better performance than three engines of
600 h.p. each, although the total h.p. is the
same. Experiments were performed on a
number of aircraft during the early 1930's to
test such assumptions, flying one particular
type with one, two and three engines of the
same total power. In all cases it war found
that two engines gave the better performance
and thus the twin-engined layout approaches
more nearly the ideal.

Four-engined Layout
With the recent increase in -size of heaVy

bombers, and in spite of the increased power
of single power units, the four-engined layout
has become standardised. America Was one
of the first countries to take this step, a
Boeing B-299, the direct ancestor of the
Boeing Fortress, being first flown in 1935.
Now in this country we have, of course, the
Avro Lancaster, Handley Page Halifax, Short
Stirling and Short Sunderland, in addition to
several American types.

In spite of the outstanding performance the
fact remains that all of these four-engined
machines would be more efficient and have a
better performance if fitted with only two
engines, of the same total h.p. In point of
fact, the Halifax and Lancaster were originally
designed as twin -motor bombers around the
Rolls-Royce Vulture engine. This engine
failed to come up to expectations and has been
abandoned, and hence, since no suitable
substitute was available in quantity, both of
the types concerned were fitted with four Rolls-
Royce Merlins. The total h.p. of four
Merlins exceeds that of two Vultures of the
original design layout, and thus performance
does not suffer. However, two Sabre engines
of 2,400 h.p. each, replacing the four Merlins,
would probably give an increase in per-
formance.

The reason for this is not hard to find.
In the first place, additional engines,. mean
more weight, more accessories and, naturally,
more cowlings and nacelles to spoil the
aerodynamic form. Thus both drag and
weight are increased, so performance naturally
suffers. This is not always true, for it may
be possible to use Tour engines of, say, 500 h.p.
each which weigh less than two engines of
1,000 h.P. each, but the greater number of
auxiliary fittings and decrease in aero-
dynamic efficiency is still to be countered.

Thus at the moment it would seem that
aircraft design for large multi-engined

View of the assent5ly line in one of the Ministry of Aircraft Production factories, showing four-engined Lancaster bombers in
various stages of completion.

machines has got ahead of engine design,
but this is really only a. case of production.
Aircraft design waits upon engine design, as
it has always done in military aircraft (and
a large number of civil types), but there are a
number of 2,000 h.p. and over engines going
into production, which figure will probably
be still further increased in the near future.

Dotible-engined Nacelles
In the meantime certain designers have

looked for other solutions. 'The Heinkel
He. 177, one of Germany's latest four-
engined bombers, is, from external appear-
ances, a twin-engined machine, with a nacelle
slung under each wing. Actually each
nacelle houses two motors, each pair of
motors being geared to a single four -bladed
airscrew. In this manner four engines are
employed in an aerodynaihically efficient
manner, although the question of weight* of
complication of gearing still arises.

The other example is the Dornier Do. 26,
which has four motors arranged in two
nacelles. Each nacelle thus contains two
motors, but each motor drives its own
airscrew. Thus there is one airscrew at the
end of the two,nacelles, two pushers and two
tractors. This again is a compromise, but
also affords an illustration of the greater
efficiency of the pusher layout. With front
tractor airs crews stopped and pusher airscrews
driving the top speed is greater than that
with pusher airscrews stopped and tractor
airscrews driving. In other words, the pusher
layout is more efficient, i.e., has less drag.

Readers may remember the American Bell
Airacuda introduced some years ago, which, is
a fairly orthodox machine with twin motors
in nacelles attached to the wings, with the
exception that the airscrews are behind the
wing (i,e. pusher) and not in front. This
arrangement has been proven to gide greater
aerodynamic efficiency, but here arrives a
big difficulty which apparently has been
overlooked on such designs. Owing to the
position of the airscrews it is practically
impossible for any of the crew in front of
them, i.e., in the nose of the machine, to bale
out without hitting the airscrews and being
cut to pieces. It may be argued that on the
Airacuda design provision might be made for
an escape hatch in the fuselage aft of the
airscrew discs, but for other similar designs,
such as the Fokker D 23 push-pull single -
seater fighter and certain projected designs,
such a solution is not possible.

Hence, in spite of the proven increase in
efficiency, it would appear that the application

of the pusher layout is somewhat limited,
unless it is possible to ensure the air -crew a
reasonable chance of baling out clear of the
airscrews.

That greater size means more power needed
to maintain flight is easily understood, and
also that greater power means better
performance, but within a short time
to,000 .h.p. or more should readily be
available from four engines and so, except
for outstanding developments in design, there
should be little need to include more than
four engines on a large machine.

Multi-engined Machines
However, for various reasons aircraft films

will build bigger and bigger machines and
so undoubtedly there will be, six-engined
machines ; there are actually a number at the
moment of writing, such as the Blohm and
Voss By. 122, and even eight-engined
machines. Six- and eight-engined machines
have been built and flown successfully long
before the present war, and the Dornier
Do. X had 52. Several of this design were
built, three for Italy, but in spite of a total
of 7,200 h.p. from its 12 engines, it was
under -powered. The multiplicity of engines
was primarily due to lack of suitable high-
powered engines at the time, hence a large
number were used to give the required total
h.p. To -day the four engines of the Short
Stirling deliver nearly the same power as the 12
of the Do. X (6,400 h.p.), and if it had been
possible to fit these to the Do. X they would
probably have given a better performance on
account of reduction in drag and weight.

To talk of the future of multi-engined
machines it would appear that with the
ever-increasing size it will be possible to.
house the engines completely within the
wings, and this will approach the ideal. On
such' an arrangement the airscrews, either
pusher or tractor, will be driven by extension
shafts, and the only notable extrusions will
be the necessary cooling radiators, etc.
Apart from consideration of weight and
structural design the question of duplicity of
engines will then be simplified.
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Airship Development

The R -too at the mooring mast in Montreal,
after her remarkable trip from England

in 1930.

THE quesuon as to whether airships will
be utilised in the future is interesting,
and -quite a good case can be made 

out for their use. Freight which is not of
a compact form may be delivered by airship
at lower speeds than is possible by -heavier-
than-air machines, but at the same time
three or four times faster than normal land
or sea transport. Prior to -the present
conflict, due to several catastrophes; the
airship looked as though it was becoming
extinct, but a review of its development,
advantages and disadvantages follows.

Development
Very shortly after the first successful free

balloon flights had been made several
inventors began to tackle the problem of
controlling the direction of flight so that
planned journeys could be made. Although
balloons have flown hundreds of miles and
ascended to the stratosphere, they are
always at the mercy of the wind.

A steam engine enabled the first airship
to. fly under its own power in 1852, but
very little success was achieved until the
latter part of the nineteenth century,
when the internal-combustion engine was
developed. The first important step was
the change from the spherical form of the
balloon to a more streamlined form, which
enabled the resistance to be lowered and the
control to be improved,.

It was soon found that as the size of
airships was increased, difficulty in main-
taining the shape .of the gas container was
experienced. This type, known as the non-
rigid airship, was nothing more or less than
an ordinary balloon with a passenger basket
and engine hung from cables attached to
the fabric. Due to the variation in the
pressure of the gas caused by the heat from
the sun or the release of gas for manoeuvring
purposes, the envelope may sag or otherwise
lose its shape. Also, if the pressure becomes
too high the fabric may split and allow the
gas, to escape. This danger occurs when
the airship rises, owing to the reduction of
the air -pressure causing the container to
expand and tend to burst.

Non -rigid Airship
Various methods of overcoming some of

the difficulties described in the previous
paragraph encountered in the non -rigid type
of airship have been developed. In order
to maintain the nose profile; wooden or metal
stiffeners may be incorporated at this portion
and prevent the air pushing the fabric
inwards, thus maintaining a good entry.

To prevent the pressure inside the con 
tainer rising to a dangerous figure as the

airship gains altitude, valves are fitted which
allow the excess gas to escape. Unfortun-
ately, when the airship descends the volume
of the gas will decrease and cause the
envelope to collapse. To counter this last
disadvantage balloonets (small air bags) are
fitted inside the envelope. By filling these
containers with air, the correct profile is
maintained.

The use of these air bags during ascent
.prevents waste of hydrogen, as the air may

Elevators

Fin and Rudder

The Possibilities of the Use of
Airships in the Post-war Years

By T. E. G. BOWDEN

These airships were very successful, and,
when powered by two 240 h.p. engines, flew
at almost 6o m.p.h., with a duration of 24
hours. The capacity of these patrol airships
varied from 10o,000 cu. ft. to approxi-
mately 400,000 cu. ft. They are ideal
for coastal patrol work, provided that they
are not likely to. encounter opposition from
enemy aircraft, as their envelopes are
extremely vulnerable. On the other hand,
their ability to remain stationary is an
immense advantage when searching for
'submarines.

The materials utilised for the envelopes
have not changed from those used in the
early days. Doped fabric, with layers of
rubber between them, have proved satisfac-
tory. For manoeuvring purposes; fins,
rudders, tailplanes and elevators have been
standard fittings, and function in a similar
manner' to those used on heavier-than-air
aircraft.

In 1925 several non -rigid airships were
constructed in the United States for corn-
mercial purposes and achieved considerable
success. One of the Erst of these passenger
airships remained in operation for six .years.
The capacity was II2,000 cu. ft. and
length 14oft. The U.S. Army Air Corps
flew non -rigid airships with several interest-
ing features. To allow for a landing on the
surface of the sea the passenger car was

Gas Valve

Car and Engine
Fig. 1.-Non-rigid airship.

be allowed to escape and make room for
the expanding gas containers. Fig. r illus-
trates the general outline of a typical non-
rigid airship. 'During the last war (1914-18)
this type of airship was used extensively for
patrol work over the sea, and the Americans
are using them for anti -U-boat flights in the
present conflict. The speed of these airships
is approximately 5o m.p.h. and the capacity
6o,000 cu. ft., giving a useful lift of half
a ton.

A development of the non -rigid airship
was the type designed by the Astra-Torres
Co. Instead of having the usual -circular
cross-section (Fig. 2), a trefoil section was
used giving three lobes. Internal fabric
diaphragms were fitted to maintain this
shape, and holes cut, so that in effect there
was only one gas container. By adopting this
design the necessary rigging for the attach-
ment of the car and engine was allowed to
be partly inside the envelope due to the load
distribution obtained in this type. By doing
this the drag was considerably reduced,
although the. constructional difficulties were_
increased.

Fig. 2.-Trefoil section airship.

shaped in the form of a boat, and walkways
were provided so that the engines could be
maintained in flight. A small observation
car was carried, capable of being lowered
from the main car by means of a cable and
an auxiliary motor. An extremely interesting
innovation was the introduction of a method
whereby water could be picked up during
flight for ballasting purposes.

Semi -rigid 'Airship
As the si?..e of airships became greater, the

need for some form of stiffening became
more apparent and led to the introduction of
the semi -rigid design of airship. The main
feature of this type is a girder which extends
from the nose to the tail. A typical keel
girder is illustrated in Fig. 3. By this
means the profile may be% retained more
easily and also the pressure required .in the
gas container may be reduced, thus avoiding
straining the fabric.

Two Frenchmen, Pierre and Paul
Lebaudey, constructed one of the first semi-
rigid airships but it. was not a very great
success. The disadvantage was due to the
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amount of resistance caused by the stiffening
members, which were external. The speed
was, as a result, not very great and also,
due to the lack of knowledge of the forces
acting on the structure, the flexibility was
excessive.

The Italians developed a more successful
semi -rigid type by enclosing the keel inside
the main envelope, thus reducing the resist-
ance. At the same time the passenger car
uas attached close to the keel and by this
means a fairly satisfactorY streamlined
shape was obtained.

One of the largest semi -rigid airships to be
constructed wa the Roma (Italian) with a
capacity of one and a quarter million cubic
feet. The length was 4t oft., speed 70 m.p.h.,
and the lifting force approximately 4o tons.
This airship was designed for ocean travel,
but after being sold to America was
unfortunately destroyed by fire.

The hydrogen in this type may be carried
either in separate containers or in one large
gas, bag separated into several sections by
fabric diaphragms. An extremely successful
airship, the Nore, had to gas compartments
with a total capacity of almost 700,000 cu.
ft. This airship flew vast distances over
the Polar regions in all climatic conditions.

A nose cap attached to the keel helped to
maintain a good nose profile.

Rigid Airships
From the semi -rigid design of airship, the

next step was the rigid type illustrated in.
Fig. 4, and developed mainly by, the German,
Count Zeppelin. In this type a metal frame-
work is installed which carries all the loads,
thus making an extremely stiff and strong
structure. Transverse frames built from
light alloy are connected to each other by_
means of a series of girders running from
the nose to the tail. Additional wire
bracing is fitted and a layer of fabric spread
over the frames. The outer envelope need
not be gas -tight as its main function is to
provide the correct profile,

A typical successful rigid airship was the
Hindenburg with a capacity of 7,000,000

Longitudinal Girder

The U.S. Army dirigible RS -1, soaring over Washington after a flight from Langley
Field, Virginia, several years ago.

Various methods to overcome this difficulty
have been tried out and one solution is to
condense the water in the engine exhausts
instead of discharging it to waste. An inter-
esting method was the one used by the Graf
Zeppelin. Instead of using normal liquid
fuel, a gaseous fuel was used which possessed
a density approximately the same as that
of the normal atmosphere. Consequently,
the consumption of fuel did not affect the
lifting properties of the airship.

All -metal Airship
A departure from the usual airship design

was the introduction of an all -metal airship.
The problem of covering the framework with
a thin metal 'skin required a great deal of
experimenting and research work before
success was achieved. Originally, in America,
a skin of duraluminium o.co8in. -

thick was suggested, but
difficulty was experienced, due Longitudinal
to corrosion. Members

Reinforced Nose

cu. ft. of gas. Four 1,000 h.p. diesel
engines were fitted and gave a maximum
speed of over 8o m.p.h. Accommodation
for 5o passengers was provided.

Special precautions are necessary on this
type in order to prevent an accumulation of
an explosive mixture of hydrogen and air
in the space between the gas container. and
the outer envelope. Scoops are generally
fitted which ventilate this space by means of
jets of air.

Valves are fitted at the top of the gas
containers which enable the gas to be
released when required. To prevent exces-
sive pressur! occurring, safety valves are
also fitted which operate automatically when
a certain pressure is exceeded.

To enable the altitude of the airship to be
varied, - apart from operating the' usual
elevator controls, water ballast is carried,
with means of jettisoning in order to reduce
the weight and therefore to cause the. airship
to rise. An important problem is the increase
of lift due to the consumption of fuel, etc.

Fig. 3 (Left).-
Semi-rigid' keel

girder.

Fig. 4 (Right).-
Rigid airship con- Control

strithion. Surfaces

After several yea's experimenting, a satis-
factory material called Alclad was developed.
It consists of ordinary dural with a thin
layer of aluminium on both faces to protect
it against corrosion. This material is used
to -day in the manufacture of many aircraft
whose duties entail flight over the sea. In
1929 the all -metal airship was constructed
at Detroit in America with an Alclad skin
o.0095in. thick.

The capacity of this airship, known as
the ZMC2, was 200,000 cp. ft., and the
profile was maintained by means of the usual
longitudinal girders and transverse circular
frames. The skin was riveted together and
almost 4,o00;000 rivets were required in the
construction. A special tool was developed
to fit these rivets which were formed from
wire approximately /32in. thick.

Gas
Two alternative gases are used to provide

the lift in airship design. The most
commonly used is hydrogen, which is the

lightest gas known. Unfortunately, it has
the grave disadvantage of being extremely
inflammable, which offsets its advantages as
regards lifting properties. Several major
disasters have been caused by airships filled
with hydrogen becoming ignited and being
entirely destroyed by fire,

As an alternative to hydrogen, helium is
utilised. This gas is the second lightest gas
known, and possesses the advantage of not
being inflammable. This last property
makes it the ideal gas to use in airships,
and the reason why it has not been generally
adopted is the fact that it is scarce. America
has .a monopoly_in the supply of helium at
the present time, as it has not been found
practicable to obtain commercial quantities
in any other country.

For future airships hydrogen cannot be
Transverse

Frames

Control
Cabin

Engines
Mounted Outside

used if the element of danger is to be reduced
to a minimum, and unless some other gas
is discovered, helium, which is considerably
more expensive, is the only other alternative.
By using a non -inflammable gas, the engines
may be mounted inside the hull, as in the
case of several American airships.

Ground Handling
One of the difficulties in the operation

of large airships is the ground handling and
the mooring. Originally airships were
housed in hangars and manhandled out when
required. This operation 'was extremely
dangerous if the wind happened to be very
strong, and a very large number of men were
required. The introduction of the mooring
mast reduced the risk of damage to the
airship and rendered the handling very much
more efficient.

A typical mooring mast of the type
developed in England is illustrated in
Fig. 5. The mast at Cardington, constructed
for the R.to I class, was 2ooft. high, and
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/60 Feet

Fig. 5.=-View of a mooring mast showing 'the lift shaft.

enabled airships to moor in bad climatic
conditions. A wire from the extreme nose
is attached to a wire connected to a winch
in the mast, which draws the airship up to
the automatic attachment consisting of a
spring -loaded cup and cone. Ballast weights
are attached to the tail to prevent,excessive
swinging.' A lift runs up the mast, and a
gangway is fitted between the platform and
the entrance hatch in the nose,of the airship.

The smaller type of airship,
i.e., the non -rigid design., is
usually housed in hangars or
picketed to the ground by
means of wire cables. In case
or an emergency, should an
airship require to moor over
water, sea anchors may be
carried. In addition to the sea
anchor, which, is of normal
design, an inverted cone,
holding approximately half a
ton of water, is fixed to the
line. The function of this cone
is to keep the anchor submerged
and to damp out any excessive
movement. To enable the
anchor to be hoisted up, the
water is spilt out of the cone
by means of a weight, which
runs down the line and reverses
the cone. .

The Americans have favoured
a much smaller mooring mast
than the English, type. The
airship, in this case, is almost

-touching the ground, and the
tail is fixed to a trolley which
is capable of rotating around
a circular track according to the
direction of the wind. A dis-
advantage of this system is the

fact that extremely careful piloting is required
when approaching the mast. Should there
be any vertical air currents, the airship is
liable to be dashed against the ground. The
advantage is the fact that the airship is very
accessible for maintenance, etc.

An ingenious method of reducing the large
nutnber of men normally required to take
airships in and out of their hangars is as
follows. The normal mooring mast is

mounted on wheels running on tracks lead-
ing inside the hangar. By this means the
airship rrTay be drawn out of its hangar quite
safely, and when outside, the mast extends
and raises it approximately too feet. As an
alternative to rails, caterpillar tracks may be
fitted to the mast, enabling it to he
mante.uvred into any, position.

Future Developnient
An interesting achievement, with possibili-

ties for the future, is the launching of
aeroplanes or gliders from airships. This
has already been carried out successfully in
the past, and also aeroplanes have flown up
to and -been picked up by airships. On long -
'distance flights, say from England to Cape -
Town non-stop, gliders with mail or
passengers could be dropped at points en
route, e.g., Cairo, etc.

The possibility of propelling airships by
means of jet propulsion is also interesting,
is ther natural profile makes the fitting of
the necessary tube more easy than in the
case -of normal aeroplanes. The development
of a gas as light as hydrogen, without
possessing the danger of being inflammable,
would a:so help to bring airships into their
own again.

Airships have been neglected in England
ever since the R.tor disaster, and America
and Germany are the two main countries
likely to proceed with the design of post-
war airships. _ The German dirigibles in
particular have had an extremely ,successful
career, and unless some altogether new
principle is discovered for the propulsion of
aircraft there is a distinct possibility that
airships will ' continue to be built and
flown in competition with heavier-than-air
aircraft.

Science Notes of the
New Victory Ships
TT is reported from America that the

Henry J. Kaiser companies will hence-
forth devote their yards to the production
of two new types of vessels. The first will
be the Victory ship-biggerefaster and better
equipped than the Liberty ships, with three
decks instead of two. The second will be
small cargo vessels, about 5,000 tons, half
the size of the Liberty ships. These cargo
vessels are designed to go almost anywhere
in the South Pacific.

Solving Air -icing Problem
. .

QIR ALAN COBHAM stated in London
recently that experts are working on'the

problem of how to take the heat from an
aeroplane engine and transfer it to the various
parts of the wings and other parts of the
aircraft liable to icing. According to Sir
Alan, he felt sure that before long we shall
have effective de-icing apparatus.

Balloon " Scaffolding"
WAREHOUSE with a circular base

A y rooft. in diameter was recently con-
structed in Los Angeles by applying cement
to a blown -up canvas half -sphere. When
everything was dry and firm the canvas
was deflated and pulled out through the
door. There was left a smooth all -cement
building with no girders or columns.

New Mosquito Fighter -Bomber
AN improved, version of the de Flavilland

Mosquito twin-engined fighter-bomber
is now in service. The new 'plane carries
a r,000lb. bomb load, and has the full fighter

armament of four zomm. cannon and four
.303 machine-guns. The speed of the
improved 'machine is unaffected by the new
internal modifications, which represent
another stage in the development of the
aircraft like the use of wing -tip drop tanks for
extra range. Improved Rolls-Royce Merlin
engines give the new aircraft higher per-
formance at all altitudes.

Roofing Material from Rags
A CHICAGO firm has perfected a method

by which rags and resin can be com-
bined to make a war -emergency building
material. Known as " corrugated asphalt
siding,' the new material replaces
corrugated steel sheets. 'Fhe " siding "
consists of two -sheets of heavy felt saturated
with a resin -bituminous compound, bound
together with a high melting -point asphalt
adhesive, and then corrugated under high
pressure. The finished sheets are stated to
be hard, rigid, light in weight, and moisture -
proof.

First Stainless Steel Aircraft
THE first large stainless steel 'plane,

described as a " twin-engined cargo -
carrier of unusual construction," was recently
completed at Philadelphia, and passed .its
tests successfully, according to the U.S. Navy
Department, at Washington., At various
factories itt the United States, Curtiss Wright.
is beginning to manufacture cargo 'planes
for the U.S. Army on a large scale, 'and
military transport aircraft are being built
which may be a satisfactory stop -gap' for
passenger traffic after the war until new
types can be put into production.

Month
Rubber from Wild Trees

APROMISING wartime project is the
attempt to tap rubber from the millions

of wild trees growing in the vast and steam-
ing jungles of the Amazon basin in South
America. The U.S. Government Rubber
Development Corporation is reported to be
spending about £15,000,000 on the scheme,
which may during 1944 produce 23,000 tons
of natural rubber from Brazil, Bolivia and
Peru.

I.M.E. Exams in Prisoner -of -War
Camps

THE Institution of Mechanical Engineers
announces that, thanks to arrangements

made by the War Organisation of the British
Red Cross and the Order of St. John of
Jerusalem, no less than 37 candidates recently
sat for the Institution's examinations in
prisoner -of -war camps in Germany. No
fewer than 34, or qz per cent., passed with
an exceptionally high average percentage
marking. The results reflect credit both on
the candidafes and on members of the
Institution and others in the camps who
organised classes and acted as instructors.

Ocean Air Liners
TT is reported 'that of nine U.S. trans -

ocean± air routes proposed for after the
war seven will have their terminals in
London. The routes were recently con-
sidered by the U.S. Civil Aeronautics Board.
The Pennsylvania Central Airlines propose to
use a series of anchored seadromes, 800 miles
apart, between Great Britain and U.S.A.
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AIRCRAFT ON ACTIVE SERVICE

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

4-The Bell Airacobra
By L. H. HAYWARD

The Bell Airacobra, low wing monoplane.

THE Airacobra single seater fighter, or
" Cannon on Wings," to give it the
name it has earned by service pilots,

is designed and manufactured by the Bell
Aircraft Corporation, of Buffalo, New York.
The installation of the single Allison
V -1710-E4 engine in the fuselage behind the
pilot, instead of in the nose, and the tricycle
undercarjage place the Airacobra or, as it
was formerly called by the British, the
Caribou, among the world's unorthodox
aircraft. The table below gives the leading
particulars of the machines now in service
with R.A.F. Fighter Command.

The front portion of the fuselage from the
nose to the rear of the engine is built up on
two main spars, while the rear portion is of
standard monocoque construction. This
type of construction enables a light but
strong structure to be -made, as the loads
are mostly taken by the sheet metal skin.
strengthened by bulkheads and stringers. The
front and rear portions are bolted and
riveted together. Access panels are provided
for §ervicing the engine and controls. '

The all metal, full cantilever ,wings are
built up on two main spars, and combine
maximum strength and rigidity with mini-
mum weight. The two fuel tanks having
a combined capacity of too gallons form an
integral part of the wings, which also- house
the retracted main undercarriage wheels.

Metal frames with fabric covering form
the movable surfaces of the tailplane and
rudder.

The installation of the engine, in the
centre section of the fuselage, brought about
a favourable weight distribution kir fitting
a tricycle undercarriage. To assist pilots
in landing on rough and strange aerodromes
this type of landing gear is fitted, as it
enables an aircraft to land in a horizontal,
near flying attitude at higher speeds than
the conventional type of landing gear. To
avoid a crash in the event of -the nose wheel
being punctured it is fitted with a special
,non-skid tyre that has a dual -seal inner
tube. The tube has two air compartments,
the inner compartment is infl4ted to a low
pressure and the outer one to the standard
high pressure. If the casing and outer tube -

are punctured the pressure in the inner
section is sufficient to expand the tube and
fill out the tyre to the normal size. The
undercarriage is electrically operated, but
the pilot is provided with an emergency
Span 1 Length)f Height

34ft. I 30ft. 9ft.4in.

Weight
Max. Max. I Motor I Motor
Load Speed Typo I Power

6,5001b. 400 m.p.h. Allison' 11.100
Approx. v-ino- h.p.

E4

hand -operated lever enabling him to retract
or lower the undercarriage wheels and flaps
should the electrical system fail.

One of the main essentials of a modern
fighter aircraft is speed, and in turn this
demand leads to larger and more powerful
engines. The installation of large engines
in the nose of an aircraft usually reduces
the pilot's visibility. To prevent this the
engine is installed in the centre or largest
portion of the fuselage, resulting in a

Section of the
dual -seal inner

tube. ,

streamline nose giving the pilot an excellent
view.

The Allison V -1710-E4, 12, cylinder,
liquid cooled engine is rated at 88b h.p. at
2,600 r.p.m. at sea level and 1,150 h.p. at
3,000 r.p.m. at 12,000 ft. The drive from
the engine to  the reduction gear unit
situated immediately behind 'the airscrew is
by means of an 8ft. long, 2}in. diameter
propeller shaft, housed in a casing passing
between the legs of the pilot.

Ducts in the leading edge of the wings
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lead cooling air to the engine coolant radiator -
located under the -engine in the centre section
of the fuselage, and the warm air is
exhausted through an automatically operated
flap in the fuselage. The engine air intake
is situated behind the pilot's cockpit on the
top of the fuselage.

Fuel consumption of the engine is
approximately 4o gallons per hour at the
maximum cruising speed of 300 m.p.h.

The British version of the Airacobra is
armed with one 2omm. cannon firing
through the airscrew shaft, two o.5oin.
calibre machine guns in the fuselage, firing
through the airscrew blades, and four
o.3oin. calibre machine guns in the wings.
In the American version zomm. cannon
is exchanged for a 37mm. cannon. The
nose of the fuselage is utilised for housing
the two central machine guns and cannon,
and in addition the retracted nose wheel.
The guns are all aimed through a single
reflector sight and they are arranged so
that their fire is concentrated at a fixed
distance. All guns can be fired simultane-
ously, or alternatively, they can be selected
to fire individually.

Electrically -heated clothing and oxygen
'equipment for the pilot are provided for
high altitude operation. A specially designed
crash arch protects the pilot's body in
the event of a crash landing, and a bullet-
proof windscreen protects him from enemy
bullets. The normal range is approximate:y
75o miles, and this is found to be ample
for most combat flights.

The Airacobra is one of the very few
aircraft that can claim the distinction of
having a span of almost the same length as
the fuselage. The prototype machine made
its first appearance towards the end of 1938,
and since then very large numbers have
been put in service by the R.A.F. Fighter
Command and the United States Army Air
Corps. Due to the location of the engine
near the aircraft centre of gravity, a much
larger degree of manoeuvrability is obtained.

One of the most unorthodox aircraft
in the world, with a speed
approaching 375 m.p.h., it
certainly deserves the name
" The Cannon on Wings."

Extension Shaft.

The 8ft. extension shaft fitted to the Allison engine installed in
the Bell Airacobra.
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Penicillin, the New Germ Killer
Chemistry's Latest Contribution to the Battle Against Bacteria

NOT all bacteria or germs are harmful
to human life. On the contrary,
quite a number of these microscopic

living entities are definitely beneficial to our
health and well-being. Nevertheless, the
relatively few species of antagonistic germs
-the " pathogenic bacteria," as they are
called-which war against human and animal
health and even life itself can, given favour-
able conditions, become extremely potent,
speedy and deadly in their capabilities.

In olden times before the introduction
of chloroform apd other anaesthetics, it was
not so much an actual surgical operation
which was so greatly dreaded both by patient
and surgeon alike as the onset of the fear-
some and frequently fatal gangrene or
mortification of the bodily tissues after the
operation.

It was not, indeed, until after- the middle
of the last century that the true nature of
surgical gangrene began to dawn upon
scientific minds. That great French genius
and medical pioneer, Louis Pasteur, had
"hown that many diseases and bodily con-
ditions are due to the activities of tiny
cellular or plant -like parasitical bodies, nowa-
days popularly called " germs," and in
consequence of this realisation it became
apparent that one of the obvious ways of
dealin with these microscopic foes would be
to apply to them some chemical substance
which would not only destroy them but
which would also prevent their regrowth.

From such considerations arose gradually
the present-day practical science of " chemo-
therapy," the science, as we may define it, of
disease treatment by chemical means.
Chemotherapy, in our days, has developed
into a highly complex, albeit ultra -
fascinating and many -branched department
of -organic chemistry, of which, in thisneces-
sarily brief survey of the subject, we can only
deal with one small portion, to wit, that
concerning the discovery and development
of chemical aids to germ destruction.

The First Antiseptic
It was Lord Lister, one of the more famous

of British surgeons, who in 1867 first intro-
duced as aids to surgical operations sub-
stances which he termed " antiseptics," that
is, substances which inhibit or prevent the
development of sepsis or mortification of the

bodily tissues caused through germ action.
Lister tried to use carbolic acid, which was

the pioneer antiseptic, but although the
carbolic acid killed the unwanted germs it

Lister, English surgeon and pioneer
of antiseptics and germ -killers.

also acted detrimentally upon the patients'
wounds and tissues, for it functioned as a
poison to the living cells of the flesh as well
as to the pathogenic bacteria. Carbolic acid,
creosote and guaiacol were used in very
dilute solutions as antiseptics, and various
other synthetic compounds were added to
the list of antiseptic substances as time went
on. Some of them were more successful than
. others. But they all had this real dis-
advantage ; they could not be taken internally
or injected directly into the blood stream in
order to kill germs which had gained a firm
hold on some inner organ of the body. You
could not, for instance, allow a patient to
drink carbolic in order to cure his
pneumonia, because if you adopted this

Lord

Cultures of penicillium patulum of Agar medium.

course of action, although you might succeed
in killing the pneumonia germs you would
almost certainly have to attend a coroner's 
inquest over the death of the patient!

Antiseptics and other chemical germ -
killers were all very well in their respective
ways at this stage of chemical science, but
they were not selective enough in action.
They tended to destroy both the living germs
and the living cells of the body.

Next came Paul Ehrlich, a German investi-
gator, who, in 5904, discovered that a certain
dyestuff, uypan red, possessed the property
of killing  certain disease organisms called
trypanosomes which are- responsible for
certain tropical diseases.

But Paul Ehrlich went further than this.
He conceived the idea of chemically syn-
thesising a substance which would be able
to act on bodily disease germs as a sort of
poisoned arrow, carrying its dose of poison
to the germ which it was aimed at and
thereafter becoming harmless to the rest
of the body.

Ehrlich selected the Well-defined spirilla
or corkscrew -like germs -of syphilis for his

A close-up view of Penicillin mould growing on
a gelatine medium. It is from this mould that
the new antiseptic, penicillin, is being obtained.

experiments. He built up synthetically in
his laboratory compounds which contained
arsenic in loose combination. His idea was
that if he injected his new selective germ -
killers into the blood of patients suffering
from syphilis, the chemical would unload
its cargo of arsenic on to the spirilla of the
disease and so cure the patient.

After a good deal of patient experimenting,
together with no small amount of failures,
Ehrlich succeeded rather spectacularly in his
quest. The result was his selective germ -
killer which he named " Salvarsan " and
which formed the' first of a group of
arsenical compounds used for similar
purposes.

Selective Germ -killer _

Salvarssn introduced an entirely new
principle into chemical medicine, the
principle of the selective antiseptic. During
the last war, it was found that several dye-
stuffsi notably acriflavine, had powerful
germ -killing properties, whilst being, at the
same time, harmless to the body. Such
antiseptics were used in large quantities
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during the 1914-18 war, and undoubtedly
saved many thousands of lives.

Within the last ten years, the work of
Ehrlich and other contemporary pioneers
has fructified in the new era of antiseptic
and germ -killing compounds which is now
rapidly dawning upon us.

It is not very long since two new classes
of bactericides (germ -killers) were placed
on the market. Such drugs are now typified
by the substances " Prontosil ". and
" M. & B. 693." Plontosil is, in reality, a
dyestuff. It is predominantly destructive of
germs belonging to the group known as the
streptococci:. And because it is this group
of germs which is very much concerned in
that once -dreaded puerperal fever (the fever
of childbirth), prentosil made its name as
a saver of many lives.

Then, shortly afterwards, were syn-
' thesised the first of the "M. & B." (May

and Baker) bactericides, which are, in
particular, specific against the deadly
pneumococci, the germs responsible for
pneumonia. Such compounds contain
sulphur in organic combination. Hence
these substances are chemically known as
the " sulphonamides." Many hundreds of
them have been synthesised, but only a
relatively few are used in ordinary medical
practice.

Penicillin
The most recent developfnent in the crea-

tion of super -power antiseptics and germ -
killers is to be seen in the discovery of the
new chemical, penicillin, which isnow being
produced on the commercial scale.

The story of penicillin is an interesting

A microscope view of Aspergillus, the green
mould of cheese. From this mould the new

antiseptic fum igatin is obtained.

one, not only in view of the rather strange
origin of this new compound but, also,
because its introduction to medicine opens -
out further fields of discovery for the
enthusiastic and highly skilled chemical
worker.

It is a well-known fact that nearly every
vegetable material is, under favourable con-
ditions, liable to become attacked by
various moulds which grow parasitically
upon it. Fruits, cheese, bread, jams, sugar
solutions, fabrics, wood and a host of other
divers materials will all go mouldy when
exposed to the right conditions.

Moulds, of course, are merely forms of
plant life which exist upon the nutriment
which they abstract from the materials upon
which they grow. Given moisture, -air, a
little light and a suitable medium in or on
which to grow, the majority of them flourish
exceedingly.

One of the commonest of the everyday
moulds has long been given the name of
penicillium (Latin, penicillum, " a brush or
a pencil ") in allusion to the long, thin,

- brush -like filaments which it manifests when
viewed under the microscope. The various
species -of penicillium moulds are very de-
structive. It has been estimated, for
example, that, in pre-war days, penicillium
moulds attacking packed fruit accounted for

2-3 per cent. loss on fruit imports into
this country, amounting annually to some
millions of cases of fruit. Yet, by a curious

Chromotographic columns of a simple type for
laboratory use. They consist of glass cylinders
filled with aluminihm oxide through which mixed
solutions are percolated in order to effect their
purification and separation, as in the case of

penicillin extracts.

twist of coincidence, it is from this very
`group of penicillium moulds that the most
up-to-date and probably the most powerful
of all the known bactericides or germ -killers
is now being manufactured.

A Product of Mould Growth
The discovery of penicillin, the new

bactericide, came about in this way:
In 1929, Professor Alexander Fleming, of

St. Mary's Hospital, London, noticed that
one of his bacteria culture media refused
to grow the germs which he required. He
investigated the matter and found that this
particular culture -medium had gone slightly
mouldy, having become, through an accident,
infected with the mould, penicillium, one of
the common green moulds.

Professor Fleming's curiosity was aroused.
He purposely grew a quantity of the
penicillium mould. Then he inoculated some
germ cultures with extracts made from the
medium in which the mould had grown.
The result was that the germs refused to
grow in their various media and that, in
some instances, they were actually destro)red.

It became obvious that the extract of the
medium in which the penicillium mould had
been grown contained some substance which
exerted a powerful antiseptic effect upon
certain types of bacteria. To this mysterious
substance the name " penicillin " was given,
although its chemical nature was at that
time entirely unknown.

Although some investigational work on
the chemical ¢roducts of mould growth had
been done previous to Professor Fleming's
discovery, surprisingly little was known ten
years ago about these products: The 'Fleming
discovery, however, gave a fillip to chemical
research in this direction, and a number of
investigators got td work 'without delay. Work
on this subject is still proceeding, and even
within a few short years, several new com-
pounds derived from the growth of common
moulds have been discovered, the majority
of which are highly antibacterial in nature.

There is no doubt at the present juncture
that penicillin is by far the most powerful
of these new bactericides. It has been
proved to be an extremely potent antiseptic.
A soluti9n containing 1 part of penicillin in
25 million parts of water has a strong
bactericidal action. Helve, penicillin is far
more powerful than even pure carbolic acid.

The great advantage of penicillin as a
germ -killing agent is that its action is quite
unaffected by ,the presence of blood, serum,
mucus or pus. Moreover, it is non-poisonous
to humans. It can be injected directly into
the blood stream without ill effect. Conse-
quently an injection of penicillin given after
an individual has received any bodily injury
will go far towards completely preventing
the appearance of any sepsis or mortificat on.

In the incubator room showing cultures of the mould, one of the penicillium series, in
flasks. Numerous series of moulds are grown for testing for anti -bacterial activity.
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That is why penicillin is in such demand
among the modern armies as an almost
certain life-saver. Apart from this use,
however, it is very possible that penicillin
or, at least, other compounds of its class,
will figure largely in diminishing the future
mortality rates of many other civil -life
diseases, the various fevers, for instance, to
say nothing of the present-day often

Laboratory culttires of moulds used for resea
the investigation of the new mould -made

ineradicable bronchitis and similar chronic
complaints.

Chromotographic Separation
Penicillin has not yet been synthesised or

created artificially. Its precise chemical
composition is not yet known, and until
such details are available its synthesis will
remain impossible.

Owing to the fact that penicillin is only
produced in small amount by the mould
penicillium and that it is somewhat liable
to become oxidised, this new substance is
very difficult to manufacture on the commer-
cial scale. Its manufacture, however, is
being tackled in America by dint of extract-
ing mould. cultures with a mixture of amyl
acetate and water. The mixture is then
subjected to the new technique of chromoto-
graphic separation, which latter, in its
essentials, consists of allowing the mixture
to percolate through a column containing
some absorbent material such as aluminium
oxide. It is found that, by this means, one
component of a mixture is absorbed by the

. aluminium oxide at the top of the column
whilst another component will be absorbed
and retained lower down. By dissolving out
the various " bands " or areas of the
chromotographic column with suitable
solvents a fairly good separation of complex
mixtures can be achieved.

It is, therefore, by this new chromoto-
graphic method that all penicillin extracts
are purified. No doubt, after the true
composition of this remarkable compound is
clearly known, it will become possible to
manufacture the material in much larger
amounts and by far more convenient and
speedier methods. At the present, however,
penicillin production is one of the most
tedious of processes in chemical industry,
yet so valuable is this novel material that
it is being eagerly sought after by medical
science the world over.

Notatin
Another ultra -powerful antibacterial sub-

stance has 'been recently' isolated from media
in which the mould penicillium notatum has
been grown. To this new material the
name of "Notatin " has been given.
Whether notatin is a mixture of penicillin
and some other unknown substance, or
whether it is a single chemical compound,
is not yet known. One thing, however, is
certain. Notatin is capable of stopping
bacterial growth in dilution as high as one
part of notatin in one billion parts of water.
Notatin seems to be more stable than

*penicillin, and if it is a pure substance it
must also be considerably more powerful
in its antibacterial activity than the latter.

Within the last year or two, other mould -
grown chemical materials have been brought
to light and examined. Without exception
these have all shown_themselves to be highly
bactericidal in properties. Puberulic acid,
puberulonic acid, penicillic acid and

citrinin are but four of
these newly revealed anti-
bacterial compounds.
These are not so potent as
penicillin itself, but they
seem to be much more
readily obtained, particu-
larly the compound,
citrinin.

The value of these latter
substances lies in the fact
that the chemical structure
of them is now known with
some degree of certainty.
This being the case, they
may in all probability be

rch purposes in made to act as " models "
antiseptics. upon whose structural

design the creation and
synthesis of other and more
potent antibacterial com-
pounds may be based.

Spinulosin and Fumi-
gatin
Two more interesting

" mould compounds " are
spinulosin (made from the
mould, penicillium spinu-
losum) and fumigatin (de-
rived . from Aspergillus
fumigatus, an entirely
different type of mould).
Both spinulosin and fumi-
gatin have been success-
fully analysed and synthe-
sised. Whilst spinulosin is
only a relatively weak bac-
tericide, fumigatin has
powerful antibacterial -
properties against the bac-
teria of anthrax and
cholera. As in the case of
the previously mentioned
substances, both spinulosin
and fumigatin -will prob-
ably . function as models for the artificial
creation of other compounds of greater

potency by future chemical researchers.
The majority of the new antibacterials,

when they have been obtained in pure form,
have shown themselves to be solid, strongly
crystalline substances which are soluble in
water and various other liquids. Most of
them are colourless, but a few, notably
spinulosin and fumigatin, are coloured.
Thus, for instance, spinulosin takes the form,
when pure, of purplish -brown crystals,
whilst fumigatin is maroon coloured.

It is with these new compounds prepared
from common moulds that the baCtericidal
branch of chemotherapy is at present achiev-
ing its almost spectacular successes. From
comprising the out-of-the-way research
subject of a few isolated chemical enthusi-
asts, mould chemistry has suddenly become
a commercial proposition, and is, at the
present moment, being prosecuted assidu-
ously in that direction, for, with these
strange and peculiar mould -made com-
pounds it seems likely that the ideal of that
intrepid pioneer, Paul Ehrlich, may yet be
reached and that selective antibacterial
substances will be discovered which,
whilst being deadly to their own
particular strains of gertns, will be perfectly

The new technique of injecting harmless germ -killers and
antiseptics directly into the blood of a patient in order to
overcome the danger of infection from accidental injuries

. and wounds.

innocuous to all forms of human and animal
life.

An Aid to
AVERY useful and ingenious addition to

rapid Calculation equipment has just
been introduced by W. J. Steel and Co.,
Lid., of Bedfont, Middlesex. It is registered
as the " Confractor " and is a most compact
conversion table of inches to millimetres and
vice -versa, covering a range from 1/128 part
of an inch to .6 15/16 inches and one to
too millimetres. The " Contractor com-
prises three discs each about 1/32 inch thick
made from  an almost indestructible plastic
material and the discs are fastened together
in the centre with a brass eyelet so that
they rotate upon each other. A slot is
arranged on the left hand side of. each outer
disc, . to reveal the figures boldly printed
upon each side of the middle disc and the
devised conversion is obtained by simply
rotating the disc. The range of conversion
data provided is upon the following generous
scale :

(A) Inches to Millimetres (to seven decimal
places)
Reading through the slot on one side of

the " Confractor " the table grottos the
conversion in 1, 1, /t6, 1/32 and 1/64
inch stages and 'at the same time gives

Efficiency
the equivalent of the fractions to six
places of decimals.

(B) Inches to Millimetres (to seven decimal
places)
Reading through the slot on the opposite

side of the " confractor " the odd numera-
tors of 128th parts of an inch are con-
verted to millimetres and the equivalent
of the fractions to' seven decimal places
are also given.

(C) Inches to Millimetres
Reading on the surface of one outgr

disc the millimetres equivalents are tabu-
lated to two decimal places from r inch
in stages of 1/ t6th inch up to 6 5/16th
inch.

(D) Millimetres to Inches
On the surface of the other outer disc

the inch equivalents to five decimal places
of one to fifty millimetres is given pro-
gressively and then in stages of five up to
one hundred millimetres.
The " Confractor " is being distributed

solely by the above firm at the reasonable
price of 4s. 6d.
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EnAineer-built Houses of
*ZM:i Igr-mt ture-12 (Continued fromFu agcepsi

Party Wall Construction -,-Solid

Party Wall and Fireplace Construction
THERE are three rather important

differences between party walls,
which. divide two houses, and external

walls: (I) a party wall requires a higher
degree of acoustical insulation than, an,
external wall because of the need to prevent'
all normal sounds from one house being
transmitted to the adjoining one ; (2) a
party wall needs to be more reasonably fire-
resistant than an external wall ; and (3)
although a party wall can be designed to
take a good proportion of floor and roof
loads, more often than not the majority of
such loads aFe borne by external walls and
internal partitions-there is often a tempta-
tion to the structural designer to avoid
letting floor units bear on party walls unless
the method of construction is such as will
ensure reasonable immunity of sound trans-
mission, to the adjoining house, and fire
risks in the case of floors built with timber.
A study of the general structure of a pair
of semi-detached houses will show (a) that
a party wall having no fireplaces in it, and

Fig. 64

Fig. 67

Fuel, Gas and Electric Fires
Wiles of Jerry Builders

By R. V. BOUGHTON, A.I.Struct.E.

not having any or mud; lateral support by,
say, a first floor being adequately secured
to it, can have a very high slenderness ratio
between its base and roof level ; it is quite
probable, in the case of a two -storey house,
that the height, of the wall will be about
18ft., and if the wall Is only 6in. thick, the
slenderness ratio will be t8ft: divided by
lit. equals 36, which is far too great.
Therefore it is essential that if adequate
lateral support' is not provided by the first -
floor construction bearing on and being
properly connected to a party wall, means
must be adopted to ensure a degree of unity
between the wall and floor units so that
adequate lateral support is provided. If the
Side of a floor unit is parallel to the length
of a party wall, and the unit is rigid, it
is only necessary to tie the side of the unit
to the wall to make certain that. lateral
support is provided ; and the tying may be
done effectually by stout metal clips well

Fig. 68

Fig: 65

+0-

in Pre -built Houses : The

screwed to the floor units and bedded and
fixed to the party wall units ; (b) that a
party wall having solid fuel (coal, coke, etc.)
fireplaces constructed in conjunction with it ;
such fireplaces having breasts which pro-
ject beyond the faces of the party wall will
considerably strengthen the wall by strongly
buttressing it. Although pang of the party
wall between external walls, partitions and
fireplaces are not actually buttressed, they
are, however, of short length ; by this is
meant that such parts of the party wall may
be considered as Only governed by a hori-
zontal ratio of slenderness based on the
distance between the external walls, partitions
and fireplaces.

Before considering the construction of
party walls and fireplaces of engineer -pre-
built houses, I recommend a careful study
of traditional -methods of brick party wall
and fireplace construction as shown by Figs.
64 and 65. Notice the
considerable amount
of brickwork in the
fireplaces and breast s-

Fig. 69

-H

z-.

Fig. 66

Figs. 64 and 65.-Traditional methods of constructing brick party wall and fireplaces, etc. Fig. 64 is ground storey and Fig. 65 is first storey
construction. A-Party wall. B-Fireplace jamb. C-Fireplace opening and back hearth. D ---gin. thick brick ,back. E-Front hearth.
F-8in. by 8in. flue. G -4 -4 -in. thick brickwork. H-Parging.
Fig. 66.-Plan of party wall and fireplace in ground storey of engineer -built -house. A-Concrete pre -built party wall units. .11-Insulated wall
covering or finish. C-4+in. thick brick (or concrete) fireplace jamb. D-4iin. thick brick fireplace back. E-Solid fuel (cod., coke, etc.) fire-
place opening. F-External wall. G-Firebrick back. H-Fine concrete. 1-Surround.
Fig. 67.-Plair of fireplace just over fireplace opening. A-Party wall. B-Jamb. C-Base of flue. D-Throat to fireplace. 4-FireplaCe
back. F-Concrete lintol.
Fig. 68.-Plan of fireplace at shelf level. A-Party wall. B-Yamb. C-Fireplace back. D-Flue of metal construction with exposed faces
lined with metal or other material to suit cesthetic requirements and to make the exposed faces as flat heat radiators. E-Shelf.
Fig. 69.-Plan of fireplace in first storey. A-Party wall. B-Jamb. C-Fireplace back. D-Flue as Before described from ground storey fire.
E-Solid flue fireplace opening. As this opening is comparatively small and suitable for a small fire, it may be used for a gas fire. F-Upper part
of fireplace opening joined to suit type of fire used. G-Flue over. H-Front hearth.
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the width and projection into the rooms-
and, if the sizes of concrete bases and stacks
in and above roof are borne in mind, it
may be evident that this traditional, heavy
and really wasteful method of construction
can be' superseded by much better, lighter
and more economical (if all direct and
indirect advantages are analysed) methods
of design and construction. I am aware of
the essentials which govern fire -resistance,
upward draughts, and other vital codes of
practice of fireplace, etc., design, but I am
also aware that all these essentials can be
met by adoption of better methods-many
new, at least as far as this country is con-
cerned, but which in some cases accord to
general principles which have been used
successfully in other countries.

'Fig. 7o.
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Fig. 66 depicts part of the length of a
party wall between two houses and a ground
storey fireplace for solid fuel. It is inter-
esting to note the great difference in the
amount of brickwork-or it may be concrete
work-in the two 'methods of construction
shown by Figs. 64 and 66.

Pre -built Party Wall Construction
There is a school of thought which advo-

cates traditional methods of construction for
party walls of pre -built houses-viz., the use
of brickwork. The reasons advanced are
that brickwork is fire -resisting, it allows for
the comparatively easy construction of fire-
places, etc., and, if well built, is a reasonable
insulator against sound. These reasons have
a good foundation of common sense ; but

Fig. 71. Fig. 72.

o

against them modernists offer the following
contributions on behalf of the betterment
of building: (r) that concrete, and reinforced
concrete, may be comparatively thin com-
pared with brickwork and therefore save
space, weight, and, what is by no means
unimportant, an appreciable reduction in
base and foundation work ; (2) that concrete,
and reinforced, concrete, can be pre -built
(brickwork cannot), and (3) they can be
combined with sound insulating sheet
material to ensure a thin wall being satis-
factorily fire-resistant, proof against normal
noises, and can be covered with any of the
various classes of wall boards.

Figs. 66 and 7o show the use of i8in.-wide
reinforced concrete units covered with
insulating material and wall boards. The

a

2. Fr

F
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SECTION Y -Y SFeCTION Z. - z, E-1-E_VAT ON
Fig. 70.-Section through party wall shown by Fig. 66. A-Concrete pre -built party wall units. B-Insulated wall covering oi finish with hollow
space behind. ,C-Insulated wall covering or finish applied to solid part of concrete units. D-First floor. E-Side of fireplace. F-Ground floor.
Fig. 7t. -Sec ton through fireplaces and chimney breast shown in plan by Figs. 66 and 69. A-Fireplace back. 13-Fireplace opening. G-
Surround., D-Structural concrete slab over opening with aperture to take metal throat of flue. E-Concrete (or other material) shelf. F-Metal
flue and radiator as before described. G-Face of flue. H-First floor and hearth. J-Side of flue. K-Concrete lintol. L-Firebrick back.
M-Fine concrete filling. N-Flue shaped to form throat over fireplace opening. 0-Shelf in distance. P-Ground floor.
Fig. 72.-Elevation of fireplaces and space -saving flue and breast construction. A-Fireplace openings. B-Tiled or sheet material surround to
opening. 7-Electric fire. D-Shelf. E-Brick (or concrete) jamb. This may be omitted if desired and is not required for any superstructure.
F-Face of flue. G-Twin flues. brick jamb can be built here if desired for any structural purpose.
Fig. 73.-Plans of party wall with gas fire openings and ,flues: 1-Ground floor level. z-Gas fire flues in ground storey. 3-First floor level.
A-Pre-built party wall units. B-Gas fire openings. C-Gas fire. D-Flue blocks.
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design allows- that the first floor will pro-,
vide adequate lateral support to the party
wall at first -floor level, and, even if there
was no fireplace construction, structural
stability will be ensured. Another method
is to include a beam at first -floor level
running in the direction of the length of the
party wall, Such beam making the effective
height of the wall units about 8ft., and if
they are 6in. thick the slenderness ratio
would be 16, which is quite good. If the
party wall contains fireplaces, they form
excellent buttresses and also bearings for
any beams used in the party wall. There
are, of course, several types of party wall
units which may be used in lieu of those
shown, and according to structural require-
ments they may have their lengths either
horizontal or vertical.

Solid Fuel Fireplace Construction
We have become too accustomed to

orthodox or traditional methods of structural
and xsthetical design of fireplaces, and I
am a strong believer that the public- are
only too willing to accept any modern
methods which can be proved to be better
than those which our ancestors gave us. The
public are becoming used to electric and
gas fires but it is generally accepted that
they really do like one or two coal or solid
fuel fires in a house, and, consequently, it
is advisable that designers of pre -built
houses be prepared to cater for this liking.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

symmetry. In my view space should be of
utilitarian value, and I suggest that the space
to the.left of the flue constructioan as Fig. 72
is much more useful for shelves, etc., than
if it is blocked in with a useless mass of
construction simply for the purpose of
providing what some consider good
appearance."

In connection with the general principles
of fireplace construction which I advocate,
a few points of interest and importance may
be now considered. The use of brickwork
does mean " wet -construction " on site,
which pre -building principles endeavour to
avoid as much as possible ; but in this
respect it should be granted that " wet -
construction," if it is for ,the betterment of
building; should not be discarded. If the
designs are studied it will be apparent' that
very little brickwork is incorporated : there
is no heavy work, and no wasteful founda-
tions, because the lightness of the construc-
tion makes it practicable to build the
brickwork directly on the concrete floor or
on a very simple and small concrete base; most
of the brickwork can be, built without
scaffolding, and that above " first
scaffold height "--5ft.-can be
built off trestles. *
Although I have
shown by the
various illustra-
tions, and which is
particularly e v i -
dericed by Fig.
72, a half -brick -
thick jamb to the
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Gas and Electric Fires
Gas fires require small flues to carry off

the fumes, and Fig. 73 shows how these
may be incorporated in party walls, and very
similarly in external walls. Manifestly, the
type of construction provides practically no
buttressing effect to walls.

The Wiles of Jerry Builders
Fig. 74 shows a typical part section

through a timber house 'roof-a type of con-
struction - which can be seen in many
hundreds of thousands of roofs to houses.
In fairness to jerry builders, I must state
that unless they have a knowledge equal to
that of a first -year student of elementary
building construction they are not entirely
to blame for constructing house roofs which
generally foul the most -elementary canons
of decent construction and the laws of
mechanics of structures. An examination of
the timber members of a vast majority
of the roofs over, houses will provide evidence
that rafters and purlins usually conform to
by-law requirements, and struts,. which are
exceedingly important members, and are not

LI-E-VATION Y -Y
BEARINGS FOR

FEZT OF STRUTS

k? -1

F_LEVATION 2.-2.

-
IT I U

PLAN OF BINDER LTC.
Fig. 74.7 -Part section of a typical jerky -built roof. A-Common rafters. B-Perlin.' C-Strut usually of ill-considered size, shape, etc. D-
" Binder," viz., a length of Sin. or 4in. by 2in. timber laid across top of weak ceiling joists, the binder and joists being nailed together.' The object
of this form of construction is to prevent the ceiling joists twisting, to assist in distributing any point loads over several joists, and does little to prevent
the 4in. by 2in. ceiling joists, which usually span twice the distance they should, sagging and cracking the plastered ceiling. F-4in. by 2in. ceiling
joists. G-Plastered ceiling.
Fig. 75.-How a house roof should be constructed (engineer pre -building allows for entirely different methods of construction). A-Purlin. B --
Packing. C-Nailed joint -2 nails each side. D-fin. bolts. E-3in. by 2in. tension plate which being birdsmouthed with common rafters and
notched into ceiling joists, provides strong resistance to thrust of rafters and pull of joists. F-Common rafters subject to compression and bending
stresses. G-Ceiling joists which may be of small size, such as 3in., 3iin. or, 4in. by 2in., depending on their span between binder and other ceiling
joists sagging. I-Binder in plan. K.-Nailed joist. L-W.I. straps which form a joint between ceiling joists and binder, which is as strong as the
members they connect.
N.B.-This method of construction is intended to conform with the good L.C.C. by -jaws for timber construction which are followed by many local
authorities outside London area. These by-laws require ceiling joists to be of about the same size as floor joists for cThmestic buildings.

But, in such catering, it is just to conclude
that much saner methods than those which
have prevailed for hundreds of years can
now be adopted in view of what modern
science has taught, is teaching, and will
teach us. A very high percentage of the
heat of an ordinary coal or coke fire goes
up the chimney and is completely lost --
completely lost and wasted, unless it can
be argued that a little heat is given off
from a flue which passes through a wall
of a room. Subject to ensuring sufficient
draught up a flue, and prevention of down -
draught, it is practicable to utilise much of
the heat which goes up a flue for heating
specially and simply constructed panels
adjacent to the actual flue, or, in other words,
not to use' thick brickwork for .surrounding
a flue, but, instead, to use metal in the form
of a flat radiator: This method of flue
construction is in principle shown by Figs.
67 to 69 and 71 to 72. It will be noticed
that the structural design eliminates all
forms of construction used merely to give
what may be termed xsthetical balance and

side of the flue, extending the full storey
height, this jamb can be omitted. But it
must be realised that such jambs are some-
times necessary to assist in supporting the
fireplace work in the storey above if there
is no solid foundation, such as a concrete
floor, to provide support. Cast iron or sheet
metal flue pipes are a practical proposition,
and they can be treated so as to radiate heat
or be insulated against heat when adjacent
to inflammable material. Initially, they may
be rather costly ; but against this cost must
be set many direct and indirect savings, such
as reduction in brickwork and other tradi-
tional structural work, and heat -conserving
powers. If all these considerations are
analysed in a financial light, it will be found
that the advocated modern methods will be
cheaper than the old heavy type of brick
fireplace construction depicted by Figs. 64
and 65.

I have for 'a good reason not shown how
the fireplace construction may terminate at
roof level in various ways ; these depend
on the type of roof,

adequately regulated, as to size by the pre-
1939 by-laws, are usually of wrong design.
Joints, which should be at least as strong
as the members which they connect, are not
strong enough, and often ill -constructed.
Ceiling joists, usually 4in. x 2in., span
ridiculously too long spans and consequently
deflect and cause plastered ceilings to crack
and look like an inverted undulated country
scene and that such weak ceiling joists are
supposed to be strengthened by " binders,"
which are bits of timber placed across the
top of, and nailed to, the ceiling joists, which
are viewed by structural engineers with the
same contempt as a modern mother does
the use of binders-a ,few yards of super -
wide tape into which a baby isienveloped on
the rolling -pin method.

The construction of many roofs over jerry-
built houses is really appalling-good and
valuable material mostly wasted, as far as
strength is concerned, by designing and con-
structing without knowledge of even the
elementary laws of construction.

(To be continued )
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The Story of Chemical Discovery

The Chemistry of Combustion
Underlying Features of Fire and Flame

THE circumstances under which fire, and
flame, those twin chemical
phenomena, were first brought to the

notice of mankind have many times been
speculated unon. ,The truth is, of course,
that we have no idea of -how man first
became practically acquainted with the uses

double -cylinder air -pump, such as was
pioneer experiments on the nature of

combustion.

of fire. Such an acquaintance may have
been consequent noon a lightning storm, a
volcanic eruption, the natural heat of the
sun's rays, frictional effects, or even upon
some untoward incident of spontaneous
combustion. All we know is that mankind
made practical use Of fire and combnstion
at a very early period of its history, and,
without any doubt, man's continued usage
of fire and flame underlies a very great
proportion of his truly remarkable
command over Nature.

Fire and flame are inherently chemical
processes and chemical effects. Yet they
were known and made use of for unknown
thousands of years before their real nature
first dawned upon human reason. Putting
aside the ancient pseudo -scientific' philoso-
phers who at times speculated wildly and
almost fantastically on the nature of, fire
and flame, the first man to put on
record a reasonable observation concerning
combustion was that great and many-sided
Italian genius, Leonardo da Vinci, who,
towards the end of the sixteenth century,
noted down in his writings the fact that air
is necessary fiipthe maintenance Of the flame
of a burning candle. Our English philoso-
pher, Robert Boyle, one of the first members
of the English Royal Society, noticed, in
1661, that a flame would -go out for " want
of air." He perfoimed several experiments
with his newly -devised air pumps by means
of Which he gradually pumped out the air
from a glass vessel containing a burning

candle. Invariably the flame of the candle
was extinguished after a certain proportion
of the air had been withdrawn from the
vessel.

Robert Boyle definitely proved that air
is necessary for flame and combustion. Also,
a most significant suggestion was thrown out
by his brilliant contemporary, the curious,
crotchety Dr. Robert Hooke, first secretary
of the Royal Society in Charles II's time.
Hooke threw out the idea that ordinary air
contains a substance " which is like, if not
identical with, that which is fixed in
saltpetre."

Lightning has been credited with
being the, first fire -giver to mankind.
This photograph of a single light-
ning flash was taken on a summer's

night in Manchester.

We know nowadays how
accurate old Robert Hooke
was, for air contains oxygen,
and so does saltpetre (potassium
nitrate), a fact which enables
the latter to play its well-known
part in the production of gun-
powder, and other highly com-
bustible and explosive mixtures.

Mayow's Eiperiment
Then, about the year 1674,

came John Mayow, an English
physician, who devised an
experiment in which a -candle
was burned in a confined space
over water.- After a time the
candle flame, went out and the
water -level rose  in the enclos-
ing vessel. Although the
candle - flame had been ex-
tinguished, some- gas  remained
in the enclosing vessel or jar.
Hence, Mayow concluded that
air contains two substances cr

Particles," as he termed them,
the "-nitro - aerial particles "
which were withdrawn from
the air during the burning of

the candle and the ordinary " aerial
particles " which had nothing to do with
the burning and which were left behind
in the jar.

Mayow showed, also, that a similar effect
happened when, instead of a burning candle,
a live mouse was confined in a jar of air
standing over water. The water gradually
rose in the vessel and eventually the mouse
died, proving thereby that during its
breathing it had abstracted from the
enclosed volume of air the same active
principle which the burning candle had
made use ,of.

John Mayow was on the very brink of the
true and rational explanation of flame and
combustion. For all that, he missed such
an explanation of the -revealed facts, mainly
because the chemical science of his day was
so extremely immature and fragmentary.

In the eighteenth century, the experi-
ments of Mayow became forgotten. ' The
" phlogiston " theory of heat and com-
bustion arose and held the day . for many
years until it was finally vanquished by the
discovery of oxygen and the recognition of -
its true part in the phenomenon of
combustion.

The phlogiston theory has previously been
described in this series of articles. For the
benefit of the new reader, however, it may
be stated briefly that " phlogiston " (from

An electrical apparatus for determining the precise ignition
temperatures of gases and vapours. The gas is stored in
the small gasholder shown in the foreground. It is then
allowed to flow into the tall cylindrical electric furnace behind
the gasholder, in which chamber the, temperature of its
ignition is electrically recorded. (Prof. H. B. Dixon's

apparatus-University of Manchester.)
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A modern reproduction of Mahow's experiment
on the burning of a candle in an enclosed space

above water.

the Greek, phlogisteo, "I set on fire ") was
considered to be a very mysterious, im-
ponderable, invisible and even a weightless
substance which was a constituent of all
combustible materials. When a combustible
substance was burned, its stock of phlogiston
escaped from it, either wholly or in part.
Fire, flame and combustion, therefore, were
merely phenomena connected with the
escape of this remarkably tenuous and,
indeed, truly ' fantastic substance or
principle, " phlogiston."

"Last of the Phlogistonists"
Right - through the not inconsiderable

chemical development of the eighteenth
century, the phlogiston theory of fire and
combustion held the field. Even the Rev.
Joseph Priestley, the Yorkshire dissenting
cleric who discovered the gas which we
nowadays call " oxygen," fanatically clung
to and . defended the phlogiston theory to
the very end of his life, a fact which has
gained for ithis worthy individual the some-
what dubious title of " the last of the
phlogistonists."

It was the great Antoine Lavoisier
(1743-94), the politician -chemist who was
executed during the French Revolution, who
founded our modern theory of combustion.
This he did merely by replacing " phlo-
giston," by oxygen. In consequence of the
careful work of Lavoisier and others,
chemists came to realise that oxygen, the
ever-present constituent of the air, is the
universal supporter of both animal life and
combustion. When a substance burns It
abstracts oxygen from the air. When an
animal breathes, it does the same thing.
Burning and breathing are merely two
different aspects of the same thitql; they are
both oxygen -using processes.

How near had old. John "Mayow been to
the truth nearly a century before Priestley,
Lavoisier and their contehiporary workers
were ever thought of !

A

The principle on which the miner's safety lamp is based. Sketch A
depicts the flame of a bunscn burner igniting above the wire gauge. At
B the flame is shown burning below the gauze ; in both instances the
cooling effect of the gauze prevents the.upward or downward spread of

the flame.

Lavoisier founded ' our present-day
knowledge of fire, flame and combustion,
but he did not live long enough to delve
into any great semblance of detail concern-
ing them. He merely demonstrated the
chemical nature of fire and combustion. The
explanation of the actual " mechanism " of
these chemical processes was to come at a
considerably later date.
Burning is Oxidation

We know nowadays that when a substance
burns, its atoms (or a portion of them)
enter into chemical union with the, atoms of
oxygen in the surrounding air, forming an
invisible gas which at once escapes from
the sphere of the burning. Burning, there-
fore, is merely a species of oxidation. So,
too, is animal breathing, the 'rusting of iron

The miner's lamp, an indispensable aid to coal -
mining. It is based on the simple principle

illustrated in the diagrams given below.

and the tarnishing of many other metals.
Clearly, however, something more than

mere con: act of the oxygen atoms and the
combustible material is usually necessary to
start the burning. We .may stand a candle
in a jar of oxygen for ever and a day, but,
under normal circumstances, the candle will
never take fire of itself. The truth' is that,
normally, before the groups of atoms which
are susceptible of combustion changes can
be made to take part in a process of com-

bustion they have to
he, as it were, acti-
vated." This activa-
tion is usually brought
about merely by rais-
ing their tempera-
tures. When a body
undergoes a tempera-
ture -rise the move-
ment of.its constituent
particles or atoms
increases. VL hen this
atomic 'movement
becomes sufficiently
intense, the oxygen
atoms and the atoms
of .the combustible
substance attract one
another. They  enter
into a chemical union,
this process usually
being carried out with

so great a degree of violence that the atomic
and molecular movements become manifeSt
to us by their production of light and he:at.

Without going into elaborate detail over
this matter, we may now state one very
clearly observed fact. It is this : 'Before any
combustible material can undergo' the pro-
cess of burning, it must first of all be
heated up to a certain minimum tempera-
ture, which temperature is now known as the
ignition point of that material. The ignition
point once reached, combustion or burning
proceeds Continuously and automatically so
long as the necessary supplies of oxygen are
available.

Ignition Point and Flash Point
Great care should be taken to distinguish

the term -ignition point from the expressiOn
flash -point," which latter is very much

used in industrial circles in connection with
the properties of liquid fuels and oils. The
" flash point " of an oil is the temperature at
which it begins .,.to give off an inflammable
vapour, whereas' the ignition point is the
temperature to which that vapour must be
heated (locally) for its combustion to be
initiated. Careful reflection will show that
there is a vast difference between these two
terms. Flash points are usually relatively
low ; ignition points or ignition temperatures
are normally high, being well above the
500 degrees centigrade mark.

A few materials, however, have abnormally
low ignition temperatures, notably that evil -
smelling liquid* known as .!` carbon di-
sulphide," the vapour of which requires to
be locally heated to only a temperature, of
aboin 95 degrees centigrade (below the
temperature of boiling water) for it to ignite
and to burn continuously.

Once a substance has been raised in
temperature to its ignitioh point, the heat
of its ensuing combustion enables successive
amounts of the substance to attain the neces-
sary ignition temperature, and thus the
combustion process becomes automatic.

The process of burning at once stops
when we cool down the burning substance
below its ignition temperature. A well-
known laboratory experiment clearly demon-
strates this fact. If a piece of wire gauze
is held about half an inch above a bunsen
burner from which gas is issuing, and if a
light is applied above the gauze, it will be

" Electrical flame "-a photograph of the flame
of white-hot, glowing carbon vapour existing
between the -carbon electrodes of a high -power

arc lamp.
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A Poser from Muggins
" You fancy yourself as a mathematician,"

said my friend Muggins to me the other
day. " Here is a little problem for you. I
have just spent ten shillings on cigars,
buying some at 3d. each, some at 7d., and
some at a shilling. How many did I buy
of each kind ?

" I can't tell you," I replied, " unless_ you
give me some further information."

" Well," said Muggins, " here is another
hint for you. The total number of cigars I
bought is equal to half the number of _years
in your age. Now can you answer the
question , "

" No," I told him. I still can't."
How old am I ?

Brides and Their Brothers
" We had a quadruple wedding at our

church 'yesterday," said Albert Hill. "Each
one of the brides was the sister of one of
the grooms.

" My wife's brother married Susan, and
her brotheronarried Miss Gill," he went on.
" Mary's brother married my sister.
Constance is Mrs. dill now ; and Mrs. Dill's
maiden name was Quill."

" It all sounds very complicated," I said.
"Possibly," replied Albert. " But on the

strength of what I've told you, ,you ought
to know Clara's married name."

What is it ?

found that the gas will burn above the
gauze but not below it. This effect is due
to the cooling influence, of the gauze on the
gas, for the wire gauze conducts away heat
so rapidly that the issuing gas below the'
gauze is not able' to attain its ignition
temperature. Only after the wire gauze has
become red hot does the gas Stream below
the gauze take fire in consequence of its
then being heated up to its ignition point. -

Again, if a cool piece of wire gauze is
brought down on to the flame of a bunsen
burner, the gauze at once extinguishes the
flame above it. Nevertheless, the gas passes
through the gauze, as can be proved by
igniting it above the gauze by means of a
match.
The Miner's Lamp

This cooling power of a wire gauze in
forcing down the temperature of a burning
gas below its ignition point and thereby
extinguishing the flame was brought into,
'valued use by both Sir Humphrey Davy, the
chemist, and by George Stephenson, the
engineer, in the production of miners' lamps.
In these lamps, the burning wick is sur-
rounded with a wire gauze cage. Although
any combustible gas, such as the " fire-
damp " of the mines, can pass into this cage
and can actually burn within the cage, the
flame of its burning cannot pass outside the
wire gauze and so ignite the gas in the
surrounding atmosphere. By this simple
means, the " safety lamp " at once estab-
lished its position of industrial importance
at the beginning of the last century.

The difference between burning and rust-
ing is merely one of degree and not of kind.
Burning and rusting, as we have previously
seen, are both processes of oxidation. Burn-

_ ing is a rapid oxidation. Rusting is a slow
oxidation. It is possible, however, to have
what we might term a " rapid rusting," for

' if iron is heated to a white heat and plunged

into a jar of oxygen, the metal will actually
take fire and burn with a dazzling white
light, producing a compound of iron and
oxygen-iron oxide. It is true that the black
iron oxide produced by the oxygen -burning
of iron is not precisely the same as the
red oxide produced by the slow rusting of
the metal: Nevertheless, the two principles
are identical, the rusting sand the burning
being merely processes of oxygen -combina-
tion, or, " oxidation," as it is now called
in modern chemical parlance.

Flame and fire are due to rapid com,
bustion. The rusting of iron and the
tarnishing of many metals are caused by
slow combustion. Certain oils, such as
turpentine and linseed oil, very slowly absorb
oxygen from the air (particularly, under the
influence of traces of materials known as
" driers ") and become solid. Here again
is a species of slow oxidation which we are
everyday acquainted with, since it is on this
characteristic property of turpentine and
other oils that the properties of the older
types of paints are based.

Spontaneous Combustion
In some circumstances, oxidation may

proceed slowly at first. But, given certain
conditions, the heat of the oxidation may not
be dissipated adequ'ately. Consequently,
the produced heat will tend to accumulate in
the combustible or oxidisable mass of
material. As a result of this, the material
will heat up still more. Its rate of oxidation
will increase. This increased oxidation will
raise the temperature of the mass still higher,
and having once started, the sequence of
effects will be continued until' the com-
bustible material will be raised in local
temperature to its ignition point. Once this
temperature has been reached, the material
will at once break out into open fire or flame.
It will be said to have " self -ignited."

Such is the explanation of the mysterious
cases of spontaneous combustion which we
all have heard of from time to time. There
is nothing inherently perplexing in .spon-
taneous combustion; 'although cases of this
phenomenon usually occur under mysterious
circumstances. Oxidation processes due to
mould and mildew attack in hay and
hayricks are quite capable of leading up to
eventual spontaneous combustion. Such, too,
are the well-known heating effects of manure
heaps and of other chemically active masses
of material. Reinember, always, therefore;
that spontaneous combustion is merely a
matter of a mass of material having had its
temperature raised locally above its ignition
point by one cause or another, and any
profound mystery enshrouding such a
conflagration will at once vanish.
The' Significance of Breathing

Our bodies, as we have . noted, are
activated by a combustion process just as
much as a steam or an internal-combustion
engine is. When air is inhaled into the
lungs, the oxygen of the air 'passes through
the thin walls and tissues of the lungs into
the mass of blobd vessels situated therein,
and it immediately forms a loosely -held
union with the haemoglobin, or the colouring -
matter of the blood. The resulting oxy-
hwmoglobin is bright red in colour. It flows
to all parts of the body and its oxygen load
is utilised in oxidising or burning up the lactic
acid and various other waste products which
are formed by the cells, tissues and muscles.
Carbon dioxide gas and water are produced
in this oxidisation process. The former is
conveyed back to the lungs loosely combined
with the haemoglobin: It is then given up
and exchanged for fresh oxygen. Hence,
we breathe in oxygen and breathe out carbon
dioxide, the product of the continual com-
bustion or oxidation which is taking place
in our bodies.

Probes and Problems
Some -Mental Nuts for You to Crack

(Solutions are given on page 135.)

A Mathematical Certainty
Here is a little puzzle that may serve as a

tribute to our Russian- Allies. We are all
confident that the SOVIET FORCES spell
-VICTORY. The problem, therefore, is to
substitute figures for letters in the following
sum in addition. (Naturally, the same letteT
always represents the same number.)

SOVIET
FORCES

VICTORY

League Football
In our local football league Aytown,

Beetown, Ceetown and Deetown competed,
finishing in that order. Each team played
each of the others once, and . points were
awarded on the basis of 2 for a win and

for a draw. If points were equal, position
was to be decided on goal average.

Curiously enough, each individual game
produCed the same total number of goals,
although. no team made the same score
against any two opponents.

Aytown won all their games, with the
exception of a draw against Beetown.
Ceetown beat Deetown by 4 goals, the latter
team failing to score.

It is required to construct the entire
league table.

A Geography Lesson
How many places are there in the

world," said Binks Minor, " all the same
distance apart ? "

" Millions," promptly replied Perkins.
Tomkiiip scratched his head a little

doubtfully. " don't quite see what you
mean," he said. " I suppose you could have
dozens of places4each a mile away from the
next one."
- " Yes," answered Binks, " but the first

needn't- be a mile away from the last. I
mean, supposing London is the same dis-
tance, from New York as it is from Moscow

" It isn't," put in Tomkins.
" All right, clever. I only said supposing.

Then if New York were the same distance
from Moscow, that Would be three of them.
I wonder, could you have more than
three ? "

" No;' said Tomkins.
Nonsense," said Perkins. " You could

have thousands of them."
What is, in fact, the largest number of

places that can be found in the .world all at
the same distance from each other ? And,
for the benefit of those who like a more
difficult problem, what would that distance
be ? (The diameter of the earth may be
taken as roughly 7,920 miles.)

(To be continued.)
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Vacuum -cleaner Maintenance
How to Carry Out Simple Repairs.

THERE are few domestic appliances
that are appreciated as much as -the
vacuum cleaner. In these days the

purchase of a new cleaner is practically
impossible through the wartime restriction
of manufacture. Therefore it behoves the
possessor of one to spend a little time and
patience on it, if he or she desires to obtain
the maximum life and service.

Although the general principle of opera-
tion is the same, most modern cleaners have
evolved into two types. One pattern has
an external dust -bag suspended from the
handle, whilst the other has the dust -bag
enclosed in a cylindrical container.

Special attachments enable one to clean
upholstery, heavy curtains, etc. The external -
bag machine, however, employs a rather
more powerful motor, which results' in a
stronger suction. It can also be run for
longer intervals without emptying the bag,
due to its larger capacity.

An impellor, or motor -driven fan, consti-
tutes the main feature in both, and is
operated at high speed for creating a
vacuum. The air -rushes through the
material that is being cleaned to fill the
vacuum, carrying with it dust and dirt

. particles, etc. Eventually it reaches the dust -
bag, where the air disperses through the fine
mesh, leaving the dust, etc., behind.

Some external -bag machines have as an
additional feature an agitator, which in
principle is a revolving brush driven by the
motor through a simple transmission system,
mostly by an endless rubber belt.

Inspecting the Motor
From time to time it will be necessary to

inspect the motor. In the cylindrical models,
remove the air exit cover. In the external -
bag type it will only be necessary to remove
the top cover to expose the motor.

The motor runs on ball -bearings, which
are usually packed during manufacture with
a special grease, which runs for extremely
long periods without attention, thus obviat-
ing frequent lubrication of a rather
inaccessible point.

The commutator should next be carefully
examined for any accumulation of carbon
dust from the brushes in its segment gaps.
If such is the case, sharpen a match to a
point arid carefully remove the dust from
between the gaps.

After long use it is to be expected that the
commutator will be discoloured and dirty,
and in this state is electrically inefficient. To
remedy this defect, hold a piece of very
fine glasspaper against the commutator with
one hand and turn the armature with the
other, until it is perfectly clean.

Now replace the glasspaper with a piece
of clean rag, moistened with petrol or
methylated spirit. Be careful not to over -
wet the rag with the spirit, as it is a strong
solvent of shellac, which is often used for
insulating purposes in the armature.
Revolve the armature, changing frequently
to" clean portions of the rag, until it comes
away unsoiled.

To inspect the brushes, remove first the
retaining plug positioned at the extreme end
of the brush post or guide. A small coil
spring will now be seen. Gently pulling
upon this will remove the brush from its
housing. (Fig. x.)

It is very rare for the brushes to require
attention. Points that should be observed

By E. S. BROWN

are that they are free from cracks, in which
case, of course, renewals will be  necessary.

Switch Trouble
With some cleaners the switch is a con-

tinual source of trouble. Undoubtedly the
wisest procedure to adopt is to leave
the switch permanently on, and operate the
cleaner by removing or replacing the
connecting plug.

Sometimes, however, the trouble is simply
caused through the breaking of the small

Fig. x.-Brush assembly, consisting of bush,
spring and plug.

Fig. 2.-Type of unit
switch fitted to some
vacuum -cleaners which
cannot be repaired.
A replacement is

necessary.

coil spring which actuates the snap
mechanism. If a similar spring can be
obtained, it can be quite easily fixed. One
end of the spring should be fixed on to the
locating pin, then compressed so that upon
release the other end locates itself on the
tumbler pin. (Fig. 2.)
- As the cleaner's dust-removing properties

depend upon good suction, particular atten-
tion should be occasionally given to see thAt
the various connections between the
machine, hose and accessories are airtight.
If a leak is suspeCted, a smear of soap before
assembly will in most cases effect a cure.

2 3
Fig. 3.-Various stages in lead repair. 1. Lead
cut, and wires divided in various lengths.
2. Wires ioined and insulated. 3. Repair

completed.

See also that the end cover fitting on to the
cleaner beds down firmly and evenly on
to the rubber ring, and that the holding -
down clips work satisfactory.

Defective Leads
With a cleaner that has seen much service

a somewhat obscure defect sometimes occurs.
This asserts itself by the cleaner mysteriously
cutting off and on during use. The trouble
can usually be traced to the lead carrying
the current to the machine having an
internal fracture.

With current switched on, carefully bend
the lead in alternate directions along its
entire length. At one point the movements
of the lead will connect and disconnect the
current to the cleaner.

It is, of course, far more satisfactory to
replace a defective lead with a now one,
but in these days such a procedure cannot
always be adopted. Therefore, if through
necessity or otherwise, it is decided to retain
the old lead, a satisfactory repair can be
easily carried out.

Incise the lead in two at the point of
fracture and, for about 3M. along each
length, remove the outer covering to expose
the insulated wire beneath. The wires
should next be Cut into two varying lengths.
(See Fig. 3.) Remove sufficient insulation to
allow for joining, and preferably solder the
respective ends together. Next wind insulat-
ing tape very firmly around erh join and
finish by applying further insulating tape
around the entire repair, taking care to
provide a good overlap on the severed ends
of the lead.

Germs breed prolifically in dust and dirt.
A worth -while tip is to slightly moisten -
a small sponge with a disinfectant, one of
the pine oil varieties are very pleasant, and
place inside the dust -bag.

Storing
Take particular care where the -cleaner

is stored. At all costs avoid storing in a
damp atmosphere.

The ideal storing conditions should be
a place that is well ventilated, dry and cool.
The cylindrical model should be stored on
end with the motor end undermost.

Dust -bag Repairs
With normal usage the dust -bag should

last many years. Should, however, a'slight
tear occur as the result of an accident,
immediate steps should be taken to effect
a repair.

The tear should be carefully drawn
together with carpet thread; then, after
cleaning the surrounding parts, apply some
rubber solution liberally on both sides. Two
patches of thin calico will now be required.
They should be cut to allow at least /in.
overlap all around the tear. Rubber solution
should now be applied to the patches, this
being well rubbed into the material with the
forefinger.

Allow a reasonable time for the solution
to thoroughly dry on the parts to be
repaired, then apply a second application.
When the prepared surfaces are again dry,
affix the patches to the tear, one inside, the
other out. Press outwards from the middle
of the patches, and then firmly fix in place ;
apply a fairly hot domestic iron to them,
maintaining as heavy pressure as possible.
After about a minute the repair will be
completed.
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A Perpetual Calendar
An Easily -made Calendar Which Quickly Gives the
Days of the Month for Any Year from 1925 to 1980

BY following the simple instructions
here given anyone can make an
extremely useful , calendar, 'which,

by the simple process of setting the month
against the year, will show the correct
calendar for that month ; it additionally
rives the back years as far as 1925, which are

Class Front

Bifurcated
Calendar Face

Pierced
Dead Centre

cam_ Washer fOr

Spacer in Which Disc Rotates

Slightly Larger
Slightly Thicker than than Disc Die
Disc Thickness

Fig. 4.-Hozo the parts are cssembleck

//

THIRTY DAYS HAIM
SEPTEMBER.

APRIL. JUNE. AND
NOVEMBER:

ALL THE REST HAVE
THIRTY-ONE.

EXCEPTING
FEBRUARY ALONE:

WHICH HATH BUT
TWENPfBCRI DRS MAR.

AND TWENTY-NINE
IN EACH LEAP -YEAR

sometimes most useful, and goes
ahead as far as 1980, which is
long enough for most of us to
care to think about. The com-
pleted. calendar is shown in Fig. i.

The chief parts for making the
calendar consist of the " basic
circle," shown in Fig. 2, and the
calendar front, Fig. 3. To enable
readers to easily make up this
useful unit we have had the two
chief parts printed on tinted card
to a slightly larger scale than
the illustrations Figs. 2 and 3.
By this means it is a simple
matter to cut out the parts and
assemble them as described
below.

Having cut out the basic
circle" save the outside portion,
which should be stuck down to
another piece of cardboard and
then trimmed down to the circle
a little larger than the " basic
circle " still showing on the card.
Now cut out the shaded slits in Fig.
Bevel off the :;in. strip round the openings
thus cut out, starting with a razor blade,
or sharp penknife, and finishing with
glass-paper. Whiten over the bevelled edges
with ivory -white colour, and cut out the
thumb hole shown on the right edge of Fig. 2,
and a similar one on a piece of cardboard
which will be the backing board. This
should measure 5;',in. ; 41in.

Readers may obtain the two partS of the
calendar in this larger size, printed in two
colours on stiff board for is. 6d., post paid;
from the publishers,George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton St.,Strand,W.C.2

To assemble, drive . a flat -headed nail
through the centre hole of the calendar -
portion (Fig. 2) and through the centre of
the circular piece (Fig. 3). Place the parts
in ,pbsition and drive the nail on through the
centre hole of the backing board (Fig. 4).

Smear glue on the meeting surfaces,
press into position, and make all
secure with some small fretwork pins
along the edges. Glue on at the

2

Fig. 1.-The finished calendar and stand.

Passepartout
Binding

Fixed to Rack
ct Calentlir

Fig. 2 (left).-The calendar front.
Fig. 3 (above).-The "basic cisrcle.!

Tape

Gummed
Linen The.

Steno,

Fig. 5 .-Method of fixing the
supporting leg.

back a suitably shaped piece
of cardboard for a leg, held
from going too far back with
a piece of tape of a suitable
length (Fig. 5). Secure the

_ends of the tape with glue and
cover than over with strips
of passe-partout binding tape
to make doubly sure.

Having cut a piece of glass
to the reckuired size, cut out
the semi -circular thumb -hole
with a glass cutter and finish
the edge smooth with a small
carborundum wheel. Finally,
bind the complete assembly
with passe-partout rape, as
shown in Fig. r.
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Inventions of Interest
Floating Runway

THE future of flying after the war will no
doubt be characterised by remarkable

developments. We shall not be able literally
to build castles in the air as stations for
aeroplanes, but one does not need to be a
prophet to foretell that runways which float '

on the sea will be a feature of aerial navigation.
In connection with this prospect it is

interesting to note that, the subject of a
current application to the British Patent
Office is a structure of the nature of a raft
which has been designed as a floating runway
for starting and landing aeroplanes.

The device includes a hinged extending
platform supported by hinged extending
arms floated by a series of rectangular floats
between the arms under the platform. There
are also two half -cylinder floats at the ends
of the platform.

DistTess Signal
THE shipwrecked 'mariner on a raft has

been known to improvise a signal of
distress in the shape of his fluttering shirt.
This crude method has now been far surpassed
by an improved -visual signal whereby a light
on a lifeboat or other craft may be displayed
to solicit aid " for those in peril on the sea."

The invention comprises a rotatable lamp
having an aperture for emitting a beam of
light. This aperture has a shutter which
can be moved between screening and non -
screening positions. There is an actuator
for the shutter mounted on the lamp

Gear is provided operable by motive power
supplied by a spring motor which is wound
by a key.

Buoyant Rope
THERE has been applied for in this country

a patent for a rope which will float
on sea or fresh water for a considerable time.

The inventor of this buoyant rope, points
out that when cotton and other fibres are
made up into rope by stranding, plaiting
or braiding the resulting rope may have an
apparent specific gravity less than one. But
if left in contact with water it will absorb
the water more or less rapidly and the
interstices will be filled with the liquid. As a
consequence the apparent specific gravity
will be raised to a value greater than one.

The new device consists of a flexible rope
formed of fibres rendered water-repellent by
means of a wax or fat or both applied as an
emulsion. It has an apparent specific gravity
of less than one and it is stated to be capable of
floating on water for more than one day.

Handy Handle
AT the present time there is a most

annoying scarcity of teacups. As a
result, even chipped china is at a premiuni
and crocks are not necessarily consigned to
the dustbin.

We have not yet attained to the philosophy
of Diogenes, who, when he saw a boy drinking
out of his hand, threw away his cup.
Therefore it behoves us to adopt any method
which will enable us with the minimum of
inconvenience to imbibe the cups that
cheer but not inebriate.".

It has hitherto been 'proposed to furnish
a handle which can be attached to cups and
like receptacles. In the case of one such
proposal the handle has been secured in
position by means of a hand which encloses
and is drawn tightly round the receptacle.
According to another idea, the handle at one

By 'Dynamo"
end is in the form of a resilient hook adapted
to fit over the rim of the vessel and to bear
against the inner and outer face while the
other end bears against the outer face.

A recent invention has for its aim the fixing
of a handle to cups made without the usual
handle and known as utility or austerity cups,

The information on this page is specially
supplied to " Practical Mechanics " by
Messrs. Hughes & Young, Patent Agents, o
7, Stone. Buildings, Lincoln's Inn, London,
W.C.2, who will be pleased to send free to
readers mentioning this paper a copy of their
handbook, How to Patent an Invention."

and also to cups with handles broken off,
tumblers, etc.

According to this invention a handle is
provided with a shoulder or abutment to
engage with the rim of the vessel and thereby
prevents the handle slipping doWn. And
there is a band which encircles ,the vessel
and secures the handle.

The two ends of the band may be connected
to a pin in a slot in the handle, the tightening

Hitherto the attachment of gas curtains to
civil defence helmets, even by an experienced
person, takes a considerable time, and this
happens at a juncture when speed is of very
great importance. Consequently, it appears
that, contrary to regulations, it is often
the practice for civil defence personnel to
have their gas curtains permanently attached
to their helmets. This practice, however, has
the disadvantage that the edge of the curtain
becomes worn through, rendering the curtain
useless for protection.

There has recently been submitted to the
British Patent Office a simple device by means
of which an article may be practically
instantaneously attached to or detached
from a helmet even by an inexperienced
person.

An additional object of the inventor has
been to furnish, in combination with the above
device, an improved form of gas curtain
which may be folded compactly and carried
in the gas maslc haversack or other receptacle.
At the same time when adjusted over the
helmet, it leaves no part of the face exposed

to liquid gas.

This Heath Robinson contraption provide's the hot water
(under pressure) for a welcome shower for Allied airmen

on an Italian airfield.
of the band being effected by adjustment of
the pin in the slot.

The handle may carry a screw which, when
rotated, will bear on the vessel and thereby
force the foot of the handle therefrom and
tighten the band.

To enable the vessel to be thoroughly
cleaned the handle is removable.

Helmet Attachment
IT is frequently necessary to attach various

articles, such as camouflage devices and
nets, to military helmets and gas curtains to
the helmets of civil defence workers.

Anti -gas Balaclava
'THE quick helmet attachment

in question comprises a
portion adapted to fit over the
central part of the crown- of the
helmet. There is a resilient strip
having at its extremities clips
intended to fit over the
brim of the helmet. And in
arrangement is provided for
securing the device to the
particular article which is to be
attached to the helmet.

As regards the improved gas
curtain, this comprises what
may be described as a large -
size Balaclava helmet formed to
extend over the shoulders of
the wearer.

The curtain is made of gas -
proof material such as oilskin.
Open in the front, it has
fastening means such as snap
or sliding quick -fasteners, so
that any desired degree of closing
may be obtained. A draw cord
is supplied for closing the curtain
tightly about the gas mask.

To attach the curtain all that
is necessary is to place the open
curtain over the helmet, so that
the centre piece recess formed
by an annular pad engages the
helmet bolt head. Then the two
eyes of attachment means are
caught and they are drawn
downwards until the clips are
beyond the helmet brim. The

clips are then drawn up into engagement
With the brim. The front of the curtain
can be closed to suit the' convenience of
the wearer.

NEWNES ENGINEER'S
VEST-POCKET ROOK
By F. J. CAMM 10/6 or by post 11/.

Obtainable from all booksellers, or by post from
George Newnes, Ltd. (Book Dept.), Tower House,

Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
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THE WORLD OF MODELS

Scene on the Sankey model railway-a small harbour
on an inland canal with boat alongside the quay,
a picturesque windmill and a mixed traffic train by

the quay.

IT hardly seems " cricket to write about
model railways when there are so many
keen to have them, but owing to war

conditions they can obtain no equipment
except second-hand through a private source,
for the Government at present forbids the
sale by dealers of finished models containing
more than to per cent. metal, unless these
have some historic value.

But those who have model railways still
find them a great relaxation from their war
effort, besides the " younger generation "
who have grown from little boys " to model
enthusiasts during the war years. These
" lucky people " can continue to improve
their grouts by individual effort with any
material available, and in looking through
my post -bag I have come across a few
examples which show that work is still
proceeding.

Some Realistic Model Railway
Layouts

By "MOTILUS"
before he departs for his own work, which
is also helping the war effort.

Photographing Model Railway Stations
A friend has asked me about photograph-

ing views of model railway stations. This is

Another scene on the Sankey model railway-an Apline type scene with
its distant view of pine trees, a chalet and a small rustic waysidc station.

a chalet, and a small rustic wayside station
with electric locomotive drawing two Mitropa
dining cars, evidently bringing imaginary
passehgers for an imaginary holid'-at
least until peace breaks out !

And Mr. Sankey deserves his relaxation.
His wife works on munitions, which means
him rising at six a.m. to see to breakfast

An uriZarianiiia-shot of the inside of 5-iiwdel
railway- station, taken on Mr. Gilbert Thomas's gauge

" 0 " railway.
Sankey Model Railway

Firstly, there is our friend, Mr. H. M.
Sankey, whose work has been featured in
previous issues, especially in connection
with the modelling material " Pyruma."

Here are two photographs of sections of
his son's railway, which is continually being
developed. . The first shows a small har-
bour on an inland canal with boat alongside
the quay, a picturesque windmill in the
foreground and a mixed train alongside the
quay.

The second illustration is of an Alpine
character with its distant view of pine trees,

not an easy matter unless you have a short
focus lens as used in conjunction with 35 mm.
cameras, which gives great depth of focus,
and enables you to get close to the job. .

Here is a photograph taken with such a
camera of Mr. Gilbert Thomas's gauge
" 0 " railway when it was in the London
area. It shows the inside of a terminus
station with a G.W.R. King George V loco-
motive alongside the platform. Did you
notice the famous brass bell on the buffer
beam, which is a souvenir of the' real
engine's visit to the New World ? It was
sent across the Atlantic in 1927, and repre-
sented Great Britain at the Fair of the Iron
Horse in Baltimore.

A Model Terminus Station
This photograph-from another angie-

of a terminus station is taken by R. Wisbey,
of Burton -on -Trent,' and is a view of his
Nottingham railway which took about two
and a half years of his leisure time to build.

" All the tools I had when I built my
layout," he writes, " were a pair of pliers, a
small screwdriver, a 2 -inch vice, two small
files, a hammer, and soldering iron."

The buildings were made of plywood,
compressed cardboard, building papers, and
Cellophane material. The complete length
of track is approximately 65 yards (in this
there are four cross-overs, three facing and

Terminus station on the model railway of Mr. R. Wisbey, of Burton -on -Trent.

9
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The " O " gauge model railway of Mr. Cecil
A. Moore, of Leicester.

one trailing, one set of points' facing and
three trailing),- and it was constructed by
Mr. Wisbey from Bassett-Lowke steel and
brass rails with cast slide -on chairs laid on
sleepers and fastened down on a plywood
base.

The railWay was driven by electricity
supplied through a converter, and this would
work three trains with ease. In wartime
days, howeVer, Mr. Wisbey had to fall back
on batteries, and have them recharged at
intervals. In the track circuit he has made
quite a few switches ,to isolate sections to

' ..11..4L

A corner of the model railway, giving a side view
locomotive.
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work in conjunction with the signals. The
locomotives he possesses are the L.M.S.R.
Princess Elizabeth with new type tender,
2-6---o L.N.E.R. Mogul, two L.M.S.R.
4-4-o Compounds, and an o -6-o tender
goods L.N.E.R. locomotive, also eight
L.M.S.R. bogie coaches (including one mail
van), and Iwo L.N.E.R. bogie coaches.

As to goods rolling stock, he has ten
ready-made vehicles, and made the other
eighteen four -wheeled goods wagons from
bought parts.

His main through station is 6ft. 6in. long,
and there are four platforms complete with
all details. There are up and down main
through lines, and a slow through line on
the inside oval layout. There is also a
trailing crossover in the station.

Items which add to the interest of his
layout, and which any handyman can make

of the King :Tomes I express

for his railway, are a petrol storage depot,
a tunnel, engine shed, and the careful
detail he has achieved with the stations.

A Gauge " 0" Layout
Mr. Cecil A. Moore, of Leicester, has

sent me pictures of 'his railway, which, he
informs me, he prepared for a 'eine film he
was hoping 'to make, but " owing to the
war "-how often have we heard that phrase
-and the difficulty in obtaining film stock,
the idea had to be abandoned.

The layout is gauge " 0," and he tells
me some of the components are not what
they seem. For instance, the small o -6-o
tank locomotive is a mere dummy, made
mostly from wood, and is used for effect
rather than work. All the rolling stock is
made with wood tops, and axle boxes and
B -L wheels, buffers, and couplings, mounted
on wooden chassis. The wood tops have

in card strips glued on to the faces to

of a

r 'APO

another view of the ,attge " model railway.

give a tongued and grooved effect. All the
windows are glazed with celastoid, the in-
teriors being of Cellophane. The painting,
lining, and lettering are by hand.

Tlie locomotive power is clockwork, and
the engine, King James I, is made from
blueprints, and from various photos of
G.W.R King class locos.

The track is B -L scale model permanent
way in 2ft. lengths, mounted ori

boards with end battens, which are lipped
alternatively to .fit exactly into one another
and clipped together on the sides with snap
clasps. Signal boxes, factory, and various
other things are fixed direct on to the I -inch
boards, and brick papers were used exten-
sively throughout. The water tank is made
from a paste aluminium container, painted.
The signals have been glazed with green
and red Cellophane.

The whole effect, as seen in the photo-
graphs, is very realistic, and let us hope it
will not be long before Mr. Moore is able
to carry out his project of a model railway
film.

Rationed Electricity
THIS is the age of rationing. A method

of controlling  the consumption of
electric current is the subject of an applica-
tion to the British Patent Office.

The inventor points out that there are
frequent occasions when an electricity supply
undertaking wishes to limit its maximum
output. For example, it may be desired to
reduce the range between the peak loads
and the mean loads in a daily cycle, or to
effect a scheme of current rationing in
wartime. Also it may be required to deal
with sudden increases of load on particular
circuits on the occasion of a fog or some
other exceptional occurrence.

The object of the invention in question
is to limit each consumer to a predetermined

vari.ble maximum load continuously or at
regular int, rvals, or at any intervals deter-
mined by circumstances at the time. And this
is done in such a way as to allow of the
consumer adjusting his circuits to that
maximum, except in the special cases when
a complete cessation of supply is necessary.

The proposed method of controlling the
maximum consumption of current fed to a
circuit from supply mains consists in
providing in that circuit a load -responsive
circuit -breaker whose maximum capacity
may be caused by the normally supplied
current to pass through successive identical
periods of variation, and in varying the
capacity by means of such current.
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General Shrapnel
The Inventor of the Shrapnel Shell

IT is said that Sir Hiram Maxim, pioneer
of the machine gun, used, at times,
rather pensively to claim that his

invention had been responsible for more men
being deprived of a natural death than any
other single device, invention or creation
in the world's history.

Probably Maxim was right in his asser-
tion.  Nevertheless, Lieutenant -General
Henry Shrapnel, who lived and experimented
in the stormy days of the great Napoleon's
rise to power, and the Duke of Welling-
ton's Continental exploits, was a close
runner-up of Maxim's in respect of the
invention of a mechanical means of bringing
about the violent and abrupt cessation of
human life in wartime.

The name " Shrapnel " is far better known
than that of the early nineteenth -century
military inventor who then owned it.
Posterity has forgotten the man, but it still
clings tenaciously to the seemingly indis-
pensable principle of his death -dealing
invention. jndeed, had there been no such
things as War Office personal records, we
moderns would have known very little in
detail about the career of the man Shrapnel,
for the greater part of his inventive work
was necessarily secret and, as an individual,
he was seldom, if ever, within the public
gaze.

Wiltshire Born
There is quite a common yet totally

erroneous notion that Shrapnel, the origin-
ator of the, famous projectile bearing his
name, was a foreigner, and even that he was
a German. As a matter of fact, Henry
Shrapnel was a Wiltshireman, having been
born at Bradford -on -Avon, in that county,
on June 3rd, 1761. Few particulars con-
cerning Henry Shrapnel's earliest years are
available. We only become away of his
career in detail when, on July 9th, 1779,.
at the age of 18, he was gazetted a 2nd
lieutenant in the Royal Artillery, in which
capacity he was drafted off to Newfound-
land in the year following. In 1781 he was
promoted to the rank of 1st lieutenant, and
he was returned to England in 1784.

He studied ordnance in all its aspects,
and after he was returned to England by his
superiors he commenced in a small way to
work out one or two of his -own ideas in the
way of ordnance projectiles. These experi-
ments were conducted by him mainly in his
leisure hours, and entirely at his own
expense. Exactly how Shrapnel commenced
his experiments is not known. Nevertheless,
they must have been important and signifi-
cant experiments, for they culminated in
the producliOn of the shrapnel shell.
Gunpowder Bombs

The type of military projectile named after
Henry Shrapnel consists, in principle, of a
metal container or shell having within it a
large number of bullets which are released
by the bursting of the shell and which then
travel forwards with a high velocity. Henry
Shrapnel was, perhaps, by no means the
first originator of- the basic idea which
materialised in the shell named after him.
There are records of canisters of gunpowder,
so-called bombs, which burst under the
influence of a crude type of fuse and which
scattered around them various odds and ends
of metal fragments and the like.

The first shell devised by Shrapnel was a
curious form of hollow sphere which was

filled with lead lumps. The thin -walled
sphere Was burst by a gunpowder charge,
which was set off by means of a fuse ignited
by the firing of the ,gun.

Shrapnel experimented with these shells
by firing them from both light and heavy
cannons, but, as could be expected, they were
extremely unreliable in action, their greatest
drawback being the extremely crude type of
gunpowder fuse which was provided for
them.

General Henry Shrapnel, inventor of the
famous artillery shell principle.

The military authorities failed to share
even a portion of the enthusiasm of the
energetic Shrapnel. In order, perhaps, to
discourage him or to remove him, as they
thought, to, a greater sphere of usefulness,
they shipped him off to Gibraltar in 1787,
and, afterwards, to a succession of military
posts in several of the West Indies posses-
sions.

Eventually, however, Shrapnel returned to
England, and in the same year (1793), he was
raised to the rank of " captain -lieutenant."
His next military experience comprised
service in the army of the Duke of York in
Flanders. He was wounded at the siege
of Dunkirk, which took place in the Septem-
ber of 1793, but even in this crisis it is
recorded that he had the originality and the

An old-time " Carronade," used for naval
warfare in the time of Napoleon.

clearness of mind to lock the wheels of his
gun -carriages so that they could be skidded
rapidly over the hard, dry sands, and, also, to
light fires, away from the British positions
for the purpose of attracting the fire of the
enemy, tactics which were entirely novel
at that time.

In 1795, Henry Shrapnel was promoted to
the rank or captain. In 1802 he became
a brevet -major ; then a major in 1803, and
a lieutenant -colonel in 1804.

Assistant -Inspector of Artillery
These military promotions seem to have

had little influence upon Shrapnel's charac-
ter, for he delved more and more deeply into
his routine of experiments and trials. From
spare -time ones, they became, in part,
" official " ones. So much so that, in 1804,
Shrapnel was firmly established at the Royal
Arsenal, Woolwich, as Assistant -Inspector of
Artillery, in which post he seized every
opportunity to develop the novel type of
shell which he had previously invented.

The shrapnel shell appears to have been
first used by the British in 1804, during
the attack on Surinam, a colony of Guiana,
which was originally settled by the Dutch.
At first the new, shell was not altogether
successful. Although its principle was right,
its design was wrong, and, mainly through
the defects of its fuse, the shell was anything
but reliable. Furthermore, the military
authorities, ever conservative, like their naval
brethren in those days, did not show any
great liking for the novel projectile. It was
orgy after the Duke of Wellington had com-
mended the shell in 1808 that Shrapnel's
prospects began definitely to brighten. The
Duke gave it as his opinion that the details
of the shell should not be made public, and
that as the inventor, in consequence, would
thereby be deprived of a considerable amount
of fame and commercial success, he should
be properly rewarded " for his ingenuity and
the science which he has proved he possesses
by the great perfection to - which he has
brought this invention."

Thc first Shrapnel shells were made at the
famous iron foundry at Carron, near Falkirk,
Scotland. At that time they were named
" spherical case shot." This name remained
with them for many years, for it was only
in 1852 that the British Army authorities
adopted the title of " shrapnel " to dis-
tinguish this type of military projectile as
a mark of honour and appreciation of the
then nine -years -dead inventor.

During the early years of the nineteenth
century the Carron Company had a wide
reputation for the production of various types
of cast ordnance, including, among others,
the famous " carronades," iron cannons
which gained great fame on the British
warships. The workers at the Carron
foundry had acquired the technique of
producing exactly the right variety of iron
which was required for cannon production.
That was why, perhaps, the first contract
for the manufacture of Henry Shrapnel's new
shells was given to the Carron Company
instead of to one or other of the Royal
Arsenals, and particularly to Woolwich
Arsenal, in which many of the earlier
shrapnel experiments had been conducted.

Firing Tests
In the fields around the Carron foundry

the early practical firing tests of the shrapnel
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shell were carried out under the supervision
of Shrapnel himself. Quickly Carron became
almost as fitnous for its production of the
new shells as it had done for its manufacture
of " carronades " and other pieces of
ordnance.

The early shrapnel shells made at Carron
ranged in size from 3 -pounders for the
lightest guns up to 68 -pounders. Apparently
they were supplied at prices varying from
6d. to 5s. each.

It was during the exploits of Wellington
in the Peninsular War that the " spherical
case shot," or, in other words, the early
shrapnel shell, established its military posi-
tion. Wellington himself, as we have already
ken, went to the trouble of personally
recommending the inventor for a reward.

An early light cannon which fired some of the first shrapnel shells.

All the British generals-and the admirals,
too - began, one by one, to share
Wellington's enthusiasm. It was General
Sir William Robe, commander of artillery he
the Peninsular' War in Spain and Portugal
during the years , 1808-14, who wrote
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personally to Henry Shrapnel : " It [the
shell] is admirable to the whole Army, and
its effects dreadful "-rather an involved sort
of a testimonial, but, nevertheless, sure in
its meaning.

Admirals, with their man -o' -war " carron-
ades," Aere similarly infected with
enthusiasm for the shell. One of them, Sir
Sydney Smith, actually wrote to Shrapnel
and implored him to expedite the dispatch
of the new shells, even if he supplied them
at his (the Admiral's) own private expense.

Shrapnel's Reward
In 1813 the rank of colonel in the Royal

Artillery was bestowed on Henry Shrapnel.
And in September of that year he formally
addressed the Board of Ordnance on the

subject of t he
reward which
Wellington h a d
previously men-
tioned. He pointed
out to the Board
that he had
patiently and pains-
takingly experi-
mented, partly at
his own personal -
expense and in his
own leisure time,
and that he had
expended his own
private funds in
pursuance of his
trials and experi-
ments to the tune
of several thousand
pounds-.

To which appeal
the members of the
Board of Ordnance
listenedcourteously.

Eventually they promulgated" their official
reply. It was to the effect that the Board
had no funds at its disposal for the reward
of merit!

Less than a year afterwards, however, the
Treasury granted Shrapnel a pension of

£1,200 per annum in addition to any
regimental or official pay which he might also
receive. That was Henry Shrapnel's
fmancial reward for his services to the
British Army. Had he commercialised his
invention he might have made millions.

Shrapnel's next Army promotion took
place in the year 1819. It was to the rank
of major -general, and it was with this rank
that he retired from the Army in 1825.

A couple of years later he received, in
retirement, the title of Colonel -Commandant
of the Royal Artillery, whilst ten years later,
in 1837, the year of Queen Victoria's acces-
sion, he was given his last military promotion
-to the rank of lieutenant -general.

General Shrapnel retired permanently to
his residence, Peartree House, Southampton,
and it was here that he died on March 13th,
1843.

" Duplex Disappearing Mounting "
The " spherical case shot " shell was by

no means the only creative product of
Shrapnel's busy military career. During his
work at Woolwich he improved the detail
construction of several types of mortars and
howitzers. He invented a number of novel
fuses, and he devised what was referred to
as a " duplex disappearing mounting," which
latter comprised a special . type of gun -
mounting which so functioned that the recoil
of one gun lowered the latter under cover
and at the same time elevated the other gun
to the correct firing position, a species of
alternating motion thereby being obtained.

Shrapnel further invented a brass tangent
slide, and he improved the details of several
varieties of rifles and small arms. He is
said, also, to. have spent a considerable
amount of time and energy in compiling sets
of artillery range -tables which enabled
gunners to compute their ranges with a then
unheard-of rapidity and accuracy.

All such inventions have long ago dis-
appeared into the vast limbo of obsolete
creations. The name of Henry Shrapnel
nowadays lives on in popular memory solely
through the :survival of his shell.

Solutions to Probes and Problems
(See page 128)

A Poser from Muggins
I am 36:
It may be assumed that, since I "fancy

myself as a mathematician," I shall not make
a mistake in a simple calculation. -Since,
therefore, I was unable to answer Muggins's
question, at least two answers to the problem
must be mathematically possible.

The question about the cigars allows of
many solutions, but in only two cases will
the total number be the same, i.e., 9 at 3d.,
3 at 7d., 6 at IS;, total 18; 4 at 3d., 12 at
7d., 2 at is., total 18.

In either case my age must be 36.

Brides and their Brothers
Clara's married name is Hill. The

complete list is as follows:
' Groom Bride

Dill Susan Quill
Gill Constance Hill
Hill Clara Dill
Quill Mary Gill

A Mathematical Certainty
491063
592864

1083927

A
B
C
D

League Football
Goals

A B C D WD,L FA Pts.
X 2-2 4-0 3-I 2 I o 9 3 52-2 X 3-I 1-3 I I I 6 6 3

0-4 1-3 x 4-0 1 o 2 5 7 2
1-3 3-1 0-4 X I 0 2 4 8 2

A Geography Lesson
There can be no more than four places

in the world all at the same distance from
each other although there can, of course,
be an unlimited number of sets of four.
They are situated at the four points of a
regular tetrahedron enclosed within a sphere.

The best way to visualise it is by imagin-
ing inside the earth a pyramid on a
triangular base, with the three points of the
base and the apex all just touching the surface
of the earth.

The distance between the points ' will be
approximately 7,568 miles.

The "Gigant" Transport 'Plane
THE Militaerische Correspondenz aus

Deutschland publishes an article on
what is at the moment the largest aircraft in
the world, the German transport 'plane
" Gigant."

German transport 'planes have repeatedly
played an important part in the fighting in the
Mediterranean, and in particular in the
military operations which occurred in the
course of the evacuation of Sardinia and
Corsica. In these a new large transport 'plane
of the evidence,Luftwaffe came into namely,
the motorised transport 'plane e. 323,

Gigant," developed by Prof. Messerschmitt.
An idea of the size of this aeroplane is given
by the following figures : The :span of the
wings is 55m., the area of the wings is 3ooqm.
and the cargo space too cubic ft. The cargo

space is so big that all bulky loads which a
railway wagon can take can be stowed away.
For example, the high load capacity of the
" Gigant." makes it possible for 2i -ton lorries
or medium-sized tanks or guns, such as the
8.8 cm. A.A. cannon, to be carried. On
numerous occasions the "Gigant " has
carried no fewer than 13o fully equipped
soldiers, as well as 52 barrels each contaiLing
250 litres of fuel; on ambulance work,
it can transport bo wounded men in bunks.

The " Gigant " is constructed of wood
and steel, a braced shoulder -wing monoplane
(abgestrebter Schulterdecker). Six auxiliary
engines enable 'it to fly under its own power.
The undercarriage consists of ten wheels in
all and can surmount obstacles on the
ground like a caterpillar track.
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Making a Success d Your Photography

A Real Winter's Day
H.P. 3 filter. Exp. F8 so with 3 times filter. Developed with Azol.

Taken about II a.m. in January, 1943.

WHEN we thinz of winter our minds
usually turn to thoughts of snow
scenes ; generally these are only

obtainable in January or February. I once
had the pleasure of seeing a large portion
of Ben Nevis covered with snow in July,
but, unfortunately for me, 'I had been
persuaded to leave my camera at home and
to travel light, so as to reach the top of
this wonderful " sight -yielding " mountain.
I have never quite forgiven the friend who
gave me this advice, and now, whenever I
go to a new spot of country, whether it
be mountains or lakes, my camera is a
constant companion.' Therefore, when you
are off for a ramble in January, 'or at any
other tithe, have the camera charged. Snow
scenes are often made in a night, and to
get the real beauty of such it is necessary
-to get out as soon as you can and while
the light is good ; certainly before the snow
has had time to lose its brilliance.

" Pictorial Pictures
It is " novelty," I think, which induces

amateur photographers to use their cameras
on such occasions, for I am con-
vinced that it is possible to waste more films
on snow effects than on any other subject ;
by .this I mean that it is seldom one comes
across a really good " pictorial " result of
a snow scene in England.

What are the most essential features
required to make such scenes beautiful ? I
would put first and foremost sunshine and
shadow, fbr without these you can only
expect to get hard contrasts and, in conse-
quence, an absence of the delicate half tones
or tone gradations whiclf are of paramount
importance, in fact, necessary, when making
" pictorial " pictures.

Sun effects on snow are obtainable, but,
as already said, it is advisable to get out
early before the sun has_ had the chance of
having too much effect on the snow and
changing its surface.

The mention of surface brings me to my

Snow Scenes

Winter Photography
By JOHN J. CURTIS, A.R.P.S,

second essential
f eat ure -texture.
Newly fallen snow
will give you this,
especially while the
frost continues ; its
surface is bright,
almost alive with
sparkles, and t h e
snow generally is'
soft ; it has not had
time to settle down
in a solid mass, and
the sun hag not
been able to break
up the delicate par-
ticles or, as it were,
the tissue of the
flakes.

If, then, you Sin
be sure of securing
sunshine and shadow
together with tex-
ture, by all means
take your camera
out ; - but it is as
well for you to
k n o w beforehand
where to go, and to
get there before the
snow surface has
been destroyed by
traffic.

I have spent many hours in woods and
dells, roving round farms and villages in
the snow,. but I have never succeeded in
securing what I consider successful exhibi-
tion result. Some of my best, or what
pleases me most, are those taken in some
woods one morning after a slight fall of
snow. The ground was not completely
covered, and parts of the banks -and hedges
were only sprinkled, the prints revealing a
variety of tones, and not just black and
white ; but even with these sunshine is
missing.

You' will have gathered from this that
snow scenes are probably not very popular
in photographic circles ; this may be due
to the difficulty experienced, but I believe
most keen amateurs will go on trying until

' they have succeeded in getting what they
wain. Therefore I would advise you to be
ready at the right moment. My aim is to
get a snow landscape, complete with trees,
fields, farmhouse or cottage, and perhaps
a lane with a five -barred gate ; when I find
it I shall make more than one 'exposure in
order to secure the correct picture. The
time and stop required must be a matter
of careful judgment on the spot at the time ;
I shall use perhaps F6.3 and 1 -tooth, also
FII with the same time. It will depend
on the amount of white snow around and
also the value of the sun. I shall strive
to keep every detail sharp, including the
surface of the snow. I would also be very
careful to correctly' develop the film and
would use Azol, because it gives soft nega-
tives. I believe with stiqiii conditions 'I could
make a good picture on a normal 'grade of
bromide paper, such as Barnet, Gevaert or
Ilford.

Frost Pictures
There are, however, other scenes besides

snow in winter which we should look for
and which are, during these months, more
common. If you will take a stroll across

your local park or through a country lane
one morning after a very hard frost and
before the warmth from the sun has had
time to remove the traces, you will not
fail to be struck with the beauty of the
bushes and twigs. These were very com-
monplace yesterday, but to -day, when they'
are covered with Nature's very delicate -
work, they have become pictures. A young
beech tree decorated with hoar frost is a
lovely sight, so also is a low, straggling
bramble bush close to the ground with still
many of its last year's leaves. Should you
know where to find .a tamarisk bush or hedge
with its twigs covered with close, fine foliage
you should go straight to it before the frost
disappears. You may be fortunate to arrive
just when the sun is shining ion these
objects ; then is your chance. Set the
camera for 1-5oth with F8, and make certain
the distance scale is correctly adjusted before
you shoot.

Many subjects similar to these can be
found in your own gardens. Have you ever
noticed the beautiful effects of frost on a
spider's web ? I do not know where the
spider goes to in winter, but I have many
a time seen the beauties of his work
enhanced or revealed by frost, and with more
time on my hands I intend trying to record
it on a film.

One day during January last, year I
remember seeing a bush of the thin, fine
twig variety, with a mass of tiny globules
of water at each point of its foliage ; the
sun had been on it sufficiently long to
disperse the frost. Unfortunately I had

* exoliausted my spool, and therefore could not
make a shot, but I know now where to find
a picture.

I cannot leave this feature without making
reference to the,,, frost pictures which are
occasionally to be found on our windows.
I remember an old-time profesSional friend
showing me a negative which he had taken
of his dining-roqm window one winter
morning over 4o years ago. In those days
all plates were slow ones, even the fastest,
as compared with our present-day films, and
his largest stop was F8. The result was
a .perfect negative of a beautiful nature
study.
Frozen Ponds and Lakes

There is still one other feature of winter
which we can at times use in connection
with our hobby, and that is ice. We must
pass over any detailed description of icicles
and their possibilities for picture making, in
order to devote a few lines to frozen ponds
and lakes. Perhaps you have in your local
park a lake or small ornamental water.. I
hope it has natural banks, and by this I
mean not artificial sides made of cement
and stonework. Perhaps there are some
waterfowl. Have you ever noted what a
curious effect -is prOduced when ducks or
other fowl are walking on a sheet of ice ?
You can also get some charming studies
arouhd this lake when there has been a
slight fall of snow leaving the trees, bushes
and banks slightly covered ; but wait for
that splash of sunlight.

Should the frost continue long enough,
skating may be _permitted on the lake or
river ; this should offer you the chance of
getting some very different type, of pictures.
If you have a friend who can skate well,
you should try a shot or two in an " action "
picture. Use an open stop, if possible F5.6
or F6.4 with a fast film.
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Diesel or Petrol ?

AR conditions have imposed interesting
changes- on the direction of progress
in prime movers.. Up to 1939 there

were, clear signs that the diesel engine was
60
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Fig. 1. Effect of volatility of petrol on
starting at different mixture strengths.
Commercial petrol, in winter (4 deg. G.) ;
2-.Cornmercial petrol in summer (20 deg. C.);
3-netizole-petrol mixture, in winter (4 deg. C.);
4-Benzole-petrol mixture in summer (zo deg. C.).
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.A Future Problem for Power Engineers
By C. 0. LLOYD

former is less, against which can be set the
better flexibility of petrol. Then, again, a
diesel engine is usually more expensive than
a petrol engine, but offers the advantages
of lower fuel costs and greater robustness.
Indeed, one can draw up a list of the
characteristic advantages and disadvantages
of petrol and fuel oil, and still be divided
on the opinion as to the better source of
power. The ultimate criterion depends on
the purt5ose for which the engine is required.
For large stationary units there can be little
doubt that the oil engine is the correct
choice, but the lower one descends in the
power output scale the 'more problematical
does the question become. The petrol
engine Ms the advantage of lower stressing

encroaching on the field of the petrol engine,
where the latter had held sole sway, as,
for example, in light transport. In the
meantime the issues have become more
complicated, and where one would have
expected progress there has been retrogres-
sion, due, no doubt, to the artificial
conditions imposed by the war. It is not,
however, sufficient to explain away
unexpected developments by ascribing them
to " artificial " conditions. Many of the new
factors imposed on industry of that day by
the last war not only remained, but served
as a' springboard for further developments
of an unexpected nature.

To -day, crankless engines, turbine -driven
superchargers and jet propulsion are being
discussed freely, and the indications are that
'there is something more than mere
discussion in the air. This is an example
of what might happen to prime movers in
the future, although one must weigh up all
relevant information before drawing conclu-
sions. The more spectacular part played by
aircraft_ may mislead one into .thinking that
the petrol engine has established itself once
and for all in that sphere. There is a
tendency to overlook the part played by,fuel
oil on ground mechanical equipment and the
steady progress. being made, while the
changes in industry are perhaps more
permanent and significant.

Petrol and Fuel Oil Compared
There are, of course, the well-known

differences between fuel oil and petrol as
a source of power. The fire hazard of the
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Fig. 5.-Mechanical efficiency of petrol, diesel
and gas engine compared. (judge.)
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Fig. 2.-Variation of volumetric efficiency of
diesel engine with speed. (Ricardo and Glyde.)
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and greater simplicity in design, so making
it a lighter job and, therefore, more suitable
for' Mobile work where weight is a maim
consideration. Diesel enthusiasts will
maintain that wear and upkeep are
lower for the diesel, but this is not
necessarily 'so in high-speed diesel engines
of lower -power rating, although with careful
usage there may be a little in favour of the
diesel in the above two respects.
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Fig. for a- diesel
engine, with engine speed. (Ricardo and Glyde.)

Some Modern Comparisons
The last decade has proved fruitful from

the point of view of fundamental and
practical research on engine -fuels. If one
considers that the thermal efficiencies of
diesel and petrol engines are similar, and
around 3o per cent., one can expect most
improvement to come from the fuel itself.
This has happened in particular with petrol,
improvements in jets, cylinder heads and
other parts having perhaps been more in
evidence with compression ignition engines
as contributing to progress, rather than
startling developments in fuel oil. The
tendency with the ca. engine is to look for
methods_ of ,using uder oils rather than
to step up the quality of the fuel. On the
other hand, every effort has been made to
improve petrol, particularly its anti -knock
qualities.

Volatility
The ease of starting in an engine is

measured by the volatility of the fuel, other

'1" 60

things being equal. Thus the lower the
boiling point of petrol, the quicker the start,
but owing to the widely different nature of
the fuels and the engines in which they arc
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Fig. 4.-Relanon between engine speeds,
efficiency and power output.

employed it is not possible to compare
petrol and fuel oil.. W. A. Whatmough
showed in 1933 what improvement can be
effected in starting by using the right petrol,
Fig. r being plotted from his data. The,
influence of air temperature is clearly
revealed- in the steeper slope of the curves
for winter fuels ; that is to say, the, reduction
of volatility of the petrol which accompanies
colder weather.

Engine Speed
The larger field for the diesel is that of

the low -speed stationary unit, where,
unquestionably, this type of prime mover has
proved as important a step in industrial
progress as the steam engine. There is an,
optimum speed where the volumetric
efficiency is abbut 8o per cent. Scavenging
and attention to. details have made for further
improvements, but Fig. 2, due 'to Ricardo
and Glyde, illustrates this aspect well. With
volumetric efficiency goes power output, and
a comparison on this, between a petrol and
diesel engine, has been made by the same
two engineers, and is given in Fig. 3. It
will' be noted that the diesel offers' better
torque -speed characteristics over a wide
range, but between goo and 1,600 r.p.m. the
petrol engine is superior.

Mechanical Efficiency
The practical engineer wants to know

what power yield he is going to obtain from
an engine for a particular fuel expenditure.
One cannot decide from thermal efficiency
or factors other than mechanical efficiency,
which, in effect, informs the user what power

4
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Fig. 6.-Loss in power due to fall in octane
rating of a petrol.
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return he is getting. This raises a point
which in turn means that the suitability or
otherwise of a power unit can only be
°decided with reference to the work for which
that unit is required. Fig. 4 emphasises this
Well, showing as it does the connection.
between engine speed, power output and
mechanical efficiency. The results shown
may be said to be typical of all high-speed
engines, and closer examination of the
B.H.P. curve reveals that there is a tendency,
for this particular engine at least, to drop
slightly in efficiency above 1,100 r.p.m. The
curve for mechanical efficiency is derived by
combining the B.H.P. and friction losses.

The importance of running speed is again
emphasised by the comparison of mechanical
efficiencies between a gas, petrol and diesel
engine given in Fig. 5. The steady decline
in efficiency with engine speed is apparent
with all types, but it is =cresting to note
the wider speed range of petrol units.

It is evident from what has been 'said
above that no generalisation can be made
with regard to the best type of prime mover
for a particular job. The availability of, fuel
has, furthermore, to be considered. For
example, if gas is plentiful a gas engine is
the obvious choice, provided, of course, its
characteristics are suited to the work.

Power Rating and Speed
Induitrial experience has largely influ-

enced the progress of certain units, so that

it is possible to group diesel and petrol
engines thus :

POWER
REQUIRED ENGINE SPEED TYPE,

1-50 h.p.

00-100 h.p.

100-200 h.p.

300 h.p. upwards

Up to 4,000 r.p.m.

2,800-3,000 r.p.m.

2,4011-2,500 r.p.m.

Low Speed Diesels
or Gas Engines

Petrol

Petrol or'High
Speed Diesel

Petrol or High
Speed Diesel

Fuels.
Many invesegations have been made into

the behaviour of fuels in the cylinder of
an engine. Theory combined with practice,
in which the physicist, engineer and chemist
have -collaborated, has served to unravel
many of the mysteries of combustion.
X-rays, spectrographs, cathode ray tubes are
only some of the instruments employed in
this research work, which has made
considerable progress in the last ten years.
An exact record, for example, of -the
development of the combustion,. wave front
in a cylinder has been made  detonation has
been examined, and, aoVe all, this
knowledge applied to practical ends, so that
fuels are not only better but cheaper,
excluding war influences.

Fuels have been graded in knock rating,
or their lack of tendency to deteriorate at
higher compression ratios. This is
important, inasmuch as higher compression
ratios mean greater power output and

efficiency. This fact has been so evident
with designers of petrol engines ,that such
units are now operating at compressions near
the lower values for diesel engines, owing
to high octane fuel. '

Incidentally, a petrol is usually rated with
reference to octane, while diesel fuel is
measured in terms of cetene, which is also
a liquid ,hydrocarbon. In the past few years
more attention has been paid to the cetenc
number of fuel oils, a significant point. The
influence of octane number on the power
loss from a petrol engine has been recorded
by L. E. Hebl and T. B. Rendel
May, 1939) as in Fig. 6. The diesel picture
is brought up to date by the Report of the
Diesel Fuels Division of the Co-operative
Fuel Research Committee of the United
States (J.S.A.E., February, 1941), in which
it is stated that a high cetene value improves
starting, idling and the power yield on light
loads,. while this factor is also considered
to give maximum piston ring life before
sticking.

The war has interrupted much develop-
ment and research to find a better diesel
and petrol engine for general use. It has
also- served to give progress an abnormal
twist, so that one should not take present
trends too literally. The point at issue
would seem to be whether smaller diesels
can cover the field ,requirement of the petrol
and whether there is room for larger petrol
engines where medium diesels are now
employed.

Letters
RUNNING CARS ON " CALOR " GAS
SIR,-With reference to the reply to Mr.

S. T. Jones, of Leominster, in Queries
and Enquiries of the August issue of
PRACTICAL MECHANICS.

The running of cars on " Calor " gas, and
other propane 'and butane mixtures, is no

'novelty. In 1940 it was possible to have a
complete installation for the sum of £12.
This including the mounting of the gas
cylinder, fitting of a flap valve to the car-
buretter intake, and a tap system. The
supplier being Carbuettors, Limited, Grange
Road, Willesden Green, London, N.W.to.

Calor gas liquefies at 221b. per sq. inch.
It is supplied to the carburettor, via a
reducing valve, at a pressure of 41b. Per-
formance on Calor gas is almost equal to
that of petrol. Starting, acceleration, and
climbing power all being good.

Running costs rather higher than petrol.
A cylinder being sufficient for approximately
150 miles on a to h.p. car. The cost for a
recharge, in 1940, being 16s. Advantages
over petrol are : Freedom from detonation
(no pinking) and absence of oil dilution.

Everything appears all right, but, of course,
there is a snag. The suppliers of propane/
butane mixtures were not willing to supply
gas for motor vehicle propulsion. But if you
can obtain the gas, it is the best alternative
to petrol yet discovered, and it is definitely
practical.

A. E. LEECH (West Molesey).

DISSOLVING FILM NEGATIVE
SIR.-In the reply to a Blackpool reader's

query in the November issue of
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, it is suggested that
his difficulty in dissolving portions of an
undeveloped film negative in 'a mixture of
amyl acetate and acetone was probably due
to his failure to remove the gelatine coating
on the film.

This may be so, but it is also possible that
the film was of the " non-flam." type

from Readers
(cellulose acetate, I believe). This is cer-
tainly not readily soluble in amyl acetate and
acetone, but there is one good solvent avail-
able, diethylene dioxide (dioxane). Quite a
good, thick cement can be made overnight,
or even in a shorter period of time, by
dissolving small pieces of X-ray or other
film in this fluid, which also dissolves
ordinary cellulose very readily.

Incidentally, to remove the gelatine coat-
ing from used film, particularly if the film
has been " fixed " in an acid hypo bath, or
has been acid hardened, it is generally
necessary to use more than hot water. Even
boiling in water sometimes fails to dislodge
the obstinate gelatine. But soaking in a
hot solution of soda (preferably caustic) for
some time usually does the trick. Even if
the gelatine is not Completely dissolved, it
wipes off easily with the fingers, leaving a
particularly clear piece of celluloid, which
afterwards wants thorough washing in water
only.

J. P. NAPPER (Cardiff).

ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN MODEL
RAILWAY

SIR,-In a recent issue a correspondent,
Mr. J. K. Dixon, asks about a method

of electrically driving an 8in. gauge railway.
For four years I have been running a

win. gauge line by a method which may
be of interest. An A.C. motor on the house
supply, i h.p. in my case, drives a 12 -volt
motor -car dynamo, 95o r.p.m. is fast enough,
This supplies current.pt 25-35 volts, 8 -to
amps. ' to a six -volt small car dynamo
reconnected with the field coilein parallel as
a series motor. This is fitted to a " tram "
meant to carry two children at a time, but
capable of more, at 4 m.p.h. on a sticky
track.

A motor -car cut-out must be wired in to
reduce the dynamo voltage on open circuit
by a series resistance.

The merit of this system is that all the

components are easy to obtain, and no
rewinding of motors or dynamos is needed,
while an accumulator charging outfit is
thrown in for the price of an additional
cut-out from an old car.

R. B. T. HALL-CRAGGS (Hale).

I,ELECTRON MICROSCOPE
SIR,-I was very interested to note in the

October issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS
(p. 33) that Mr. R. S. Trowel, of Newport,
Isle of Wight, proposes to build an electron
microscope.

The following references may be of use
to him: journal of Biological Chemistry,
1942, 146, 25 ; British Medical Journal,
1942, 2, 728. There have also been some
papers in recent issues of the Journal of
Bacteriology. He should be able to consult
these journals in the British Museum, or
possibly in the loCal Public Library.

I am quite willing to obtain any further
information from the published literature
he may require.

J. 0. DAWSON (West Bridgford).

A New Vest Pocket -book

SCREW THREAD
TABLES

By F. J. 4C A M M

(Editor of Practical Engineering)

214 pages ; fully indexed and illustrated,
and including a section on change -wheel
calculations.

51-, or 513 by post from

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W.C.2.
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QUERIEScvia
ENQUIRIES
A stamped addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, and the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on back cover must be enclosed
with every letter containing a query. Every
query and drawing which is' sent must bear the
name and address of the reader. Send your
queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL MECHANICS,
Geo. Newnes, Ltd.; Tower House, Southampton

Street, Strand, London; W:C.2.

Speeds for Turning
WILL you please answer the following

questions :
At what speed should a 3 jn. lathe travel for

turning 4in. round cast iron, sin round mild
steel, in, round brass.

I tried turning the cast iron and the tool simply
turned up at the attempt, yet it turned the mild
steel. So I wondered if I had too many r.p.m.
on the lathe, which is driven by a h.p. motor at
1,450 r.p.m.-J. C. jobson (Grimsby).
THE speeds for the sizes specified are, using high-

speed steel tools :
4in. cast iron, 5o r.p.m. roughing, 70 finishing.
tin. mild steel, 190 r.p.m. roughing, 400 finishing.
'in. brass, i,000 r.p.m. roughing, 1,92o finishing.
The reason for the tool turning up is that it is too

keen. The top rake for cast iron ',Should be only about
half that for mild steel.

Element holders for Electric Fires
T AM anxious to experiment in making " clay "
-I element plates or holders that are used in
electric fires and boiling rings, on which the wire
element is wound. Could you tell me what the
constituents of this " clay " are : in what propor-
tion they should be mixed, and how they should
be made up ? I would also be glad if you could
tell me where I could purchase the necessary
materials and if there is a commercially, made
product which would answer my requirements ?
-R. Drohan (Kilkenny).
THE electric elements to which you refer are merely

unglazed porcelain, prepared from a mixture of
suitable China clays. To make such elements, you
require a muffle furnace capable of attaining a high
temperature. Given this,- the elements are moulded
from a mixture of roo parts China clay and ro parts
limestone, together with about r part soda ash, after
which they are baked for several hours at a nearly
white heat.

We imagine that you will not find it possible to carry
out such a process; however, these electrical "porcelain
formers " can usually be obtained from any large
supplier of electrical fittings.

Rubber Latex

I:
T HAVE recently been experimenting with

latex liquid rubber on shoes for re -soling.
I have used carbon, sulphur plastic, etc., with it
for a " filling " material but with no success.

Can you tell me how to crepe, the rubber and
'make it stick to the old soles, or give me an
alternate filling medium as used in car tyres ?-
G. Armitage (Selby).

YOU will find it a very difficult job to make rubber
soles unless you possess a good knowledge of

rubber technology. . It is not possible to make such
articles merely with the aid of rubber latex, since it'
any attempt is made merely to " fill " the latex, the latter
at once coagulates and loses its characteristic properties.
The best filling " agent for rubber latex is ordinary
Portland cement. This gives a rubbery sort of concrete,
but such a product is more or less brittle and is, of
course, entirely unsuitable for adaptation to footwear
requirements.

The following is a typical formula for the making
of a rubber suitable for soles. Like all these rubber
" mixes," however, it has to bp cured for a definite
time under steam pressure. Hence its use will necessitate
some steam pressure apparatus in which the mixture
can be exposed to steam for the requisite time :

Sheet rubber (or dried latex) .. 5 parts.
Scrap rubber powder .. 54
Dried clay (fine)
Zinc oxide .. 1

Red iron oxide .. . . 4 3

Diphenylguaniline
Sulphur ..

Cure for seven minutes at a steam pressure of 6olbs.
sq. in.

For sticking rubber to old soles, use a thick solution
of rubber in naphtha. A very small amount per cent.)
of bitumen dissolved in the same solution increases
the tackiness of the mixture.

It is, however, absolutely impossible for an amateur
to produce a processed rubber similar to that employed
in the making of car tyres, since not only are these
rubbers " cured " at high steam pressures, but also
the majority of them are of more or less secret
compositions.

Insulating Medium for Refrigerator
T AM making a domestic refrigerator, and shall
A be glad to have your opinion as to which is -
the best insulating medium. I was contemplating
using granulated and slab, cork, but a few tests
carried out proved unsatisfactory.-L. Walker
(Mill Hill).
YOU do ,not indicate exactly what type of domestic

refrigerator you are making, nor do you give us
any indication of its size. We presume, however, that
your refrigerator is of the " ice box " type. For such a
purpose we see no reason why granulated cork (not
slab or compressed cork) should not prove perfectly
satisfactory.

Alternative non -conducting materials are asbestos
fibre, kapok, hair and dried seaweed.

We suggest that you employ as a heat -insulating
material a mixture of granulated cork and coarse fibre
asbestos. These materials can be obtained from the
under -mentioned suppliers, but we do no( think kapok,
hair or seaweed are available at the present time.

Cork suppliers : Messrs. Henry Bucknall and Sons,
Ltd 90, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.3.

Asbestos suppliers : Bell's Asbestos and Engineering
Supplies, Ltd., Slough,' Bucks ; Turner Brothers
Asbestos Co., Ltd., Rochdale.

Ammonia : Chemical. Action on Metals
(7.) CAN you tell me the reason why pure
k, -V -ammonia has a chemical action against
copper, brass and solder, turning the liquid blue ?

(2) Is there any acid or liquid that I could mix
with it so as not to affect the strength of the
ammonia ?-K. A. Varey (York).
(.,,.` IT is impossible for us to tell you exactly why

ammonia attacks copper, brass and other metals.
You might as well demand to know precisely why
oxygen combines with some metals at red heat and
nitrogen does not. However, the reason for the blue
solution formed when ammonia attacks brass, copper
and copper -containing alloys is to be seen in the fact
that all chemical solutions containing copper, are blue
or bluish -green in colour, and that ammonia, through
a complex chemical mechanism, forms such solutions
when it attacks copper. These blue solutions consist
for the most part of solutions of copper hydroxide
combined with the ammonium radical, but they are
always of varying composition.

(2) There is no acid or liquid which you could
mix with ammonia to prevent its attacking copper.
Indeed, if you did mix an acid with ammonia the latter
would immediately be neutralised with great violence
by the ammonia. There is no liquid known which
would have the effect you seek.

Preserving Worm-eaten Wood : Nitrogen
Iodide

IS there any method of preserving worm-
', /J eaten wood ? The insect is a small, white,
soft grub similar to the maggot found in cheese.
I wish to kill it in plywood panels indoors, in which
it has already bored many holes. I think it might
be the larva of the Death Watch beetle, especially
as I heard a faint ticking noise in another room
over a year ago. It was like the ticking of a watch,
but stopped and started at about 30 second
intervals. Is creosoting the backs of the panels,
or painting them with lysol, or a solution of
copper sulphate, any use ? Our house is entirely
built of wood, and the outside and roof are
creosoted regularly.

(2) Also, can you tell me the cheapest method
of preparing nitrogen. iodide ?-A. Andrew
(Larbert).
(..." THE worm holes which you describe are
A) undoubtedly made by the Death Watch beetle,

although it is somewhat unusual for this beetle to
attack plywood ,on account of the bonding agents
present between the layers of wood.

The complete eradication of the Death Watch
beetle is not an easy matter. It calls for much
determination and patience, and, also, a clear knowledge
of the habits of the beetle and its larva. The beetle
emerges from the wood between April and July of the
year. After mating, it lays its eggs in tiny crevices in
the wood. The eggs hatch out in August, and the
young larvae immediately penetrate into the wood.
They remain active in the wood for usually two years,

that is to say, until the next Spring but one subsequent
to their hatching. About March of that year the larva
tunnel to about lin. or (in. from the surface of the
wood. Here they form chrysalises, and, after a week
or two turn into the adult beetles, which soon after
eat their way out of the wood, forming the characteristic
circular holes. These again lay eggs on other portions
of woodwork, and since the beetles are able to fly the
damage is readily spread about.

Your best plan for dealing with the problem is to
wait until the March of next year. Then apply hot
creosote liberally to the woodwork, and subsequently
keep up weekly applications of hot paraffin or naphtha
every fortnight until the end of July. This treatment
will kill all beetles on or before emerging, and it will
prevent any egg -laying. The same treatment should
be applied in the following year at approximately the
same period in order to make sure of a complete cure.

It is vitally necessary to apply the above liquids as
hot as possible in order to ensure their efficient penetra-
tion of the wood.

You will, of course, 'remember that you cannot
paint over creosoted surfaces. Hence, if the wood has
to be varnished or finished in any way do not use
creosote, but employ naphtha instead.

One _pound of ortho-dichlorbenzene and ilb. of
zinc naphthenate dissolved in a gallon of naphtha
makes an excellent solution to eradicating Death
Watch beetle, provided it is applied at the above times
of the year. These materials may' be obtained from
Messrs. A. Boake, Roberts & Co., Ltd., Stratford,
London, E.t5. Such a solution is non -staining, and
may he safely applied even to _furniture.

Water solutions of cooper sulphate, etc. are usually
of little use for the above wood treatment, because they
do not effectively penetrate the wood.

(2) Since nitrogen iodide is a very highly dangerous
substance, to produce, we feel that we must ask you
to excuse us from giving the details of its making.
Doubtlesa, however, you might be able to get such
details from any advanced textbook of inorganic
chemistry.

Copper -Plating Solution
CAN you please help me with the folloying

queries :
What are the proportions for a copper electro-

plating solution ? What are suitable current
densities per sq. in. of deposit collecting area,
and . solution temperatures for (a) copper -
plating, and (b) nickel -plating ?

Can a copper body ;r3.2in. thick be successfully
built up on a thin metal foil by means of electro-
plating ?-W. Moughtin (Billericay).
ASIMPLE and 'effective copper -plating solution is

made up as follows : Copper sulphate, 11 -alb.
sulphuric acid, 4-6 ozs. ; water, r gallon.

This bath is best operated at normal temperatures,
or at a temperature slightly above this, say, at 25 deg. C.
It is best worked with a" current density of 25-3o
amperes per sq. ft. of deposit area.

A small amount (say, per cent.) of glue or gelatine
added to the bath sometimes results in a better and
a brighter deposit being obtained. Sometimes, also,
a trace of photographers' hypo " (sodium thiosulphate)r
is added to the bath for this purpose.

The following is an effective nickel -plating bath
Nickel ammonium sulphate, 12 ozs. ; water, t gallon.

This bath is operated at normal temperatures and _
with a current density of 4 amps. per sq. ft. Its rate of
deposition is slow, but the deposited metal is very hard
and fine -textured.

You can build up a copper body on a metal foil by
using the above copper bath. In such an instance it
would be preferable to increase the acid content of the
bath, to raise the current density, and also to agitate the
solution continuously during the plating.

Space Rockets
T AM interested in the development of the liquid

fuel rocket, and hope to carry out some
experiments in my workshop.

Can you answer the following queries on the
subject

(t) Of what material are the combustion
chambers constructed ?

(2) The fuel which'. I believe consists of liquid
oxygen and hydrogen discharged from separate
jets has to be mixed in certain proportions-can
you tell me what these are, and also if the fuels
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ignite on contact with each other, or if they are
started burning by some other means ?

(3) How can I calculate the lift provided by a
given combustion chamber and expansion nozzle ?

(4) Can you recommend any books on the subject
of Astronautics, and also give the address of
British Interplanetary Society.-R. W. Boggio
(Walton -on -Thames).

(t and 2) Very few so-called space rockets 'have
ever been actually constructed. Those which have -
been made experimentally have had cases of light
steel or of aluminium, the combustion chambers being
made of either of these metals, usually the former.

It has usually been proposed to propel such :rockets
by, means of successive charges of a suitable rocket
powder of the gunpowder type. At times, however,
it has also been proposed to employ liquid -air Sor
oxygen) as a propellent merely by the rapid gasification
of these liquids and their consequent expansion.
Liquid hydrogen ha;; not been used, although it has
been suggested as a means of increasing a rocket's
energy of flight.

(3) You cannot calculate the life which would be
given to a rocket merely from a consideration of the
dimensions of its combustion chamber and expansion
nozzle. The entire design, dimensions and weight of
the rocket profoundly modify its " lift " "and until all
these factors have been taken into consideration, any
calculation of the natute you require iy more or less
out of the question.

(4) The entire subject of interplanetary communication
is very nebultrus at the present moment. The British
Interplanetary Society has, we believe; disbanded (at
least tem'porarily), and there are no practical formula:
relating to the design of rockets on the lines you require.
A few books on the proposed interplanetary travel have
been published, the more serious and thoughtful ones
in America. If you will write to Messrs. W. & G. Foyle,
Ltd., Booksellers, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.z,
they will, we think, bd pleased to give you the titles
and prices of any such books which may still be available.
They will also advise you if they happen to have any
second-hand books on this subject in stock. You
should also refer to your local Librarian and inquire
as to whether any such volumes can be procured on
your behalf.

Cerium
CAN you give me any information about

cerium and, if possible, the details of
manufacture and Where obtainable.-F. Rodgers
(Bolton).
'L'OR 'a detailed description of cerium, -its properties
-1; and production, we must refer you to an up-to-date
chemical work auch as J. W. Mellor's " Comprehensive
Textbook of Inorganic Chemistry," a copy of which,
we think, is in the Bolton Library, and which is certain
to be in the Manchester Reference Library.

Within the space of a short reply, it is only possible'
for us to give you a very brief indication of the nature
of cerium.

Cerium is a greyish, hard metal which is soluble in
acids but which remains substantially unoxidised when
exposed to air. It alloys readily with iron. It is a
pyrophoric, that is to, ay, a spark -producing metal, and
it is on account of this fact that it is now being'produced
for war purposes. Cerium alloy forms the flints " of
petrol lighters, and other spark producing devices.

The' pyrophoric nature of cerium and its alloys was
first discovered- by Dr. Carl Auer, Baron von Welsbach,
of Berlin.

Cerium nowadays is derived from rare -metal -earths.
From these, a complex alloy known as " mischmetal "
is produced, this being derived from rare earths which
were once- a by-product of the gas -mantle industry.
The earths are converted into chlorides by treatment
with hydrochloric acid. Then they are mixed with
calcium chloride and electrolysed. In this manner,
the alloy, " mischmetal " is produced. It contains
5o per cent. of cerium. For pyrophoric purposes, this'
*Hoy is further alloyed with iron and then cast into
small rods or other convenient formations.

For the preparation of pure cerium, chemical and/or
electrolytical methods -can be used, but these are all
very tedious and complex, and for their detailed
description, we must refer you to a standard work of
reference, such as the above -mentioned book.

Cleaning Used Oil
T UNDERS'PAND it is possible to make up a
.1- composition to clean used lubricating oil.

Is this correct, and if so, what are the chemicals,
and where can they be purchased ?-R. T. Calver
(Gt. Holland).
APART from the process of chemical refining, which

involves treating the oil with strong acids and
alkalis, and subsequent distillation, there 4s no
satisfactory method of cleaning oil merely by treating
it with a composition."

The best way to purify used oil to some extent is
to filter' it through a " rough " filter, such as a piece
of muslin or similar coarse -weave fabric, and, afterwards,
to allow the filtered oil to- percolate through activated
charcoal or through activated alumina. After percolation
through either of these materials, the oil should be fit
for use again.

The charcoal or alumina' is purchased in the form
of coarse grains, and it is packed loosely into a cylinder
such as a tlb. coffee tin provided with suitable exit
holes at its base. The oil is allowed to seep through this,
the whole apparatus being kept fairly warm in order
that the oil may not be too viscous. Naturally, the
whole operation is a slow one, but, in most instances,
this is no disadvantage.

It is doubtful whether you will be able to procure
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activated charcoal at the ptesent time, but activated
alumina (aluminium oxide) is still obtainable from
Messrs. Peter Spence & Co., Ltd., Widnes. It can
be obtained in varying grades of fineness.

]Magnetic Coils
WOULD you please let me know the formula

for magnetism, both A.C. and D.C. current ?
By that, I mean, for a given core area of an electro-
magnet, and voltage, current, gauge of wire
taken into, consideration. How many turns of
wire will be needed to bring the electro-magnet
up to its maximum efficiency ?-F. Scholfield
(Rotherham).
TT is not possible to give a simple formula for magnetic
41 coils as there are many factors to be taken inns
consideration in individual cases, and designers spend
a considerable amount of time in arriving at the most
efficient coils for various purposes.

With D.C. coils, for example, the permeability of
the iron core governs the number of ampere turns
required to create a magnetic field of a given strength.
The permeability varies with different types  of iron
and also is not a constant factor as it varies with the
magnetic flux density in the iron. For some purposes
it may be best to use a small core which is well
saturated with magnetism so that the permeability is
low and a relatively large number of ampere turns are
required, rather than use a large core at low magnetic
density and high permeability which requires a
relatively small number of ampere turns. -With good
quality of iron it is usual to work at about 13,0oo lines
of magnetic force per sq. cm. Above this density, with
good quality iron, the permeability falls fairly rapidly.

Having decided on the magnetic density to be adopted
and knowing the total field strength required, it is a
simple matter to calculate the cross-sectional area of
core required. Magnetisation curves then give the
number of ampere turns' needed to create the required
magnetic density per unit length of iron circuit so
that the total ampere turns can be calculated. If
there is an air gap in the iron circuit the number of
ampere turns required to pass the magnetism across
the gap may be as high as 13,000 times that necessary
for a similar length of iron circuit. If the iron circuit
is of non -uniform cross-section the ampere turns for
each section having different magnetic density will be
calculated separately and totalled up.

On a shunt coil which is fed from a constant voltage
supply the required ampere turns will be provided
by a large number of turns of small gauge wire of high
total resistance so that a small current will be required.
If the coil is a series coil carrying a high current the
current may be a fixed quantity so that the number
of turns will also be fixed.

In the ease of A.C. current the calculations become
more involved owing- to the losses set up by eddy
qurrent in the iron resulting from the changing magnetic
flux, and the fact that the 'current through the coil is
controlled by its reactance as well as its resistance;
the reactance will depend on the magnetic flux linked
with the turns and upon the frequency of the supply.
The querist is ,advised to study one or two books which
deal with the subject of electro-magnetism in detail.

Cur Starter as A.C. Motor
T HAVE a 12 -volt car starter motor which I wish
A. to convert to a 250 -volt A.C. motor to drive
a sewing machine. The motor would require to
develop 5/25 h.p. The armature is 2fin. long,
21,in. diameter, with 21 slots in. 7/ta deep and. 3/32
in. wide. There are four poles and four copper
brushes. Could you please inform 'me how to
wind the armature, and field coils, etc. ?-
T. McGhie (Scotstoun).
THE type of starter -motor you describe is not

altogether suitable for use as a high -voltage
mains motor, as the thicker insulation required in
armature slots and oilfield poles leaves very little room for
active conductors. Carbon brushes of Link A grade
also should be substituted for copper brushes. Since
the power output required for sewing machine drives
is so small, you may, possibly obtain what you require
by re -winding as follows : Armature, 21 coils, each
containing 85 turns of No. 35 d.s.c. copper,
coil span froth slot t to slot 5 inclusive, wave -connected
to 2i -part commutator; fields, four coils, each with
600 turns 'of No. 29 s.w.g. d.s.c. copper connected in
series with armature, interconnected to give alternate
north and south polarity. The thickness of insulation
should not be less than 15 mil. empire cloth or leatheroid,

Curing Rabbit Skins
T HAVE heard that there is a simple method of
A curing air-dried rabbit skins. Can you give
me details of this process ? Will a skin- dressed
or cured by this method remain pliable, or will
it stiffen after a time ?-D. Barlow (Walsall).
IN order to cure a 'rabbit skin, first of all scrape the

inner side of the skin with a blunt knife in order
to remove every trace of .Nash and loose tissue. It is
convenient to do this by stretching the skin, fur side
down, over a baluster rail or some similar curved.
object.

Then dissolve 4 parts common alum and I part
common salt in 8 -to xo parts of water. Immerse the
skin in this solution for about 48 hours. In order to
ascertain whether the skin has been soakeij long enough,
squeeze the liquid from it and then double the skin
up with the skin side outwards in order to make a sharp
crease. If the latter shows white and clean, the soaking
has been completed.

After the skin's immersion in the salt -alum bath,
rinse it well and then rub over it a paste made of flour
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and water or oatmeal and water. Work the paste
well into the skin, and then wash it all off. .

The skin should now be stretched on a board and
allowed to dry slowly in the air. The skin will dry
'hard, but it can be softened by constant rubbing and
kneading between the fingers, this action serving to
induce permanent pliability. If desired, a very small
amount of neatsfoot pil may be rubbed into the skin
to soften it. However, if this is overdone the skin
will become tacky and the oil will spoil the fur.

" Flash" Paper-
ypu please tell me of a substance that,

when chemically treated, will produce a
brilliant flash when ignited by an ordinary x.5
volt gaslighter element ? I have thought of the
" Flash -paper " usually found in indoor fireworks
but am not certain of the formula. I believe it is
nitric acid and sulphuric acid.-A. F. Wyer
(Kidderminster).
THE type of " flash paper " which you desire can be

made in the following way :
Mix 4 volumes Of concentrated sulphuriC acid with

x volume, of strong nitric acid. Pour the sulphuric acid.
into the nitric acid and not vice versa. After the mixed
acids have cooled, immerse in them a number of ordinary
cigarette papers or of paper strips of similar thickness.
Allow these papers to remain immersed for three days.
Then remove them and wash them most thoroughly
for at least two hours in running water, in order to
remove every possible trace of the acid.

The papers should now be allowed to dry slowly in
the air. The cellulose of which the papers is composed
will, by this process, have been changed into cellulose
hexa-nitrate, or gun -cotton. As such, it will bum
away almost instantly with a flash when ignited with a
hot wire, such as you mention, or with a lighted cigarette
end. "

You should bear in mind the fact that these papers
are not 'without danger. Cellulose hexa-nitrate (gun-
cotton) when struck, can explode very violently.
Hence, it is always highly advisable to retain these
papers in a damped condition and to- dry them in the
air just before they are required for use.

Plating Formula : " Pickling"
CAN you give me any information on the

following subjects. What are the formula:for -
(x) Nickel and copper plating and polishing ?
(2) What quantity of caustic soda is needed to

a gallon of water for a soda dip ? Does the solu-
tion have to boil, and how long does one leave
the articles in to clean ?

(3) When articles are pickled in a solution of
acids, how long are they left in ?

(4) I have a glass tank 12in. x 8in. x izin. with
two nickel anodes, one at each end, and I find
that the article being plated gets burnt. Is it
because the object being plated is too small, or
are the anodes too near the object ?-R. H. Brett
(Broomfield).

(1) The following are well -tried nickel and copper
plating fortmilx :

Nickel Plating.
Nickel ammonium sulphate .. 8oz.
Nickel sulphate .. 4oz.
Boric acid _ zoz.

- Common salt .. soz.
Water .. r gallon.

Operate the above bath at 80 deg. F. Use a current
of 6-8 amperes per square foot of surface to be plated,
and a voltage of 2-2, nickel anode.
Copper Plating

Copper sulphate tryst... 28oz.
Conc. sulphuric acid .. 3-5oz.
Water I gallon.

Operate the above at 75 deg. C. Use a current of
10 -Is amperes per square foot of surface to be plated,
and a voltage of Ps. If the solution is continually
stirred or agitated, a higher amperage can be used for
quicker results, if desired, but in most instances this
is not necessary. Use anode of rolled copper.

(z) The strength of the soda dip to which you refer
depends entirely upon the class of work for which you
intend to use it. Ordinarily speaking, 'lb. of com-
mercial caustic soda (sodium hydroxide) to the gallon
of water makes a very effective solution for cleaning
and degreasing. Such a solution can be used either
hot or cold, it being naturally more potent in the hot
condition. The time of immersion of the article in the
soda dip is, again, entirely dependent upon (a) the
strength- of the dip, and (b) the extent to which the
article in question requires cleaning or degreasing.
On an average, 5 or to minutes' immersion should
suffice.

(3) To some extent, this question is answered in the
' above reply. The. duration of " pickling " in an acid
or mixture of acids is entirely dependent upon the
nature of the acids, their strength, their temperature,
and the extent to which " pickling " is required.
Owing to these variable factors, it is really impossible
for us to state any definite duration of pickling, for the
particular reason that We do not know the ant class of
work to which you refer.

(4) Your nickel plating work may be "burnt " for
several reasons, which only you yourself can ascertain
by means of experiment. The reason for the " burning"
may be : (a) Incorrect composition of electrolyte;
(b) Too high a temperature-, (c) Too heavy a current;
(d) Anode(s) being placed too near the object.
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Destruction of a Heinkel photographed from the attacking Spitfire
by camera -gun. Such records are a small part of photography's
great contribution to the war effort. Photography is mobilized for
war, so don't blame your dealer if he says " Sold out of Selo !"
Claims of the Services, Industry and Science come first. After
victory, Selo films will be plentiful again, faster and better than
ever. Till then our chief task must be SERVICING THE WAR.

FILMS made by ILFORD.
LIMITED

ILFORD LONDON

AVI Vann
Parting-off
Attaehment

Obta'nable through
your local Tool

Merchant.

Brit. Pat. Appn. 144/43.

The Myford Parting -off Attachment
is an accessory for use on Myford
3r, 3tri and 4" Lathes, per-
mitting heavier cuts and faster
speeds to be Used in many opera-
tions. Tests carried out in our
Experimental Department on
stock up to 2" diameter have
demonstrated the very consider-
able advantages of this attachment.
Write for illustrated leaflet.

MYFORD ENGINEERING CO LTD

BEESTON, NOTTS: 'Phone 54222
2)78.6J

the
double ender
loco we didn't make

141

.01

STATION A

Ready for departure

En route to B

Arrival at 8

. STATION B

/BR= \Mk
Uncoupling by remote control at cab end of Loco

/is _X_
Running round the temp

Automatic counting at front of Loco

En route for A

Arrival at A

Uncoupling by remote control at front of Loco

Running round the the train

imamulikkk

/
Automattc coupling at COO end of Loco. Again ready for
departure to B

War has prevented us from marketing the many

new Trix lines which were on our production

programme, but when victory is won Trix will

return to the manufacture of their famous

producti with a vastly enlarged engineering

and production capacity.

TRIX TWIN RAILWAYS

If you have arty problems iu connect's>, wall ;Our train outfit p.'ease Artie to :-

TRIX LTD 91 REGENT ST LONDON WI
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Don't put your Camera
away this winter. Send
for these books

Your photography will become much more
interesting if 'you do it all yourself. To help
you, we will send, for 3d. in stamps, these
three, publications. A 32 -page booklet called
Home -Photography which tells you how to
develop your own negatives, how to make
Gaslight and Bromide prints, how to do
Flashlight Photography and how to make
Enlargements.
A folder about THE THREE PUBLICATIONS
Azol, the con- WILL BE SENT TO YOU.
centrated FOR 3d. IN STAMPS
one = solution
developer, with full Time and Temperature
tables for tank or dish development. There is
also a fully illustrated list of Chemicals, useful
sundries and accessories to help you in the work.

Special Trial Offer-
For 2 3 P.O. Johnsons will send you post free (G.B. only) a trial set of
Chemicals, including I -oz. bottle of AZOI., to develop eight spools 2l in.
by .31in. 4 -oz. tin ACID -FIXING, making 30-60 ozs. solution, one
packet AMIDOL DEVELOPER, enough for 2 to 3 doz. bromide or
contact gaslight prints.

Be sure and address your letter to Dept. 41.

JOHNSON & SONS Manufacturing HENDON, N.W.4Chemists, Ltd.

Esfabli,lieff 1743.

E. PULL'S

WORKSHOP
PRACTICE

By F. JOHNSTONE TAYLOR
780 PAGES 542 ILLUSTRATIONS

Containing Trade Knowledge Indispensable for: ENGINEERS, APPREN-
TICES, IMPROVERS AND ALL ENGAGED IN ENGINEERING TRADES

LIST OF CONTENTS
MEASUREMENT AND MEASURING

MACHINES
MEASURING TOOLS
GAUGES AND GAUGE SYSTEMS
COMMON WORKSHOP TOOLS
BENCH WORK
MATERIALS : CAST IRON
HEAT TREATMENT OF METALS
SOLDERING, BRAZING, AND

LACQUERING
LATHES
TOOL HOLDERS
LATHE -TOOLS ; SPEEDS AND

FEEDS
LATHE ACCESSORIES
TURNING
SCREW AND SCREW -CUTTING
TURRET LATHES

CAPSTAN AND TURRET LATHE
TOOLS

PLAIN AND UNIVERSAL MILLING
GEAR AND GEAR CUTTING
GEAR HOBBING AND PLANING

MACHINES
PLANING, SHAPING & DRILLING
PLAIN & UNIVERSAL GRINDING
FORGE TOOLS AND PROCESSES
WELDING
SPECIAL GRINDERS:FIVE

MACHINES
THE ENGINEER'SSQUARE.

THREE TYPES OF STEEL SQUARES
AND A COMBINATION SQUARE
DESCRIBED

TESTING A TRY SQUARE
TABLES (Measures, Rules, Etc.)
INDEX OF 2,000 ITEMS

FREE EXAMINATION FORM NO CHARGE AND NO
OBLIGAT,ION TO ORDER

To VIRTUE & CO., LTD., PM Dept.,
Crown Chambers, Upper Parliament Street, Nottingham.

Please send me " MODERN WORKSHOP PRACTICE." Price
1716. I will return it in one week, or send you 3/6 deposit' and the
balance by monthly payments of 3:6. (Cash Price 16'6).

Signature

Address
Occupation

(Send this Form in unsealed envelope, stamped id.)

CIVIL DEFENCE
MODELS

Models for A.R.P. and N.F.S. Area Lectures are easily made, without previous experience,
in Pyruma Putty Cement. This plastic, fireproof cement is readily cut, scored and moulded,
and when baked, becomes stone -hard. It can then be painted in natural colours.
The above model, made by an amateur, represents a battle area for street -fighting instruction,
as used by the Services.

Regd.
is stocked by all ironmongers, hardwaremen, Hobbies shops, Bassett-Lowke Depots and many

Art Material Dealers.
In Air Tight Tins.

2 lb. Tin 113 ; 4 lb. Tin :13 ; 7 lb. Tin 316.
TILUMA in half -pound tin 119.

Send for INSTRUCTION SHEET on modelling for Services, Educational and Utility Purposes.
Est. 1857.

PYRUMA PUTTY
CEMENT

J.H. SANKEY & SON,LT?
ILFORD ESSEX

Head Office,
Aldwych House, London, W.C.2.

ROTARY
QUICK MAKE & BREAK

BRITISH MADE THROUGHOUT

For all purposes - fully tested Switches to
customers' requirements.

Let us use our long experience to
solve your t Switching problems.

TOK SWITCHES. LTD.,
CAMBRIDGE ROW, BURR AGE ROAD,

WOOLWICH, S.E.18

M-0R.S-E
COMPLETE

PRACTICE UNIT
as supplied to H. M. Services

No. 1261. Complete Morse Practice Unit.
"Heavy commercial Key with nickel silver con-
tacts and sensitive triple adjustment. High -tone
Buzzer with silver contacts, mounted on bakelite base
with cover. Battery Holder, complete with 4.5 Ever
Ready battery. All metal parts heavily nickel plated.
and the whole mtd. on polished Mahogany Base, 6lin. 61In.

Send Id. stamp for Illustrated List

SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT LTD. (Dept. 19)
Merit House, Southgate Road, Potters Bar. Phone : Potters Bar 3133
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ELECTRADIX
BARGAINS

POWER TRANSFORMERS.' Single
phase 50 cycles 35 KVA. 35,000 watts,
by Brit. Elec. Transf. Co. 220 volts to
1101110 volts, £30. 5 KVA 220 volts to
5,000 volts and 500 volts, £10. 2 KVA
Foster 200 volts to 4,000 volts, £8 10s.
I t KVA Zenith 100 volts to 6,000 volts, LB.
3 KVA 400 volts SP 50 cycles to 600 volts,
oil filled, by Metvick, £9. All as new.
MOTORS AND DYNAMOS. We
have acquired a useful parcel of D.C.
Motors in all sizes from 118th H.P., 116th.
114th, 113rd, ' ), I, I 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
H.P., in 110, 220, and 440 volts. There
are also a number of A.C. Motors, single
and 3 -phase, from 118th H.P. to 3 H.P.
Kindly specify wants and we will offer
the nearest, as no priority is needed on
these machines.
DRILLS. Electric Bench Drills, D.C.
Wolf, 110 volts, massive pillar type, geared
feed, counter weight rise. No. I morse
socket for 2in. steel. For delivery without
permit, £8 103. each.
PORTABLE ELECTRIC DRILLS. D.C.,
110 volts, £5 10s. ; A.C., 220 volts, £7 10s.
PUMPS. Stuart motor pumps, centri-
fugal, C.D. Shelter, 12 volts D.C. or 230
volts A.C. in stock. Twin piston pumps
with or without motors, for suds or water.
BLOWERS AND FANS. Exhaust and
open type of 116th to 6 H.P. available.
CRYSTAL SETS. Gambrel! WIM type
with selector switch, tuning condensers
and permanent crystal detector, in closed
portable case, S01-. Victory Pocket type
crystal receiver, in bakelice box with one
earpiece, 351-.
AERIAL WIRE, 7122 bare copper, Si-
der 100ft. Lead-in wire, 4d. per yard.
Aerial insulators, 2d. each.
SUNDRIES. H.M.V. Resistors, glass
cased, wire ends, watts, .01, .025, .05,

-11- per set of 3, or 216 per doz.
Screened Mike Cable, flexible sheath,
single core, 112 per yard. Multiple
Connection Strips, of soldering tags.
telephone type moulded mounting, in 20.
40, 80 or 100 ways, at 216, 31-, 316 and 41 -
each. G.P.O. Plugs, 21- each. Terminal
Covers, bakelite, with two ,securing
screws size of domino, 9d. Mentor
Battery Indicators, thermal type signal
light, thermal type 21in. dial, flush panel,
6 volt and 12 volt, 5/, Small Solenoids,
" Gemi," 6 volts, 11 amps., iron plunger,
616. Oldhams Miners Lamps, all -metal,
for accumulator or dry cell, 716. 4 -way
Cords, long, suit mikes or handcom
phones, 2I-. Electric Counters to
10,000 revs., G.P.O., 516. Covers. Light
metal ventilated covers for test boards,
resistances, chargers, etc., special arch
shape to contain 61in. x 5in., with terminal 
cover extension, 3/-, postage 6d.
Many other bargains available. Calf and see

them/at cur showrooms.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
214 Queenstown Road, Battersea,

London, S.W.8
-Telephone :..Macaulay

35
FIRST PLACES
AND HUNDREDS OF PASSES
in the A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.M.E., A.M.1.E.F.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.Chem.E., C. & G., etc.,
Exams. have licen gained by students
studying at home with the
Engineering First Plates are your._ best
guide to the most sueeessrui Engineering
Courses: Write to -day for" The Engineer's
Guide to Success" containing the world's

widest choice of
Engineering
Courses - over
200 - covering
all branches. -
M ec hani cal,Electrical,
Aeronautical,
Wireless, Civil
Chemical, etc.'
and which alone
gives the Regu-
lations govern-
ing admission to
the Recognised
Institutions.The
T.f.0.11. guaran-
tees training
until successful

The TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF
GREAT BRITAIN,

218, Temple Bar House, E.C.4.

World's best choice of
Courses in Engineering

INSTRUCTION IN
PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY

ANEW organisation has been formed to supply
ambitious people interested in the Plastics

Industry with modern instruction in Plastics
Theory and Practice.

The new organisation, known as The British
Institute of Plastics Technology, is the specialist
Plastics Division of The British Institute of
Engineering Technology, Ltd., one of the largest
home -study technical training organisations in the
world.

Specialist Plastics Courses are being prepared
and will be available within a reasonable period.
Those interested are advised to submit their
names and addresses, when full particulars will be
forwarded as our tutorial plans mature. Enrolment
for the special courses will first be offered to those
whose names have been thus recorded, but no
obligation whatsoever will be incurred in lodging
an application.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
PLASTICS TECHNOLOGY

4, Shakespeare House,
17-18-19, Stratford Place, London, W.1.

JUBILEE WORM DRIVE
HOSE CLIPS

The long -life
clip with the

ever -tight
grip

The Best Known
For

Radiator Joints,
Air, Oil and
Water Hose

Joints
We guarantee a

Tight J2int
L. ROBINSON & Co.

25, Leados
Chambers.

GILLINGHAM.RENT

WANTED IN
EXCHANGE

for other models, etc., any

quantity or variety of Model
Railways, Boilers, Ships,
Engines, Meccano, etc. Please

state fully what you have,
the value you place upon
the goods, and the goods

you require in exchange.

BOTTERILLS High St., Canvey
Island, Essex.

LARGE DEPT. FOR TECHNICAL, BOOKSF0 y E .s
* BOOKSELLERS TO THE WORLD *

New and secondhand Books on
Engineering and all other subjects.

119-12S, Charing X Rd., London, W C 2
Otocn 9 a.m.-4 p.m., including Saturday
Telephone : Gerrard 5660 (16 lines)

W. & G. Foyle, Ltd

" Easily the best soldering fluid
obtainable."

This statement by a regular user
of " BAKER'S " expresses the
general opinion of motor and
engineering trades. Sold in 6d.,
II- and 116 tins. Also in Bulk.

4

SIR WE. BURNETT & CO. (CHEMICALS) LTD.
Gt. West Rd.. Isleworth, Mills. Hounslow 0476

BECKS CHEMISTRY
EXPERIMENTS AT HOME

FOR BLACK -OUT EVENINGS.

SPECIAL OFFER
PARCEL OF USEFUL APPARATUS
WV. Booklet: ''Experiments in Chemistry,"

(Post 10,6 Paid)

SEND STA MPED (1d.) ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE FOR PRICE LIST OF

OTHER EQUIPMENT
BECK ,Scientific Dept. A), 67 High St.

Stoke Newington, London, N.16.

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

Ask for
Leaflet 1813

B. & F CARTER & CO
LTD., BOLTON S

PELMAN ISM
for

Courage and clear -Thinking

The Grasshopper Mind
YOU know the man with a

" Grasshopper Mind " as
well as you know yourself. His
mind nibbles at everything and
masters nothing.

At home in the evening he tunes
in the wireless-gets tired of it-
then glances through a magazine
-can't get interested. Finally,
unable to concentrate on anything,
he either goes to the pictures or
falls asleep in his chair. At the
office he always takes up the easiest
thing first, puts it down when it
gets hard, and starts something
else. Jumps from one thing to
another all the time.
- There are thousands of these
people with " Grasshopper Minds"
in the world. In fact, they are the
very people who do the world's
most tiresome tasks-and get but
a pittance for their work. They
do the world's clerical work, and
the routine drudgery. Day after
day, year after year-endlessly-
they hang on to the jobs that are
smallest -salaried, longest-houred,
least interesting, and poorest-
futured !
What is Holding You Back ?

If you have a " Grasshopper
Mind ' you know that this is true.
Even the blazing sun can't burn
a hole in a piece of tissue paper
unless its rays are focused and con-
centrated on one spot ! A mind
that balks at sticking to one thing
for more than a few minutes
surely cannot be depended upon
to get you anywhere in your
years of life!

Hal frees for serving members of
His Majesty's Forces

(Apply for Serv.ces Enrolment Form)

The tragedy of it all is this ;
you know that you have within
you the intelligence, the earnest-
ness, and the ability that can take
you right to the high place you
want to reach in life ! What is
holding you back ? One scientific
fact. That is all. Because, as
Science says, you are using only
one -tenth of your real brain -power.
What Can You do About It ?

Here is the answer. Take up
Pelmanism now ! A course of
Pelmanism brings out the mind's
latent powers and develops them
to the highest point of efficiency.
It banishes such weaknesses and
defects as Mind Wandering, In-
feriority, and Indecision, and in
their place develops strong, posi-
tive, vital qualities such as Opti-
mism, Concentration, and Reli-
ability, all qualities of the utmost
value in any walk of life.

The Pelman Course is fully
explained in " The Science of
Success." The Course is simple
and interesting and takes up very
little time. You can enrol on the ,

most convenient terms. The
book will be sent you, gratis and
post free, on application to -day to :

Pelman Institute,
(Este/ r1, d oi, r years)

133 Albion House, New Oxford $t.,
London, W.C.1
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&he cam ofroue
rump emestectiosi

CYCLE connections are in short supply and cyclists
are advised to take care of those they have.

Burst connections are, due to violent and jerky
pumping. Here's a tip which will help to make
them last longer.
When inflating a tyre first see that the valve is

adjacent to a fork or mudguard stay. The pump can
then be held firmly against a fork
or stay - see illustration -thus
relieving the connection from any
"kinking" under pressure. Pump
with long steady strokes and "feel"
the air passing through the valve.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS ARE URGENTLY NEEDED
BY OUR FIGHTING FORCES: Local instrument retailers
displaying the official poster of the Services Musical
Instrument Fund will accept gifts or purchase on behalf
of the Fund. Gifts or cash donations may be sent direct
to Hon. Treasurer, S.M.I.F. 295 Regent St., London, W. I

3

ENGINEERING
MATERIALS
By A.W. JUDGE, A.R.C.Sc., Wh.Sc., A.M.I.A.E.,

VOL. I. THE FERROUS METALS

Completely revised and reset throughout, this volume
deals with the composition, mechanical and physical,
properties, processes and commercial applications of
the ferrous metals. A considerable amount of research
and development work has been carried out, notably
in connection with alloy steels and cast irons, and the
results are now embodied in this edition. Second

Edition. 2Ss. net

VOL. II. NO\ -FERROUS & ORGANIC MATERIALS

This companion volume, also completely revised and
reset throughout, covers in the same manner the
non-ferrous metals and certain organic materials used
in engineering, e.g., plastics, -'natural and artificial
rubbers, abrasives, ceramics, etc. The two together
form.an invaluable reference work for the automobile,
aircraft, mechanical, constructional, chemical and

electrical engineer and, designer. Second Edition.
30s. net

PITMAN'S
* PARKER STREET, KINGSWAY

 Jerky pumping quickly
ruins a connection.

THE "FLUXITE GIVENS"
AT WORK

Thank FLUXITE ! The burst
pipe's O.K.

'Cried 01 from the coal -hole
one day

Then a ton of the best
Put an end to his zest

A black-out forsomeone grinned
EH.

For all SOLDERING work -you need FLUXITE-the paste flux
-with which even dirty metals are soldered and " tinned." For
the jointing of lead-without solder ; and the "running" of white
metal bearings-without " tinning " the bearing. It is suitable
for ALL METALS-excepting ALUMINIUM-and can be used
with safety on ELECTRICAL and other sensitive apparatus.

With Fluxite joints can be " wiped successfully
that are impossible by any other method.

Used for over 30 years in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers-in tins,
8d., 1/4d. and 2/8. Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial-complete with
full instructions, 7/6.
 TO CYCLISTS! Your wheels will

NOT keep round and true unless the
spokes are tied with fine wire at the crossings
AND SOLDERED. This makes a much
stronger wheel. It's simple-with FLUXITE

-but IMPORTANT.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVETHE " FLUXITE "
GUN puts " FLUX-
ITE " where you
want it by a simple

pressure.
Price 1/6 or filled

2/6.

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

'rite for Book oh the ART OF " SOFT- SOLDERING and jos Leaflets on

CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.
Also us IV 10INTS. Prite id. Each.

FLUXITE LTD., Dept. P.M., Bermondsey Street, S.E.I
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Comments of the Month

The Three
WHEN Canning was Prime Minister there

were three tailors who held a meeting
in Tooley Street for the redress of popular
grievances or what they conceived to be
popular grievances. They were, of course,
their own personal grievances, and they
addressed a petition to the House of Commons
beginning : "We, the people of England,
demand. . . ." The N.C.U., the R.T.T.C.
and the C.T.C. find themselves to -day
in a position analogous to the three
tailors of Tooley Street, over the question
of massed start racing. On other cycling
policy they resemble the Tooley Street
tailors in that they do not speak for the

. majority of cyclists, either.
We have dealt with this matter at some

length in previous issues, and we are
determined to pursue the matter until justice
has been done. We are quite convinced
that this joint announcement would not
have been issued without promptings
from some of the bodies concerned,
and so that our readers may form an
accurate opinion on the matter it is
necessary for us to recount certain
history.

When the National Cyclists' Union and
the Cyclists' Touring Club were formed
over zo years before the close of the last
century, the fastest vehicles on the road
Were horse-drawn. It was natural that
the owners of such vehicles, as well as the
coach -building industry, should oppose the
development of cycling, for cyclists were
faster than horse-drawn vehicles. Alinost
every magistrate owned a landau, a phaeton,
a barouche, or a Victoria, and they were
extremely severe on any wight hauled before
them  for the heinous offence of riding a
bicycle. One had only in those days to be
seen on a bicycle, riding sedately along a
country lane free from other traffic, to be
charged with " dangerous riding," " riding
to the common danger," without consideration
for others who were on the road, or " who
might reasonably have been expected to be
there." Road racing received the attention
of the police, and so did record breaking,
and much of it had to be conducted, as
it still is to -day, in a hole and corner
manner, as if it were something of which
one should- be ashamed.

The only body then whose duty it was to
control road racing and to homologate
attempts at records on the road, paced or
unpaced, was the National Cyclists' Union.
This body, instead of asking for the relaxation
of the campaign of persecution indulged in
by the police, as it should have done, took
the line of least resistance, and at its annual
general meeting in 1888 it tabled and passed
the following resolution : " The National
Cyclists' Union, as a public body, desires to
discourage road racing, and calls upon the clubs
to assist it by refusing to hold races on the roads,
and it prohibits any of its officials from
officiating or assisting at any road races, and
refuses to recognise any record made on the
roads, and that this be added to the rules."

All letters should be addressed to
the Editor, " THE CYCLIST,"
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street,Strand, London,

W .C.2.

Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London

Tailors of Tooley Street
From that time the N.C.U. has concerned

itself chiefly covith track racing.

Troubled Waters
FOR over 5o years the N.C.U. has been

in troubled waters on questions of
cycling policy. It has muddled along and
earned the censure of prominent cycling
authorities such as George Lacy Hillier, the
late John Urry, and the late F. T. Bidlake.
The latter withdrew the affiliation of the
North Road Cycling Club to the N.C.U.
as a result of its attitude towards road racing
and record breaking. Bidlake was a Triton
among the minnows.

When the N.C.U. set its face against all
forms of road sport it did not kill it ; on the
contrary, it thrived, and a few months later
(in April, 1888) Mr. A. J. Wilson founded
the Road Records Association to hothologate
records on the road.

Racing on the roads also continued, and
was controlled by a number of bodies until,
a few years before the war, the Road. Time
Trials Council was formed by a number of
rebels from the old Road Racing Council.

Now the main opposition to massed
start racing comes from the N.C.U. and
the R.T.T.C., with a faint echo from the
president of the R.R.A. who wrongly
asserted that the movement was run by a
number of " hot-headed youths." He
since has admitted that this statement
was wrong.
Loose Ends

NOW let us draw together the loose ends.
The N.C.U. is affiliated to the Union

Cycliste Internationale, which promotes
massed start racing on the Continent,
and the N.C.U. issues licences to British
riders to take part in those races. Why,
therefore, is the N.C.U. opposed .to
massed start racing in this country
(it claims, of course, that it is not)
where the roads are no worse, and in
some cases much better, than those, for
example, used in the our de France?
And why is it that the R.T.T.C., which
would not be in existence but for the
attitude of the N.C.U. against road racing,
now supports the N.C.U. ? A reference
to the -files of Bicycling News, which
was the first cycling journal, will
show that the N.C.U. has made a muddle
of nearly, everything which it has handled.
In a leading article in that paper (September
17th, 1895), the late John Urry, in giving
advice to clubs, wrote : " Above all things
educate your members so that they may know
how properly to express their feelings on the
iniquitous conduct of the N.C.U."

It is humorous to think that the R.T.T.0
and the R.R.A., both bodies which have been
formed as a result of a breakaway movement,
should object to the formation -of the
B.L.R.C. Now the time has come when
the N.C.U. and the C.T.C. should drop
their pretence at representing cycling
opinion. Like the three tailors of Tooley
Street, an overlapping membership of

By F. J. C.

fewer than 50,000 cannot represent the
v., million cyclists which it is presumed
are on the roads. There is room and
the time is ripe for the formation of a
Cyclists' Association which is really
representative of the majority and
which takes care to sound the opinions
of its members on particular subjects.
It is humorous to think that the Cyclists'
Touring Club, with its peculiar ideas
of democratic principles, is so con-
stituted that resolutions can be passed
at its annual general meeting of which
no notice need be taken by its council.
Affiliation

THE National Cyclists' Union accepts
affiliation from cycling clubs which

exist only to promote time trials, and
yet it is itself opposed to time trials.
The contortions of this body -since its
foundation are more reminiscent of a
boneless wonder than of a cycling
organisaticin.

In any case, as we have stated before,
massed start racing in this country will
continue in spite of the nonsense spoken by
the N.C.U. about amnesties and proclaimings,
and all the other footling legal clap -trap with
which it endeavours to surround its autocratic
attitude.

Mr. Hepworth, M.P., was asked to have a
word with Mr. Morrison on the Home Office
announcement. Mr. Morrison replied to
Mr. Hepworth that the joint announce-
ment " was purely a wartime measure."
This statement contradicts that in the joint
announcement wherein it is implied that -
massed start racing is undesirable in war,
and that it will be more so in -peace. The
sponsors of the B.L.R.C. are in somewhat
the same position as the Tolpuddle martyrs.

As far as we can see there will be no
solution to this controversy unless the
N.C.U. itself approaches the properly
constituted new body concerned with a
form of road sport outside the ambit
and therefore the control of the N.C.U.
New R.R.A. Records

ilOpECENT tandem tricycle rides by Messrs.
-1- L. E. Copping and J. M. Sloper, of
the North Road C.C., were passed as
records : too miles in 4 hrs. 13 mins. 57 secs.;
50 miles in 'hr. 52 mins. 41 secs.
Take Care of Wartime Cycle Tyres
THERE are over ten million cyclists in

' this country, which means that there
are over twenty million bicycle tyres in
use. That amounts to a great deal of
rubber so every cyclist must play his part
in conserving this rubber to the utmost.

War grade tyres, of course, need extra
care, and the best- way of servicing them
is to keep them inflated hard. So pumps
should be used regularly and often to ensure
that the share of the nation's precious
rubber supplies entrusted to cyclists is not
wasted in any way.
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PARAGRAMS

'104,6000,1
4404t.i.,

.4 picturesque corner of the little South Doan village, Steyning, Sussex.

The, Trinity
MRS. G. HARPER, Kingsbury Wheelers C.C., has

taken over the duties of hon. social secretary
for her club. She is already hon. treasurer and hon.
Time Trials stcretaO', two offices she took over from
her husband when he was called up.

. Dulwich Paragon in India
QTAFF SERGEANT LEN HANDS, Dulwich
`-.1 Paragon, is now serving with the Royal Engineers
in India.

Leave
WDDIE LAIDLER, Early Birds C.C., made most" of a short leave when he spent 54 days awheel
tanderning in the Lake District. He has been serving
on a submarine for many months.

Club Renamed
CAMBORNE Redruth Premier C.C. has been ^

renamed the West Cornwall Wheelers. Reason :
scattered.. membership. Cliff Hitchins, 23, Knave
Go -By, Camborne, Cornwall, is the hon. sec.

In Tanganyika
'WORMER hon. secretary of the West Cornwall C.C.,

Denis Stuart is now in Tanganyika.

Pre-war Star's New Role
PAT McCABE, Glasgow track star of pre-war days

is 'now in the.Merchant Navy.

Scottish Riders Meet Abroad
WHILE with the R.A.T. in Calgary, Canada, " King

Ferguson, Glasgow Transport C.C., - met Tom
McNulty, Glasgow Wheelers, leading road, track and
roller rider until he joined the R.A.F. three years ago.

Will Xeir's New Service
ASSOCIATION president and well-known Scottish

timekeeper, Will Keir, Dundee and Thistle Roads
C.C. and Dundee and District T.T.A., has gone to

,sea with the N.A.A.F.1.

George Owen's Loss
GEORGE OWEN, former English path champion

and brilliant Manchester Wheeler rider, lost his
home during a raid on- the south -ea t coast.

Manchester Wheeler's Loss
WORMER hon. gen. sec. of the Manchester Wheelers,

William Critchley died in a Japanese camp. He
was in the R.A.F. and captured over two years ago.

News of Ealing Members
TWO members of the Ealing C.C.-Robert Butler

and Leslie Stokes-are prisoners of war im
Japanese hands. Sergeant Syd Parker, R.R.A. tricycle
record, holder, is with the Middle East Forces and has
met Lieutenant D. Sargent, forrner club secretary.

Twice Captured
, TIMMY PURVES, Veg. C. and A.C., long-distance

-0)1' J pre-war rider, is a prisoner of war in Germany.
He was formerly captured in Syria but repatriated
after cessation of hostilities.

Merseyside Wheelers Re-form
THE Merseyside Wheelers have re-formed and are

again in active operation despite the fact that
20 members are in H.M. Forces.

Yorkshire Road Member's Promotion'
K. V. HANCOCK, Yorkshire Road Club, has

been promoted to captain.

B. L. Smith's Record
RL. SMITH, Yorkshire Road Club, has a record

of which any rider might well be proud. He
competed in 22 titne -trials during 1943, won many club,
semi -open and open events, and rode on the track and
on rollers with success.

Portsmouth North End Loss
FOezo years a member of the Portsmouth North

End C.C., R. G. Foster has died. He was an
ardent tourist and had cycled in most of the European
countries.

The Barnsley Way
TN six months during 1943 members of the Barnsley

C.C. won 24 first-class open events, x3 first team -
race awards and 86 handicap awards. In 5942 the club
secured no fewei. than 153 awards of all kinds.

D. Morrison Decorated -

TN. MORRISON, Glasgow Wheelers, now serving
.2-. as a sergeant flight:engineer irt,the R.A.F., has
been decorated with the D.F.M.
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From. Io,000 to 14 !
BATTERY SERGEANT -MAJOR J. H. McLAREN,

Kings Lynn C.C., now serving in Egypt, rode
54 miles during 1943 ! For many years his annual
mileage was, th000.

Y.H.A. Reaches Ioo,000
ARECORD total of too,no7, in Y.H.A. membership

was recently announced. London Region's share
of the figure is 27,840.

Track Racing in Oldham ?
AT the recent zeneral meeting of the Oldham and

District Cyclists' Union a sub-c6mmittee was
appointed to look into the poSsibility of promoting track
racing in the Oldham district during the coming season.

Four Men in -a Week
rro lose four men for the Forces in one week is the

" record " of the A.E.C. C.C....The members are
W. Hale, S. Page, K. Weeks and G. Hanger. The last
named was last year's club champion. '

Taylor Again
TACK TAYLOR has again won the West of Scotland

Clarion C. and A.C. championship.

Sergt. - Wall Missing -
QERGEANT E. G. WALL, founder member of the
`- Wings S. and S.C., is posted missing following
an operational.sortie over enemy -occupied country.

Club Champion
HJ. HUTSON. Bon Amis C.C., has won his club's

championship with an average speed of 22.166
over distances of 25, so and too miles.

To Increase Funds
VORKSHIRE Road Club has sent a suggestion to
J. the local R.T.T,C. Council that a penny levy be
made on every entry in open events. They estimate
that the Council could obtain k 200 a year by this
method.

Escaped from Captivity
TVOR SANSUIVI, ace roadman of Swindon Wheelers,
J was reported " missing " on his 'nth R.A.F.
operational flight. That was five months ago. He
has returned to this country and reports that in the
crash the pilot of the plane was killed and the reary
gunner taken prisoner.

Oxford Rider's Decoration
MEMBER of the Oxford City Road Club, Pilot Officer

Les King, R.A.F.V.R., has been awarded the
D.F.C.

Sharrow Club Bereaved.
TAMES WEAR, well-knon member of the Shimmy
J C.C., and prolific time-trialist for many years,
died as the result of an accident when cycling.

Trool as Park !
pLANS are afoot to make Glen Trool into a National
J. Park. Glen Trool has been described as the
scenic gem of southern Scotland.

Against By-pass
ST. ASAPH, the small North Wales city, is.objecting

to the line of a proposed new trunk road, and has
suggested an- alternative route.

Loch Long, and The' Cobbler (2,891 ft.).
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THE first annual dinner and dance and
prize distribution of the West London
Road Club was held at the Park Royal

Hotel, Western Avenue, on November zoth.
Over 15o people were present, and although
the club is only about a year old the attend-
ance is an answer to those, especially the
effete members of the N.C.U., who still
delude themselves into thinking they have
killed massed start racing. Mr. Willoughby
Garner, the president, was in the chair, with
Frank Guy as toastmaster. Clubs repre-
sented were Ealing Manor, Sandon, Southern
.Coureur,, United Doom ers Calleva,
Lawrence, Roslyn Ladies, Rickmansworth,
Ealing, Leycrest Manor, and several others.

A few of those known to be hostile to
massed start racing sent excuses for their

'non-attendance. Mr. E. Mansfield proposed
the toast of the visitors, and Rex Coley
replied. The toast of the Press was pro-
posed byMr. W. S. Summers, and Mr. F. J.
Camm, in his reply, dealt with the attitude
of the N.C.U. towards massed, start racing,
and also with the attitudes of the R.T.T.C.
and the R.R.A., which two 'latter bodies
were thetmelves formed as the result of
a breakaway movement and are therefore
not in a position to criticise the B.L.R.C.
He poked fun at the use of the archaic legal
terms " amnesty," and " proclaim " which
suggested that the N.C.U. was a legal.
authority.

He advised them to continue With massed
start racing, and stated that there would
not have been any Home Office announce-
ment had it not been for the attitude of
the N.C.U. and the R.T.T.C. He assured
them that massed start racing would con-
tinue. The evening was as historic as an
evening in 1888 when the N.C.U. set its
face against road records and road 'acing-
a stab in the back to cycle sport which no
one in the cycling movement should he
allowed to forget.

Sir Charles -Bressey at Roadfarers' Cltib
FRIDAY, November 12th, was an im-

portant occasion to the Roadfarers'
Club when they held a dinner at the Waldorf
with Sir Charles Bressey as the speaker. His
subject was his famous plan for London
with which he dealt in detail. He emphasised
and underlined the recommendation he made
in his report, and received a great ovation
at the conclusion, as well as a tribute from
the president, Lord Biabazon.

Many famous members were present
including Mr. Sydney Camm (designer of

Around the Wheeliworid
By ICARUS

the Hurricane, Typhoon, etc.), Mr. G. 0.
Slade, K.C. (the famous counsel), Mr. C._ G.
Grey, etc. The next meeting of the Road-
farers' Club takes place on Friday, January
21st, when Mr. H. G. Wells, a Fellow of
the Roadfarers' Club and author of the
famous cycling novel " The Wheels of
Chance," will be present,
N.C.U. Diaries
I HAVE received a copy of the first-class

N.C.U. diary which has been care -

The second and third prizes of five and
three guineas offered by the Tyre Manu-
facturers' Conference have been divided -
between them. Their fourth prize of one
guinea goes, to Mrs. I. 'W. Bogie, 10, Glebe
Gardens, Corstorphine, Edinburgh (" Tyres
Looked After Are Tyres Years After ").

There were 11;83o slogans sent in. If
this is the best slogan, the 11,829 others
must' have been pretty foul. I can make
up better slogans than this all day long.
For example :

Give tyres air,
And save repair.

I do not think that Mr. Hogg's slogan
will become popular.

At the Roadfarers' Dinner, when Sir Chas. Bressey spoke on his Plan for London. Left to right :
C. G. Grey, founder editor of The Aeroplane, Sydney Camm, C.B.E., F.R.Ae.S., designer of
the Hawker machines, including the famous " Hurricane" and " Typhoon" (brother of the editor
of this journal), Lord Brabazon of Tara (President), G. 0. Slade, K.C., the famous counsel,

and E. Coles Webb.
fully prepared to include matter and data
of special interest to all cyclists. It also
includes 16 pages of maps. It_costs 3s. from
the N.C.U., 35, Dotighty Street, London,
W.C. t.

Airman Wins Bicycle
LEADII4G - AIRCRAFTNLAN R. C.

HOGG has won the bicycle offered
by the British Bicycle Manufacturers' Union
for the best slogan on saving cycle tyres :
" Use the rump and Save the Tyres."

Mr. W. C. Dowse, School House, Hedley-
on-the-Hill, Northumberland
(" Air and Care Save Wear and Tear "),
and Miss Mary Watson, Westboarne Road,
Lancaster (" A Pump a Day Keeps the
Tyres O.K.") have tied for second place.

C.T.C. Reward

THE C.T.C. offers a reward of los. to
any person securing the conviction of

anyone depositing broken glass or any other
sharp or dangerous substance on a road. I
offer a similar reward to anyone securing
a conviction of those caught stealing bicycles,
lamps, pumps and other cycling impedi-
menta! Of course, readers sending me this
information and securing these convictions
will be expected to spend their own time
in the courts and pay their own expenses!

I notice at the -foot of the notepaper on
which C.T.C. press notices are typewritten
the following : " What do the cyclists say?
If you want to know, ring up the C.T.C.
News Department." I must ring up the
C.T.C. News Department and ascertain how
they find out what the cyclists say. Should
it not be what the C.T.C. Council says ?

At the Roadfarers' Dinner at the Waldorf on Friday, November tzth, 1943. Sir Chas. Bressey i> seen on Lord Brabacon'., right in rho right
hand picture, and Sydney Cam on his left.

it
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Sheepstor,
Dartmoor village.

The User Critk
 SOME

of my friends having grown old with me
...are now, in these travel stressed days, bemoaning

the fact that they have to " stay put " or incur the
consequences of discomfort attached to present-day
train or bus travel. Now I feel scaly for those people
from whom health has departed, or age prematurely
withered their activity, for there is no doubt such are
feeling increasingly the burdens of the limitations, and
I wish they could be accommodated with private travel
facilities, even if only on a small scale. Perhaps they
will be in the near "future. But really I have little
patience with the robust who will only give themselves
to cycling in the " five miles at a stretch " method,
and then complain that cycling is hard work. Of course
it is if the individual will make no attempt to become
a cyclist, sits on the saddle like a sack of flour, doesn't
know what gear he is pushing, and muffles himself up
as if for an arctic exploration. Such people-and there
are Many-are no credit to the pastime ; they merely
deride it, and endeavour to reduce it to ridicule. They
are not usually open to any kind of persuasion, and
consider themselves a cut above "paddling their own
canoe," which incidentally is surely the manly as well as
the healthiest method of travel. Now I have every desire
to make the public cycle -minded, to propagate this
grand game which I belieVe to be pre-eminent in the
pleasure travel sphere, and will do anything reasonable
to help people to enjoy cycling ; but I just have no
use for the type portrayed, the lazy people who want to
buy their leisure-which I interpret as sheer idleness-
with the least possible' muscular energy. Cycling is
not for such as they; but one day when thickened

 veins and pulsing heart overtakes them, they will be
sorry about it.

Spares anii Care
THE

industry is to -day very much alive to the need
for a much greater supply of replacements, and

recently approached the supply departments with a
view to improving the position, particularly in reference
to pedals, spokes, bells, and inflators. How successful
they will be remains to be seen. It is true that the
repairer is wasting a lot of time these days searching
for replacements, time that could be far more profitably
spent in servicing machines and quickly returning them
to usefulness. The repair and replacement material
is simply not available in many 'cases, and thousands of
bicycles must -be immdbilized as a result, and thousands
more are ridden to ruination for want of what used to
be a very simple replacement. It is a desperate
business.which the industry is trying its best to cure;
but unfortunately many disappointed people are
blaming the dealer and the trade for neglecting their
interests. That such is not the case I can vouch for ;
the trade is really worried over the lack of supplies,
for it knows better than most people how much the
bicycle counts in the transport system of the country.
One thing you and I can and should do is to care
for our property, to oil and adjust it more assiduously
than ever, because it is true that the main reason for
breakdown is the neglect of the simple attention a
bicycle needs. If these things were regularly attended
to, I believe a considerable percentage of the repair

to
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problem would be solved, and the
saving in labour expense and worry
Would be enormous. But how
difficult it is to bring this simple
fact home to the average, rider; that
loose crank, that squeaking pedal,
that maladjusted gear or slack bearing ;
thex will all lead to trouble in due
time, and then the worry will start,
whereas a few minutes' attention now
and then will cancel out half our
transport troubles.

Go Out-Keep Fit
WINTER riding is so jolly. com-

fortable and companionable that
I sometimes wonder if it is not more
enjoyable than the summer solstice,
when the very length of the days
occasionally tempt us to long journeys
and we are apt to arrive home a
trifle weary. I say winter cycling is
comfortable because when 'darkness
falls I am generally within an hour of
home on a/ratid I know well, so that
the blackout seldom worries me:
Ana. is companionable for the simple
reason that most regularriders know the
haunts of their friends and can usually
find them ensconced by an ingle-nook
tasting the tea or enjoying country
fare which is so often a change from
the set round of rationed food. For
the knowledgeable cyclist knows where
the fat pig lives and usually discovers
the date of his demise-and acts
accordingly. At least I do. To step
into a brisk air soon after breakfast
and ride say fifteen miles to a well-
known meeting place, puts you in
form for a cup of tea and whatever
may be going in the -cake line ; and
ten miles farther there will be lunch
waiting for you at some cottage or
hostel still in, fairly full working order,
and a couple of merry talkative hours
flash by with little enough time left to
make a third call for tea on the, circuit
home", leaving a bare ten miles to finish
a day's easy riding. But how fit and
satisfied such a round keeps you, filling
your eyes with the winter scene which
invariably ends with a glorious sunset.
Sometimes it is wet, yet even such

das have their charm and advgature, containing that
spirit of waywardness that is the very essence of
cycling. The man who "sticks in" because of the
weather is surely admitting elemental defeat of that
first law of the animal, to go out and forage, Some
day, when normality -in food' supplies returns. to the
land, I will find me a merry companion and we will
go a long tour to the Western Highlands in mid -winter,
and I know it will be good. I have wanted to do it
for years, but have always been afraid to pledge summer
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holidays to such a venture. Bin after the war is over,
perhaps-indeed I hope-that the younger generation
will take the helm and grant me leave to widen my
wanderings.

Good Reasons
T WAS talking to a relative of mine the other day

expounding the theory that my riding had resulted
in the preservation of easy activity and the usual rude
health I enjoy. This younger man happens to be a
doctor with-in normal times-a wide practice, but at
the moment fulfilling duties in the army. Like most
medical men the use of a car has become second nature
to him, and' the only exercise he gets beyond running
up and down stairs is an occasional game of golf.
" Well," he said, " you may be right, but it would be
a very unpopular thing for a medical man to recommend
cycling as a cure for most of the ailments humanity
is heir to. Certainly you are a decent specimen of
your own belief, and it seems to me, fully justified in
saying the deep breathing cycling engenders, and the
smooth exercise, of most of the muscles, have made
and keep you fit and well at sixty-four: But you
mustn't expect me to become enamoured of such methods
to save humanity from its own folly. By all means
carry on with the good work, for it is good work, and
if finally we have to shoot you to end the story, don't
blame us, but your jolly old cycling habits." That
idea is, of course, the licence of relationship ; but at
least it is something to get a frank opinion that cycling
is a fine thipg to practise, not merely for the youngsters,
but for the growing elderly," who automatically think
a trifle more of theirhealth and the best way to preserve
it. That I can work and walk and ride-particularly
ride-gives -me great satisfaction in acquiring and
preierving the power to do these things; but all that
joy is magnified amid the undiluted pleasure I obtain
from looking on a fair countryside any cdd -hour,
and trickling the round of friends when the deslre for
a chat and exchange of opinion moves me.' ro think I
am free in my comings and goings ir fine, but to discover
'in the processes of exercising such freedoms the depth
of mental pleasure such changes reach, is just something
that cannot be transferred to words, it goes beyond
explanation:

A Thing to Remember
AFTER this war is over I predict a great future for

the four -speed gear, either of the hub or derailleur
types. I have been riding these combinations since 1939
and have had every chance of comparing them with the
two and three speed gears I still have in service. I say
this because I consider I am just an ordinary average'
cyclist, and frankly admit when the four -speed became
available, did not realise it would be any great improve-
ment on the previous combinations. Well, I was
wrong, for it is, and the reason is chiefly due to- the

Vrange of ratios that seem to me to be just sufficient in
changing dimensions to give a wonderfully level use
of all the gears over a give and take road, or under the
conditions of windy and stormy weather, for or against.
This matter is worth keeping in mind when the time
comes for you to order that superb new bicycle you have
been talking about.

Club Notes
Tudhope Wins
TACK TUDHOPE, Crawick Whs., won the ScottishJ Invitation " 25 " with a time of 1 hr. 4 mins.
23 secs.

Promotion
sTANLEY SADLER, well-known Newcastle club-

man, is now' a Captain in the R.A.S.C. in the
Middle East.

Douglas Rollers
THE Douglas C.C. is promoting an open roller

contest on January 8th. '

Death of Wren President
FLIGHT -LIEUTENANT G. W. WARNES,

R.A.F.V.R., formerly president of the Wren
Wheelers, has died, in Johannesburg, South Africa
following a long illness.

D.F.C. for Clubman .

TAILOT OFFICER BEN ROOKE. formerly -secretary
A and club champion of the Luton Arrow C.C.,
has been decorated with the D.F.C.

" Twelves" Again
MO open " twelves " have been promoted in Scotland

since 1939, but riders are urging that they should
be revived in 1944.

Joined Yorkshire Roads
MR. AND MRS. ALF. MARTIN, South Yorkshire

speed stars, have joined the Yorkshire Road
' Club.

In Air Arm
RICHARD' CAMPBELL, son of John Campbell,
AN championship secretary of the Scottish Amateur
C.A., has joined the Fleet Air Arm.

Taylor Wins
JACK TAYLOR, West of Scotland, has again won

the road championship of the National Clarion
C. and A.C.

Tax Dropped
THE 5s. bicycle tax which the Nazis imposed on the

Dutch has been dropped.

Most Popular Hostel
THE most popular youth hostel in Scotland during

1943 was -that at Edinburgh, with a total of 8,762
visitors.

Cycling Chamberlain

GLASGOW'S
new City Chamberlain, Mr. George B.

Essletliont, is a keen cyclist.

No Pumps
CYCLE inflators are reported to be so short that even

-the military cannot get supplies.

Clarion Brochure
rrHE National Clarion C.C. is to issue a brochure to

A celebrate its jubilee this year.

-

A i;hw Vest-pocket Book

WIRE and WIRE GAUGES
3,6, or 3/9 by post from

; George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2

a
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CYCLORAMA

The Olde Ferric Inne, Symonds

Lindon Dairy Farm
THERE have 'been many books written

to emphasise the fact that rural life
is still, io.-be enjoyed quite near to. London,
and I have myself enjoyed the shooting of
hares on some farmland within the' sound,
and almost sight, of a Tube station: But
it was only recently that I discovered that,
right in London, there was a dairy farm,
with some twelve milking cows, and
authentic, country -looking cow -sheds with,
over each stall, the particular cow's name
inscribed; just as one may see it at Daisy
Dell Farm, in the heart of the countryside.
Where- is it ? Why, in Swedenborg Square,
Cable Street-which, as you may know, is
in Dockland ! I have read all about it, and
one fine day I have promised myself that
X. will visit this farm in the heart of the
Metropolis, and see the " farmers "-Mr.
and Mrs. Carson. and I shall take a keen
delight in stroking the sleek neck of
.Maudie "-one of the well -kept herd.

Children's Tricycles
. judge from the " smalls in the
advertisements of various provincial

papers I have seen lately there is a great
demand for children's tricycles, and I gather
that big prices.are being paid by those lucky
enough to find someone with a machine to
dispose of. It is all an interesting sidelight
on the war, and. the acute shortage of certain
things. Who would have thought, in the
piping days of Peace, that when little Johnnie
wanted a child's tricycle, it would have been
a matter of advertising and offering a " tip-
top price " ?.

Keen Cyclist at 83
TRULY, it is never too old to cycle . . .

and I was reminded of the fact quite
recently when I was visiting a Derbyshire
village where the rector, a grand old fellow,
is within a month or so of his eighty-third
birthday. And he proudly showed me a

astonishing comment
"Yes, it is a good
bike ; I thought I
would get a good
machine that would
last ! " There spoke a
great - hearted than,
and a true cyclist!

" Conkers " _ -

HOW some of the
old and simple

games of Our boyhood
days survive and re-
tain their freshness for
each generation ! This
autumn I have spent
much of my time in a
district rich in fine
horse --chestnut trees,
and I could not help
but notice bow popu-
lar was the old game df
" conkers "-a great

Yet .

favourite in my young
days, and one which

is still played, apparently, according to, the
old rules. And what a lot of pleasure it
has afforded generations of English school-
boys! First, the gathering of the " conkers "
-when 'the green sheaths have split, and
the shiny, tawny -nut emerges then, the
boring of the hole through which to thread
the string or cord ; the tying of the big
knot at the end of the string . . . and the
cocksure " challenge " to all and sundry!
And-just ,as in the days of yore-the nut
which smashes another becomes a "One-er "

. . and is treasured as the victories mount
up. I love to see these survivals of a simpler
age, and. I rejoice that the boys of 1943
are not too sophisticated to enjoy this
venerable game of the English town and
countryside.

Glories of Derbyshire
JTALKED the other day with a man who

had just returned from a little cycle
tour in my beloved Derbyshire. He went
into ecstasies over Dovedale, and Mill Dale,
and all the lovely country around the Derby-
shire -Staffordshire border . . . and he knew
my villages of Yeaveley, and Rodsley, and
Wyaston (where they "dress the wells at
Whitsuntide)-and I told him of the
Druidical Circle at Youlgreave, " and we
chatted about the old " Green Min " at
ancient Ashbourne - that historic inn
where Doctor Johnson was wont to sit and
smoke and sip his ale. A great district, and
if it is hilly . . . well, no true cyclist minds
a hill! When the war is over, and one can
take a real holiday, instead of snatching an
odd day from the desk, I shall' ride again
in Derbyshire where,the gentle Dove winds
like a silver ribbon through matchless scenic
splendour, reminding one of Izaak Walton
and Charles Cotton, and happy hours with
rod and line.
'Winter Beauty

ARAW, cold, rather. dismal December
afternoon

'
 and as I write these notes

Mother Nature does not seem to have much

new bicycle which,
after much trouble, he
had secured from a
dealer in the neigh-
bouring marke t -
town. The old man
showed me his new
acquisition with a
pardonable pride, and
made the-to me- Farmer Hodge 's young stock and smell the

good aroma of the farmyard, and maybe
have a word with him about his Black
Leghorn pullets which should now be
coming into lay. And Rufus-that's the

- liver spaniel with the limpid eye and faithful
heart, wants a run and a blow, anyway.
And once outside, what I might have
missed! After that shower of rain . . . a
rainbow, wondrous and glorious, pledge of
all the sunshine to come to gladden hearts
and earth. . .

By

H. W. HEY'
-to offer me should I tramp out along my
well -loved lane, which leads to Three Elms
Farm. And yet . : . there is beauty in those
stark trees ; blackbirds hop , out from the
shrubs along the edge of the sodden lawn,
and a robin has been hopping about hope-
fully for some time around the bed of
chrysanthemums. I think I will go out,
and, anyway, it will be good to look at

"Robin Hood " Cycles

CHATTING with my good friend Keller,'
'of the Raleigh Company, I gathered

tliat the " Robin Hood " range of cycles has
"gone over" well, and that everyone is
very satisfied. The ." Robin Hood " now
supersede,s the Gazelle," and the appropri-
ateness of the new name is now evident.

Care of Tyres !
CONTINUE to take great care of your

tyres! The very optimistic comments
cne reads and hears about the developMent
of synthetic rubber are apt to be mislead-
ing ; the real experts, the men who know,
say that our rubber problem is by no means
solved, and that every user of tyres must
try to get the last mile out Of them and
'treat them very carefully. So . . . let us
continue to " do our bit " in this direction!

Cycle Inflators
HAVE heard much lately_ about the

J shortage of cycle inflators, and more
than one cyclist has pointed out that the
urgent advice to riders to "keep their tyres
hard" is difficult to follow when one cannot
buy a pump. Well, there is a shortage, but
then there are shortages of many things in
these wartime days, and I suppose we must
not grumble. It can be stated with confi-
dence that manufacturerS, and that hard-
working body, Tyre Control, are doing all
that is possible to improve the position, but
while the shortage lasts it is no bad plan
to do as one tyre manufacturer is advocating

. . " Share your pump with, a pal."

Post-war Demands
THE recent good news front several war

fronts is reflected in the optimistic note
which is apparent in much advertising
to -day ; there is a "looking forward " to
the better times of Peace, which is refreshing,
and although 'one does not make any
prophecy about the " end of the war," one
does feel that it is right and wise to impress
upon dealers the fact that good times are
coming, when demands will be big, and
British craftsmanship will be equal to those
demands. In the world of cycles, I am sure
that we shall find that even during these
hard days of war our technical leaders have
been busy " evolving "-and they will give
the dealer all that he wishes in the way of
design and quality when the great day
comes.

4
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IN SAFETY
An additional margin of safety is afforded

to the wise cyclist who fits Ferodo All-

weather Brake'Blocks. They grip firmly

and noiselessly in Wet or dry weather, giving

added assurance in all emergencies. Wherever

you travel awheel in Britain's lovely country-

side be sure to, fit

ALL-WEATHER BRAKE BLOCKS

REGO 1,4,17, Map,

F[ERODC FER OD 0 LIMITED CH A P E L.EN.L
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The Pastime's Enemies
CYCLING has a number of climatic enemies, which

take their turn at heading the unpopularity poll.
I, persoitally, do not reckon extreme heat or extreme
cold anion; those foes, though certain cyclists are
always ready to make use of either excuse for keeping
off the read. In the -presence of severe ups and downs
of weather the great thing is to dress for the part, and
you won't take any harm. No; the enemies I have in
mind are heavy head -winds (especially one with a lot
of east in it), snow, glazed frost and fog. A cold
opposing breeze is not a nice conipanion on a long ride
in winter, though it can be neutralised. Deep snow
is a real" buffer -stop." Glazed frost --a rare enough
occurrence, thanks be !-renders the maintenance of
an upright position' very difficult, and generally puts
paid to cycling. Fog has a demoralising, but not
exactly .,a demobilising, effect on one's wheeling
activities.

There came a Saturday towards the end of November
when, had I known what was in store for me, I might
-I said might "--have been tempted to stay at
home. During the afternoon the temperature fell.
It bit my bare knees, as well as my fingers and toes,
and, in the evening, I ran into one of the thickest fogs
ever. Down went my pace, and, as usual in such
circumstances, it was impossible to ride fast enough
to keep warm. So now and again I dismounted and
"danced " my' way along the road. I subsequently
sympathised with a lorry -driver who was using a
one-way road in the wrong direction, as well as with
a van -man who had invaded the side-walk-because
.on no fewer than three occasions I found myself at the
extreme right-hand side of the highway I Three times,
also, I was completely lost-on roads f know as well
as the palm of my hand. Early on in this thickness
1 had tried carrying my lamp on the front fork. but the
bracket, unfortunately, is fitted on the right-hand side
-in other words, on the wrong side-and all I
obtained for my enterprise was the perplexing shadow
of the wheel, which was a distinct hindrance to the
process of,keeping my eye .on the grass verge. Having

irequired, n these difficult conditions, 21 hours to travel
a mere 17 miles, I have no hesitation, at the moment,
in characterising fog as' cycling's No. r enemy !

Forbidding Day
AFTER such a clammy experience as this, one might

have expected that I would be content to " lie
doggo " on the following day. But no we cyclists-.
or some of us-are not like that ; at any rate, we are
not so easily beaten. That Sunday was one of the most
forbidding days in my experience. At first it was not
raining, but it was a passable imitation. The air was
full of moisture, the trees were dripping, and visibility
was next-door to nil. Realising that there may come
days when the pastime's climatic enemies will keep me
at home, I decided to sally forth, in accordance with
plan-and right glad I was afterwards. A roundabout
ride of 25 miles, mostly inside my cape (for the moistness
turned into actual rain), brought me to a well-earned
dinner and a roaring fire, plus some pleasant cycling
company (for one or two other hardy souls were abroad
on that forbidding day), and a journey of a further 23
miles carried me home in time for tea, feeling more than
content. Having changed my moist shoes and stockings,
I thoroughly enjoyed a quiet evening by the fire, with
the memory of "something -attempted, something
done" in uninviting conditions.

Hill Thrills
NOW let's talk about something wanner! One hot

afternoon in the late summer I was just about
ready for whatthe French call " the five o'clock." Nearly
at my proposed destination, I discovered a tandem
couple, heavily laden as to both selves and steed,
who were obviously, looking round for an establishment
in which to refresh themselves. Inquiry confirmed
my suspicion, whereupon' I,said that, if they cared to
ride along the road with me for a mile or so, I would
see them right. So we had a pleasant meal in the

My Point
of View
bY WAY PARER®

, A
garden of a tea -house familiar to me, whilst
we discussed the Welsh tour upon which

'the ypung couple were just embarking.
Afterwards my photograph was taken-

' why, heaven only knows I-and then I put
my new friends back on their road, and
forgot all about them. But a month later
a snap " arrived, together with a nice
chatty letter from the young man. They
had enjoyed their 600-anile tour, and
his wife had been thrilled at seeing

The Door of England
DERHAPS I am biased because of a short residence
x in the town during the last great war, but I have
always regarded Dover as a most depressing place.
Regarded as a seaside resort it is a dismal failure, as the
great stone arms of the harbour not only seem to clasp
the whole of Dover within their jealous embrace but
they also prevent any wide view of the open sea. In
spite of this Dover is a most interesting and romantic
town. It has been known as the " key to England " for
many centuries, and perhaps an even more apt title
would be the -" gateway to England." Here at any rate
most of the continental traffic enters or leaves ; here
also is the south-eastern end of one of the, country's
greatest highways, the
_Watling Street, that served --
the .country for some zoo
miles. There is plenty to
interest the tourist and not
the least impressive feature
is the great old castle stand-
ing on the cliffs as if defying
invasion. Its story goes
back to times before the
Roman invasion and it is
obvious that it has been
added to and strengthened
in later centuries. Much
of the earlier work was
destroyed in comparatively
recent times; when it was
feared that Napoleon
intended to pay us a visit in
great strength.

Gateway to Dartmoor
DOVER is not the only

place to which one
can apply the word
" gateway,':- and I often
think that Moretonhamp-
stead in Devon isthe real gateway to
Dartmoor. 'Fhe moor has
really few approaches, so
that any town onsits fringe
can be so regarded. Moreton

mountains for the first time in her life..
Si Ivtaty the Vilaln. Agider61.1(0.'-)

Stret-orK. The word "thrill" is liable to be over-
worked (like " definitely "), but I believe it

to be correctly used to describe some of the delights
which cycling bestows_ upon us. It is a thrill to
draw mountains into one's sight-especially, perhaps,
for the first time. It 'is a thrill to cycle through
the Vale of Llangollen, whether for the first,. or the
thrst time, as it is an eternal thrill to loiter at
Capel Cling and look along the Gwryd Valley to
Snowdon. It is a thrill to see the Langdale Pikes
lift into the picture, or to spot Ben Nevis, or Ben
Cruachan, or Schiehallion. It is no less a thrill
to ,draw towards one -of the mountains comprising
Killarney, on the approach from Mallow, or to see
Connemara's mighty uplift from the south side of
Galway Bay. And thrill is the word for it when,
somewhere on the northern coast of. Ireland, you
become conscious that the dim etching on the sky -line
is Scotland,, or when, on the west coast -of " the Land
o' Cakes;" the sprawl of the Outer Hebrides enters
the, picture.

SO I am not at all surprised that the young woman
cyclist, whom I met in the heart -of England, was
thrilled when the great earth masses of the Principality
came into her life, in the course of a cycling tour.
And there, I think, they will remain for many a day,
to provide a precious memory of " things seen."

Prized Luggage
T RECEIVED a letter the other day from a very

special touring companion, whose active association
with me along the road was fractured some years ago
by his departure abroad, first to Paris,. then to Prague,
then on a sort of roving commission between Iceland
and the Canary Islands, and afterwards to Bombay,
whence he passed on to Calcutta, where he is now
located. The point in his letter which is of special
interest to us in this place is that my friend has taken
with him, as prized luggage throughout his extensive
travels, a number of half -inch cycling maps. ' One can
imagine the joy which accrues to him by virtue of
perusal Of these pictures of now far -distant country,
and the manner in which he is able to transport himself
in thought to those areas where he and I used to frolic
in days gone by-Cheshire and Shropshire, the New
Forest and Devon, Wales and Ireland. With his
vivid imagination and excellent memory, he will be
able to " fight his battles o'er again," and I am sure
that he is able to extract from his prized luggage a fair
measure of the old delights which came to him through
participation in cycle touring. The pleasure he thus
enjoys is for us as well, through the medium of our
maps. But active cycling is a condition, precedent
thereto.

C. Fox Hon. Sec. of the British League of
Racing Cyclists.

Notes of a Highwayman
By LEONARD ELLIS

always seems to be a delightful place in which to stay
a night. Although tiny and with not many attractions,
there are some good hotels, and what is more, Dartmoor
is within a hop, skip and a jump on the following
morning. No tourist, however, will go away without
seeing the very fine row of almshouses in the main
street, in fact he will be quite unable to miss them, they
constitute the most attractive feature of the whole town.
They. seem oddly out of place in this quiet town with
their rounel-arched, arcaded front, but few will want to
pass without taking a photograph. Nearby is the remains
of the old village cross and one may also find the
successor to an old elm that was known as the
Dancing Tree-it is supposed a sort of natural village
maypole.

The Abitshouses, Moretonhampstcad.
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BOLT DOWN THAT MACHINE IN HMS THE TIME

with CINCH Bolt Anchors
Suitable for all fixings to walls, ceilings
and floors of cement, brick, stone, .etc.

No delay : full load can be applied
immediately. Depth of hole

40% to 60% less than ordin-
ary  fixing methods. Cinch
anchors give a quick and
positive bite that holds per-

manently. Will not slackenor
work loose. Sizes to suit all

needs. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Free ! SAMPLE AND DETAILS ON RECEIPT OF TRADE CARD.

HOYT METAL CO. OF CT. BRITAIN, Dept. P.M., Deodar Rd., Putney, London, S.W.15

You must know MATHS
It you wish to understand any technical subject thoroughly,' you must know
Mathematics. Our method of llome-Study Tuition is a proved success.
Hundreds of our students who imagined they could never master maths have
progressed up to the Calculus, and thoroughly enjoyed icaroing.

RADIOBig .developments in Radio and 'television have ',Nu' forecast.
There will be splendid opportunities for trained men to secure

eiimloyment, or start businesses of their own.
Now is the time to increase your knew/edge and eficiercy, so that you may
lace the future with confidence.

Post coupon for tree T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE,
details of our Modern 2, The Mall, Ealing, W.S.
Home -Study Courses
in Mathematics, Radio - - - - -
Reception, Servicing, Please send me -free details of your Home -Study
Transmission, Radio I Courses in Mathematics and Radio.
Calculations and
Television. Name

(Post coupon in unsealed
en,elope-14. stamp.)

31.7- -Address..

January, 1944

HEAVY NM S TRANSFORMERS
Braid new, hell made
heavy duty mains trans-
formers. Exceptionally
robust. 200;250 v. A.C.

Phase 300-0-300 v.,
250 4 v' 5 a., 4

v. 2 a. Size 41 x 41
x 3 Weight 10
lb., 46/6.

P.M.. LOUDSPEAKERS
Pine quality, brand new
loudspeakers, La r ge
purchase enables us to
otter at, low prices. Offered
in two t y pen.- Sin.
diameter with t rans-
or me r, 27/6. Sin.

diameter without
former, 24/6.

MILLIAMMETERS
ferrant i moving coil
lid I I ia mmeters. 0-5

Panel
mounting, size 23,i10
x A fine

hist cement , brand nest
and padied in

original cartons,
611

!MERCURY
swrrcio.:s

These switches are
of the best manu-
facture and not
easily obtainable
to -day. Quick
make and break
and will carry 5
amps. Many hun-
dreds of usefulapplication_s.
Small quantity to
clear. Prim? 8/6.

23, LISLE STREET,
LONDON, W.C.2.

140,YIEARS' reliable service to the industry

OLIVER PEEL CONTROL M.
CAM3RIDGE ROW, BURRAGE ROAD,

WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.I8.

Electrical and Mechanical
iEngincers

Makers of VARLEY Products

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
=Me

CRYSTAL SETS ()"r latest 51'4'1
a REAL RADIO
R ECEJ VER, and
is fitted with a
PER MA SENT
C R Y S T A I,

ETECTOR'.
\V It Y NOT RAVE
A SET IN YOUR
OWN 110091 OR
AS A STAND -OS'
-2,6, post od.
PERMANENT

'DETECTORS, 2'6,
post 3d.

BELL TRANSFORMERS*
These guaranteed transformers work from any AR.
'Mains, giving 3. 0 or 8 volts natput at 1 amp.,
operate bulb, Mager or bell. Also for A.R.P. light
in bedroom,' or shelter. PTITCE 8,0, POST ad.

MORSE KEYS
NaCti9. On A reuillat ion size Tapping Key. Our
heavy brass model Is Atounterl ou a wooden base;
has an adjustable gap and nickel contacts. Key is
mired to work buzzer or flash lamp by using a 31 -volt
battery or the transformer descrilied above.
BRASS KEY. 68, Chromium plated, 7/8. W.O.
Model with heavy 'brass bar and the addition of a
front bracket, 9/8. C.4roullum plated, 10/6. The 
above keys are supplied to the Services for Morse
Matt action. Slightly snarler Key, 4/8. Junior 1fey,
mounted on a bakelite base together with a Maxey
5/... Should you reunite a coMplete outfit, our D.X.2
Set misists of a heavy key, mounted on a large
polished hoard, 10in. x together with a Miner,
flash lamp, bulb and holder with two switches to
bring either into circuit. Terminals are also provided
for distant sending and receiving. 191. pos,- 8d.

MICROPHONES
Just the thing for impromptu
voneerts, room to moot com-
munication. ele. Bakelite. table
model, 8/9 8uspensinn type as
shown, 8;6: Post 63. Super
Model on stand. 12/-. Fitting
lust ructions included. Mike but-
tons, 28. Tranuformen,

BUZZERS Na, 2,
1,64 Square -single coil model. 2/6.

-No. 3 _HEAVY DUTY double
coil, 9¢9, poet 3d:

SOLDERING IRONS, Adie.4.,,t,e, Bit, ail parts
replaceable and fully guaranteed. 200/250 y.,
GU watts, 9/8; 'me walls, 12/8. Post 8d -
SEND Id. S. A. E. FOR LIST R.P. OF USEFUL
ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES. Money refunded it
not completely satisfied. Letters only. Please
include postage, any excess will be refunded.

151GIISTONE UTILITIES 
58 New Wanstead, LONDON. Eal
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THE WORLD-FAMOUS

"KING'S ENGLISH"
DICTIONARY

J. *SPECIAL OFFER mDICTIONARY FOR
TO READERS OF

THE BEST ONE
" PRACTICAL MECHANICS -
VOLUME DICTIONARY *

Thoroughly Revised and
Up -to -Date.
Many New and Important
Features.
INTRODUCTION by the
Rev. Dr. C. A. ALINGTON,
formerly Headmaster of
Eton.
DICTIONARY OF HEALTH.
A Healthy Diet. Medicines in
Common Use. Prescriptidns.
FIRST AID IN THE HOME.
DICTIONARY OF COM-
MERCE.
MOTORING, AVIATION,
WIRELESS.

HISTORY OF LITERATURE.
MAPS. WORLD HISTORY.
SYNONYMS& ANTONYMS.
AG U IDE toCOMPETITI 0 NS.
DICTIONARY OF ALTER-
NATIVES.
CORRECT SPEECH AND
HOW TO WRITE ENGLISH
AND DEFINITIONS OF
OVER 150,000 WORDS.

Illustrations include Army,
Navy, and Air Force subjects.
Difficulties in Usage and
Spelling.

V.W. writes find unlimited use for this Dictionary and consider I have secured
one of the best war -time purchases on the market."

INIF Let Us Send You The Dictionary And You
Can Examine It At Home Without Obligation

SEND AT ONCIE-LIMITED SUPPLY.
To BOOKS OF DIGNITY AND SERVICE, LTD.,

34-40 LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.e'.
Please send me The " KING'S ENGLISH " DICTIONARY (New Edition)

for S days' FREE Examination. I will return it on the sixth day ; or, if I

desire to purchase it, I will remit a first payment of 3s, and 6;. per month
until 25s. is completed. Plus Postage and Packing
NAME
ADORES 3

If you are interested
in

MODEL
RAILWAYS

SHIPS
AIRCRAFT

OR ENGINES

Send
2d.

and unstamped, addressed
envelope

FOR LIST OF OVER

100
PLANS

AND
DETAILS OF OUR

CONSTRUCTIONAL

INSTRUCTIONAL

"PIANBOOKS
It,

MODELCRAFT Ltd.
77 (P.M.), Grosvenor Road,

London. S.W.1



G LPINS
ELEC RICAL STORES

" FAIRVIEW,"
LONDON RD., WROTHAM, KENT.

TERMS CASH with ORDER.
No C.O.D.

Regret no Orders can be accepted from Eire
or Northern Ireland.

ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METER,
well-known makers, first-class condition,
electrically guaranteed, for. A.C. mains
200/250 volts 50 cy. 1 phase 5 ainp. load,
10/- each 10 amp. load, 12/6, carriage 1/-.
HEAVY DUTY CABLE, Y.I.R., and
braided, in first-class condition, size 37/13,
lengths 30 to 40 yarffis. Price by the length,
51- per yard, carriage forward, or 7/- per
yard for short lengths, carriage paid.
ROTARY CONVERTER, D.C. to D.C.
input 48 volts ; output 2,500 volts at
1 kW., condition as new. Price £10,
,arriinze paid.

WATT WIRE END Resistances, new
and sussed, assorted sizes (our .assort -
mom T, 5/6 per doz. : post free.
SOLID BRASS LAMPS (wing type), one -
hole mounting, fitted double contact
small B.C. holder and 12 -volt 16 watt
bulb. 3/6 each, post free, or 30,'- per doz.,
earrMge paid.
TUNGSTEN* CONTACTS, 31min. dia., a

 lair mounted on spring blades, also two
high quality pure silver contacts S/utin.
,IM., also mounted on spring blades fit for
heavy duty, new anti unused ; there is
encnth base to remove for other work.
Price the set of lair contacts, 5/- post free.
AUTO TRANSFORMER. Rating 2,000

, watts, tapped ii -110-200-220-240 volts,
. as new. Price £9, carriage paid. '

RESISTANCE MATS, size Bin. by 6in.,
'set of four, 80-80-150 and 61)0 ohms, to
carry} to amp. Price, set of four, 5/-,
post free.
,atovirta COIL Ampmeter, dia.,
panel mounting, reading 0.20 amps.,
F.S.D. 15 in/A. Price 30/-, post free.
'MOTOR DRIVEN PUMP, 100v. D.C.
motor, " Keith Blackmail," k H.P. ;
Inlet and outlet, gear type pump, in

-- 'ffect working order. Price £5, carriage
ti: Ditto 220v. D.C. motor, gin. inlet

and outlet. Price 57/0/0, carriage paid.
'ROTARY CONVERTOR, D.C. to AA:.
Input 22 volts D.C. (twenty-two). Output
500 volts. at 140 rn/A, 50 cycle, single
phase, ball bearing, in first-class eon.
dition, no smoothing. Price carriage paid.£3.
1111-CLIAISFMETER, flush nitamting, 2iin.
did:, range 0400 ana/A', shunted, moving
coil. Price, £2. post flee.
MOVING COIL AMPMETER, 21in. dip.,
range 04 amp., panel mounting, F.B.D.
15 in/A. Price 257-., post free.
MASSIVE GUNMETAL WINCH, complete
vith long. handle, for use with VII. wire
cable,. weight 50 lbs., condition as new.
Price £3, carriage paid.
RECORDING AMPMETER in large iron-

' toad case, moving coil, 0-3 amp., no pen,
clockwork perfect. Price £10, carriage
paid. '

SUPER SENSITIVE RELAYS, multi -leaf,
P.O. type, very low rn/A working, condi-
tion new. Price 15/-, post free.
ROTARY. CONVERTOR, D.C. to D.C.
Input 24 volts, output 1,000y. at 250 nt/A,
D.C. choke and condenser smoothing
fitted to both input and output, condition
as new, weight 85 lbs. Price £10, carriage

METER MOVEMENTS, moving coil, for
recalibratiom laggeSize, 4 to 6 in. full-
scale deflections, average deflection 30 m/A.
Price 15/-, post free.
AUTO TRANSFORMER, 1 kW., tapped
0-110-200-220-240, step-up or step-down,
condition as new: Price £5, carriage paid.
RESISTANCE UNITS, fireproof, size 10in.
by lin., wound chrome nickel wire,
resistance 2 ohms to carry 10 amps.
Price 2/6, post free.
:EPOCH SPEAKER, super cinema Model,
20 watts output, 15 in. cone, 15 ohm coil,
6 -volt field. no ener,qising. Price £7/107-,
carriage paid.
DYNAMO, shunt. wound, output 5p. volts
6 amps., -speed rig oiler
bearings, in &tot -class condition.. Price
SS, carr. paid.
D. C. MOTORS, 110v volt series wound,
approx. 1/10 11.P., ball, bearing, totally
enclosed. Price 12'6, carr. paid.

'TRANSFORMER IRON, quantity of, size
approx. ffin. x I Un., roughly 20 lbo,
full weight. Price 10,'-, carriage paid.

The ULTRA LENS
AIDS PRODUCTION

x

BRITISH MADE
Fttll partica'fbe

0)1 request.

This patented El6etrie-Magnifying
Lens of the most modern design
has stood the test for the r r.at few
years and has proved to countless
industrial Firms its extreme and
sustained usefulness for minute

surface el:an-dent:ens of every conceiv-
able object, metals, tools, fabrics, fibres,
raw materials.

For the close scrutiny of fractured
surfaces, cutting edges, faults in tools,
defccts on finished surfaces, the 11.P_tra

Lens is invaluable.

Revealing every detail with startling exactness,
highly magnified and brilliantly illuminated
in natural colourings, it presents in many
instances hitherto unsuspected data which
can be used to advantage.

Price £4 - 5 - 0 commie` e in case with spare
bulb, battery and trans:iarent measuring scale

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY
RICHARD EOCK

75, Finsbury Court, FINSBURY
PAVEMENT, LONDON, E.C.2

YOU CAN TIN ANY METAL QUICKLY AND EASILY
with

HOYT'S TINNING COMPOUND
Consisting of powdered metal combined to ith an active flux
No SEPARATE APPLICATION OF FLUX, SOLDER OR TIN RZ.-GUIRED

JUST CLEAN THE JOS AND FOLLOW DIRECTIONS

Heat the work and just sprinkle the powder evenly
upon surface to be tinned. The flux should " boil "
and its cleansing action will be assisted if the surface
is scrubbed with a wire brush at this stage. When
flux has all melted and the surface is tinned evenly
all over, remove from heat and.wipe with a clean rag.

Price 61_ per lb. nett carr. paid.
HOYT METAL CO. of CT. BRITAIN, Dept. PM, DEODAR RD., PUTNEY,

LONDON, S.W.I5

FAIR PLAY
When playing.,icards you do not insist
on having all the trumps ! Is it fair to
expect the foreigner to do all the
work of learning an international
language ? Meet him halfway. Learn
Esperanto, already used all over the

world, and play fair.
A correspondence course, including

,textbook and correction of exercises,
costs only 51-, and

YOU WILL ENJOY IT.
Write for particulars to :

BRITISH ESPERANTO
ASSOCIATION, INC.

DEPT. T, HERONSGATE,
RICKMANSWORTH,- HERTS.

TOOLS
NEW MACHINERY. lee esceutial

work only. Electric Motors,- Band Saws,
Drilling Machines, Pumps, G tin& rs,
Welders, etc.-John P. Steel, Bingloy.

lit

SCALE BUILDINGS: '10" "0"
FOGMEN'fl HUTS,

with Fire .. 216 218PLATELAYERS'
HUTS . a 6 & 6/9COAIOFFICES. ... 3,9 6,- et 818

WATER TOWERS ... 14 6 et 16.8 -SUPER BUNGALOWS 18,6
STATION SEATS ... L- 1/3
SIGNAL PARTS ... lfl
SHEET uSEFIjI,

RAILWAY NAMES 9d. Pd.
PEA LAMPS, 3.3 volt, with Flex. 50. each,

4:2 dozen.
ROOKS :

" Modern English Rolling Stock " 4/6, by
post

" British Locomotive Types lay post
8;6. (127 Drawings)

LOCOMOTIVES & ROLLING STOCK
REPAIRED.

Tyldesley A: Holbrook, 109. Deausgate,
Manchester 3

Weil tested simplified Diagrams (5) and
clear instructions (or any Handyman to

construct a satisfactory
TOY or MODEL MAKER'S LATHE
front obtainable materials costing
approximately 501-, No Machining
required. Parrs stocked. Price 316.

P. M. BARHAM, "
Bradmore Green, Coulsdon, Surrey.

It's as easy as AB
.0

Learn
MORSE CODE
in Record time !
First you listen-then you find
youi self reading and sending
MORSE like an expert. It's easy
by Linguaphone, because you
learn by sound. The principle is
the same as in the world-famous
Linguaphone language method.
Soon after you have started listen-
ing to the records in the course,
you will develop amazing speed
and efficiency in receiving and
transmitting messages.
The Linguaphone Morse Code
Course has been prepared, tried
and approved by experts. It con-
tains five double -sided records,
comprehensive text -book, exer-
cises for practice and full addi-
tional information about the various
branches of the Code. Send the
coupon below for a complete course.

L I NGUAPHONE,
Morse Code Course'

(Dept. N/15)

Name

Address

To the Linguaphonc Institute (Dept.
N/15). Linguaphone . House, 207,
Regent Street, London, W.I. Please
send me, post free, a Linguaphone
MORSE CODE COURSE, for which
I enclosed remittance, value 3

MATRICULATION
-6-rempaticew 4..citney

Whatever your age, you can now
study for the all-important Matric-
ulation Examination at home on
" NO PASS=NO FEE " terms.
"MAT= " is the accepted pass-
port to all careers, and opens' up
opportunities which would other7
wise be completely closed to you.
Ensure the success and seenritk of
you and yours through post-war
difficulties by writing for Our
Valuable "Guide to Matriculation"
immediately-FREE and without
obligation. B.T.I. (Dept. 160),
356, Oxford Street, London, W.I.

ELECTRIC ETCHING EQUIPMENT

AS SIMPLE TO,
USE AS A PEN,
Will etch on all;,
metal. Quicker than',
machine engraving.!
From beaters or direct.
Scud for leaflet .

RUNBAKEN. ANCIESTER1

Easily made
by ear method

J.HALLAM
& SON,

Upton, Poole,
Dorset.

MINIATURE PETROL ENGINES for
Aeroplanes and Speed Goats.

Send 3d. far par: radars,-



One of the following Courses taken at home in your
spare time can definitely be the means of securing
substantial promotion in your present calling, or entry
into a more congenial career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, ETC,
Radio - Telegraphy - Telephony - Welding-Aero-
dynamics - Electrical Engineering - Television -
Electric Wiring-Talking Picture Work-Generation
and Supply - Works Management - Metallurgy-
Refrigeration - Planning, Estimating, Rate -fixing -
Time and Motion Study-Aero Inspection-Auto-
mobile Engineering-Sheet-metal Work-Engineer-
ing Draughtsmanship-Aero Draughtsmanship-Jig
and Tool Draughtsmanship-Press Tool and Die
Draughtsmanship - Structural or RIF Concrete
Draughtsmanship Sanitary Engineering - R.A.F.
AND R.N. PILOTS AND OBSERVERS.

GENERAL

Matriculation -'College of Preceptors - Chartered
Institute of Secretaries - Aircraft Apprentice -
Salesmanship-LONDON MATRICULATION.

MUNICIPAL SERVICE
School Attendance Officer-Handicraft Teacher-
Registrar-Relieving Officer-Sanitary Inspector-
Weights and Measures Inspector-Inst. of Mun.
and Cy. Engineers-P.A.S.I.

THE BUILDING BOOM-
- SECURE YOUR SHARE !

The Free Guide also gives particulars of our
extensive range of modern Building and Structural
Courses, Surveying and Levelling, Quantities,
Costing, Building Dratightsmanship, etc. The
great post-war Building proggamine offers un-
limited prospects to technically trained men.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-
or AERO INSPECTOR
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for reserved
occupations as Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc.,
in Aero, Jig and Tool, Press Tool, Electrical,
Mechanical and other Branches of Engineering.
Practical experience is unnecessary for those
who are willine to learn-our Guaranteed

" Home Study" courses
will get you in. Those
already engaged in the
General Drawing Office
should study some
specialised Branch such
as Jig and Tool or Press
Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their
scope and earning
capacity.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I

NEARLY SIXTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

SOUTH AFRICA BRANCH : E.C.S.A. P.O. BOX 8417 JOHANNESBURG.

" PRACTICAL ENGINEERING" sgid-
We recommend all readers interested in improving their position

to apply ,for a copy of this valuable book. " Success in
Engineering" is not a pamphlet. It Is a 124 -page book, con-
taining valuable and vital information on all branches of
engineering . . . There are many engaged in engineering who
owe their success to The National; Institute of Engineering.
The FREE GUIDE explainS

 Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-
manship, Inspection, and opportunities in all other
branches of Engineering and Building.

 How to obtain moiler -making technical qualifications
through special' RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

Write now , for your
copy of this remarkaA
pubiication.

A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,- A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
A.M.I.S.E
London B.Sc., Degrees.
Fully guaranteed postal courses lot
all the above and many other

'lexaminations. Fully described in
the Free Guide.

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS --OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if 'you fail to pass the examination
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we are able to offer. Founded
in 1885, our success record is unapproachable.

Why not fill in -,and post the attached coupon NOW for further
details and Fiee Authoritative Guide to openings in Engineering
and Building ? This book contains a mine of valuable and exclusive
information and may well prove to be the turning point in
your career

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED

FOUNDED 1885- FOREMOST TODAY-OVER 100,000 SUCCESSES

I'-Practical Mechanics" Advice Bureau COUPON
This output i, a vailaltle until January Si st, 1544, and
Most be attached to all letters containing (pieties. together
with 3 penny sLampe. A slumped, addressed envelope

nips,' also Id, enclosed.
Practical Mechanics. ' January, 1944,

FREE COUPON
O/ To NATI9NAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING

e (Dept. 29): 148, Holborn, London, E.t.1.
Please forward your FREE Guide to

NAME
ADDRESS

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING (Place across afAinst
(2) BUILDING , (3) MUNICIPAL WORK "7 "0 i" 4'hichyou are nleYested.)

The subject or examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have°a special prefe-ence.
(Id. hump only required if unsealed. envelope used.)
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